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Abstract 
The refurbishment of old buildings often goes hand in hand with an increase in both the dead 
and live loads. The latter, combined with the higher safety factors, often make the reinforce-
ment of the old structures necessary. Most reinforcement methods involve transforming a 
structural timber member into a composite beam. Composite sections have a long tradition in 
timber construction. In the early days, multiple timber beams were connected with interlock-
ing tooth and wooden shear connecters, which resulted in an elastic connection. Although 
historical timber structures are frequently upgraded, no method has yet been established and 
fully accepted by all stakeholders such as owners, builders, architects, engineers and cultural 
heritage organisations. Carbon fibre-reinforced polymers (CFRP) have already shown their 
efficiency in structural reinforcement especially in concrete structures. Moreover, previous 
studies have shown that CFRP has the potential to meet the expectations of all parties in-
volved. In order to reach the service-limit state, a high amount of carbon fibres has to be 
used, or considering the cost of reinforcement, prestress has to be applied. However, pre-
stressing often goes hand-in-hand with delaminating issues. The camber method presented 
here offers an efficient solution for prestressing timber bending members and overcoming the 
known obstacles. 

In the method proposed, the timber beam is cambered using an adjustable prop at midspan 
during the bonding of the CRFP-lamella to the lower side of the bending member. After cur-
ing the adhesive, the prop is removed and the prestressed composite beam is ready to be 
used. The prestress introduced in the system is not constant, but has a triangular shape and 
peaks at midspan, where it is used the most. The prestress force, which declines towards the 
end of the beam, leads to a constant shear stress over the whole length of the reinforcement, 
avoiding a concentrated anchorage zone. 

An analytical calculation model has been developed to calculate and design prestressed tim-
ber-bending members using the camber method. Numerical modelling, using a multi-surface 
plasticity model for timber, confirmed the results from the analytical model, and clearly re-
duced delaminating issues, comparing very favourably to traditional prestressing methods. 
The experimental parametric study, including the determination of the short-term load-
bearing capacity of structural-sized beams, showed agreement with the analytical and nu-
merical calculation. The prestressed reinforcement showed a benefit of nearly 50% towards 
the ultimate-limit state and up to 70% towards the service-limit state. Calculations revealed 
that the use of high modulus CFRP allows even higher benefits, depending on the configura-
tions and requirements. The long-term design of the prestressed composite beam was inves-
tigated by extending the analytical model. The creep of the timber leads to a load transfer 
from the timber towards the CFRP, and therefore increases the benefit towards the ultimate-
limit design. Applying high modulus CFRP-lamellas allows for a complete utilisation of the 
design capacity of timber and carbon fibre-reinforced polymer.  

The thorough investigation conducted demonstrated that the camber method is an efficient 
technique for prestressing and reinforcing timber-bending members. Furthermore, the calcu-
lation model presented allows for a safe design and estimation of long-term behaviour. 
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Zusammenfassung 
Die Sanierung von bestehenden Gebäuden bringt häufig eine Erhöhung der Nutz- und Auf-
lasten mit sich. Dies und die von den neuen Normen geforderten höheren Sicherheitsfakto-
ren erfordern oft eine Verstärkung der bestehenden Tragstruktur. Die meisten Massnahmen 
verwandeln den Holzbalken in einen Verbundquerschnitt. Zusammengesetzte Querschnitte 
haben in der Holzkonstruktion eine lange Tradition. Zu Beginn wurden die Konstruktionen 
durch Verzahnen und / oder durch Hartholzdübel respektive Keile miteinander verbunden. 
Kohlefaser verstärke Kunststoffe (CFK) haben bereits den Nachweis der Effizienz zur Ver-
stärkung bestehender Strukturen erbracht, dies insbesondere im Betonbau. Verstärkungen 
im Holzbau werden bereits durchgeführt, jedoch hat sich bis heute noch keine Methode etab-
liert welche für alle involvierten Parteien wie Bauherr, Bauunternehmung, Architekt Ingenieur 
und Denkmalpflege zufriedenstellend ist. Verschiedene Untersuchungen zeigten, dass CFK 
das Potenzial hat diese Ansprüche zu erfüllen. Um mit dem Hochleistungsmaterial CFK auch 
die Durchbiegung reduzieren zu können ist entweder eine Vorspannung notwendig oder es 
muss andererseits sehr viel CFK eingesetzt werden, was die Methode unnötig verteuert. Lei-
der kommt eine Vorspannung meist Hand in Hand mit Delaminierungsproblemen. Die Ursa-
che dafür sind konzentrierte Schubspannungen an den Lamellenenden. Hier setzt die in der 
Dissertation präsentierte Methode zur Vorspannung von Biegebalken an und löst die be-
kannten Probleme. 

Die Vorspannung wird durch Überhöhung des zu sanierenden Balkens während der Verkle-
bung mit der Kohlefaserlamelle erzeugt. Dies erfolgt mit Hilfe einer Schalungsstütze in der 
Mitte des Balkens. Durch das Entfernen der Schalungsstütze wird der verstärkte Balken vor-
gespannt und kann belastet werden. Das durch die Überhöhung induzierte Biegemoment ist 
dreieckförmig. Daher ist die Schubspannung in der Klebefuge gleichmässig über die Länge 
verteilt und auf eine konzentrierte Verankerung der Vorspannkraft wird verzichtet. Die Vor-
spannkraft ist in der Mitte, wo sie am meisten benötigt wird, am grössten und gegen aussen 
abnehmend. 

Ein analytisches Berechnungsmodel zur Berechnung und Dimensionierung von Balken, wel-
che mit der präsentierten Methode vorgespannt sind, wurde entwickelt. Nummerische Model-
lierungen mit einem nichtlinearen Materialmodell für Holz bestätigten die Resultate der analy-
tischen Berechnungen und das klar reduzierte Risiko gegenüber Delaminierung. Die Labor-
versuche beinhalteten eine Parameterstudie sowie die Ermittlung der Bruchlast von vorge-
spannten Holzbalken mit baupraktischen Abmessungen. Die Tragfähigkeit konnte um ca. 
50 % gesteigert werden. Der Beitrag zur Gebrauchstauglichkeit war, abhängig vom Gefähr-
dungsbild, bis zu 70 %. Berechnungen zeigten, dass bei der Verwendung von hochmoduli-
gen CFK-Lamellen diese Werte je nach Anforderung und Gefährdungsbild noch höher aus-
fallen. Das Langzeitverhalten des Verbundquerschnittes wurde analytisch untersucht. Durch 
das Kriechen des Holzes wird es über die Zeit leicht entlastet und der CFK übernimmt mehr 
Last. Bei hochmoduligen CFK-Lamellen kann die Kapazität von Holz und CFK vollständig 
ausgenutzt werden. 

Die ausführlichen Untersuchungen bewiesen die Effizienz der präsentierten Verstärkungs-
methode. Mit dem analytischen Berechnungsmodell können verstärkte Balken sicher dimen-
sioniert und das Langzeitverhalten abgeschätzt werden. 
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1 Introduction 
The refurbishment of old buildings often goes hand-in-hand with an increase of the dead and 
live load. This, together with the higher safety factors, often make the reinforcement of an old 
structure necessary. At the same time, the use of steel is often regarded as an inadequate 
solution in a timber construction due to the increased self-weight of the structure, the ap-
pearance and the corrosion in marine environments that result. The use of Carbon Fibre-
Reinforced Polymers (CFRP), however, allows methods that avoid these effects, and are 
nearly invisible.  

Most reinforcing methods transform a structural-timber member into a composite. Composite 
sections have a long tradition in timber constructions. In the early stages, the multiple timber 
beams were connected with interlocking tooth and wood shear connecters, which resulted in 
an elastic connection. The first known construction using adhesive to overcome the limited 
size and straight shape of timber beams was built in 1860 in Southampton, England [89]. 
Otto Hetzer is usually regarded as the pioneer, using adhesives to laminate timber and con-
tributing to the invention of glue-laminated timber (glulam). Glulam can be regarded as a 
composite section made of several timber boards. Glulam technology allowed the production 
of large beams, and with the development of finger joints, the size of timber beams was only 
limited by production facilities. Furthermore, the lamination and grading of different boards 
resulted in a certain degree of homogenisation of the timber.  

Timber-concrete composite slabs, which are quite frequently used in the Swiss timber build-
ing industry, are the first composite constructions involving two different materials. In order to 
use both materials most advantageously, the timber is placed on the tension side, and the 
concrete on the compression side. The efficiency of this composite depends mainly on the 
shear connector. Timber-concrete composites are also used to strengthen timber floors. This 
technique also increases the stiffness, helps to avoid vibrations and contributes to sound 
isolation. The disadvantages of such interventions are the added weight, the humidity 
brought into the building, and the necessary construction height. 

CFRP is a relatively new class of composite materials manufactured from artificial fibres and 
a polymer matrix, and which has demonstrated efficiency in the field of reinforcement and in 
the rehabilitation of structures. However, while timber has been successfully reinforced over 
the past few decades using various materials and reinforcing techniques, only a few of those 
methods have reached the commercial market. In order to gain the necessary contribution of 
the CFRP reinforcement to the service-limit state, a solution involving prestressing is re-
quired; otherwise the amount of carbon fibre would be very high and therefore the method 
would not be cost efficient. Prestressed carbon fibres are commercially used to strengthen 
concrete and steel structures, and especially old cast-iron structures. Until now, the methods 
had not been applied to timber successfully, mainly because of the delaminating of the car-
bon fibre strip due to concentrated shear stress at the beam end. The idea to overcome this 
obstacle by using adhesives with a higher bonding strength resulted mostly in timber failure 
due to tension perpendicular to the grain. This failure was usually 2 to 3 cm above the carbon 
strip.  
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In cultural heritage buildings, the reversibility of the reinforcement as well as the preservation 
of the old structure as load-bearing elements are both important. The reversibility of a rein-
forcement is often in conflict with the impact on the appearance, this especially for bonded 
CFRP lamellas: For externally bonded lamellas the reversibility is given but they are clearly 
visible. The opposite is true for adhesively bonded lamellas slotted into the timber.  

In the proposed method, the timber beam is cambered with an adjustable prop at midspan 
during the bonding of the CRFP-lamella on the bottom side of the bending member (Figure 
1). Measures have to be taken to avoid the force of the prop being transmitted through the 
CFRP-lamella. Otherwise, the adhesive thickness would locally be reduced to nearly zero. 
Because of its simplicity, this method can be readily used in-situ. In cases where the weight 
of the structure on top of the beam is insufficient, measures need to be taken to hold down 
the beam ends. The moment introduced in the beam has a triangular shape. Therefore, the 
shear stress in the glue line is constant and quite low, and the stress introduced in the FRP 
lamella varies over its length. The prestress level is related to the force present in the prop 
during the bonding process. It is crucial for the bending capacity of the composite section 
that the force applied during the cambering of the beam is within the elastic limit of the timber 
beam; otherwise the crushing that occurs during cambering would be on the tension side 
during service life.  

 

Figure 1: The black line shows the system prior to intervention. In red is the cambered 
system after installation of the prop. The red arrow indicates the adjustable 
prop. 

1.1 Objective 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the load-bearing behaviour of CFRP reinforced 
timber bending members when prestressed using the camber method. In order to conduct 
the study, the following objectives were defined: 

 Experimental investigation of the governing parameters, such as adhesive type, 
prestress level and load-bearing behaviour 

 Development of an analytical calculation method to allow a safe design for engi-
neers 

 Numerical investigation of the stresses present in the anchorage zone of the 
CFRP-lamella 

 Experimental verification of the calculation model and the numerical investiga-
tions. 

1.2 Outline  
The research presented in this thesis consists of three main subjects: the first is the devel-
opment of the analytical calculation model, the second concerns the experimental work, and 
the third deals with numerical simulation using the finite element method. 
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The outline of the chapters is as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents the state of research. A brief overview of the materials involved in the 
research is included. Finally, conclusions are drawn from the state of the research. 

Chapter 3 deals with the development of the analytical calculations model. The presented 
model allows for the design of a structure that is prestressed using the camber method. Fur-
thermore, different verification methods are considered and the compliance of these methods 
with the Swiss building codes is discussed. 

Chapter 4 explains and discusses the experimental work. The chapter is divided into two 
parts: first the investigation done using small clear timber is presented; the second section 
deals with the experiments done using structural-sized glulam beams.  

Chapter 5 describes the numerical investigations. First the used material properties and 
models are presented. The modelling of the experiments is followed by verification. The op-
timisation using finite-element modelling (FEM) leads into the discussion and conclusions 
drawn from the numerical investigations. 

Chapter 6 presents the overall discussions and conclusions. Finally, topics for future re-
search are suggested. 

1.3 Scope 
The scope of the presented research is limited to the tasks presented above. As externally-
bonded CFRP-lamellas are more prone to delaminating than slotted-in lamellas, also called 
near-surface mounted lamellas, the investigations were limited to externally-bonded CFRP-
lamellas.  

The method presented in this doctoral thesis for prestressing bending beams is mainly 
thought for the reinforcement of historical constructions. The method can only be applied if 
the bending member, which needs to be reinforced, has a sound timber quality. The as-
sessment of the timber prior to reinforcement is out of the scope of the presented research. 

Experiments considering climatic variations as well as the long-term behaviour of pre-
stressed timber beams are also out of the scope of the presented dissertation. However, 
some primary investigations were carried out at the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials 
Science (EMPA) in collaboration with the author (Richter, Lehmann and Properzi [93]). 
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2 State of the Research 
Timber is one of the oldest building materials used by human beings, and is currently gaining 
popularity due the fact that it is a CO2-neutral. Timber and other building materials have been 
researched since ages. Therefore only a brief overview of the related work is presented be-
low. For further reading it is recommended to consider the cited literature. 

2.1 The structure of timber 
Because timber is a naturally-grown material, there is wide variability in is structure and 
properties, both between and within species. Wood is an inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
material. 

The cross-section of a tree consists of different zones (Figure 2, left). Bark, the outermost 
layer, protects the tree to a certain degree from damage (mechanical, UV, and fire). The 
secondary phloem, often called inner bark, is where the sap is transported downwards. The 
cambium is the part where new cells grow. The cambium builds cells for the timber and also 
for the bark. As the bark does not grow over the years, it is replaced continuously, leading to 
the often characteristic flakes and cracks in the outer bark. The wood under the bark is usu-
ally divided into two zones: the sapwood and the heartwood. In the sapwood, the sap is 
transported upwards. When the tree reaches a certain age, the sap-flow is concentrated in 
the outer growth rings. These rings in the centre are then transformed into heartwood. Not all 
species form heartwood, however; and the width of the sapwood varies from species to spe-
cies. At the centre of the stem, the pith is found. 

Timber is a naturally-grown polymer. According to Fengel and Wegener [31] the three major 
substances constituting timber are cellulose, polyoses (hemicelluloses) and lignin with the 
cell walls containing between 97 and 99% of those three macromolecular substances. Cellu-
lose, the major component of wood, can be described as a linear polymer chain with a high 
degree of polymerisation. This polymer chain contains only -D-glucose. Cellulose is the 
main structural component of wood. The molecular chains of the polyoses are much shorter 
than the one of celluloses and they contain different natural sugars. The polymers of hemi-
celluloses have side-groups and may be branched. Lignin is structured quite differently from 
the two polysaccharides mentioned above. Lignin is an irregular branched-polyphenolic pol-
ymer. Its complex structure varies according to the species.  

Compared to hardwood, the cell structure of softwoods is quite simple. As the research pre-
sented in this thesis was done using softwood, the structure of hardwood is not explained 
further. The softwood structure contains mainly tracheids, which are responsible for the me-
chanical support of the tree and the transport of liquids within the tree. The majority of the 
tracheids are orientated longitudinally (parallel to the growth direction) with only the tracheids 
of the medulla rays orientated radially (perpendicular to the growth direction). In regions with 
a vegetation period of less than 12 months, the trees have the characteristic growth rings 
(Figure 2, left). The early wood contains tracheids with thin walls and large lumens. The late 
wood, which grows towards the end of the vegetation period, has thick-walled tracheids with 
a smaller diameter (Figure 2, right). The properties of these two types of wood differ in that 
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the late wood is denser, stiffer and darker, and has a higher resistance than the early wood. 
This is valid for softwood only. 

 

Figure 2: Left: section of a four-year-old fir tree (br, bark; b, inner bark; k, cambium; h, 
resin streak; ms, medulla ray; j, growth ring border; m, pith; s, late wood; f, early 
wood) [48]; Right: Picea Abies: the border between late and early wood is 
clearly visible (  wood anatomy laboratory Biel) 

The cell wall is composed mainly of cellulose, and is divided into the primary, secondary and 
tertiary walls. The secondary wall itself is composed of three layers (S1 to S3) with different 
microfiber angles (Figure 3). The S3 layer can only be found in parenchyma tracheids. The 
S2 layer by far the thickest is responsible for the mechanical resistance of the timber. The 
different cells are connected by the middle lamella which is mainly composed of hemicellu-
loses and lignin.  

 

Figure 3: Left: Structure of a tracheid (ML, middle lamella; P, primary wall; S1, first layer 
of the secondary wall; S2, second layer of the secondary wall; T, tertiary wall; 
HT, helical thickening; W, warty layer) [25] Right: Picea Abies: the primary, 
secondary and tertiary walls with the middle lamella are clearly visible (  wood 
anatomy laboratory Biel) 
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2.2 Rheological behaviour of timber 
In timber, strain under a constant load increases over time. This behaviour is generally called 
creep. Creep is generally divided into three different phases: 1) primary creep, which is the 
creep strain that occurs shortly after loading, and is characterised by a decreasing strain rate 
that becomes constant over time; 2) secondary creep is characterised by a constant strain 
rate, and the creep strain during this phase is usually less important than the primary creep; 
3) tertiary creep is characterised by an exponential increasing strain rate, leading to failure of 
the specimen (Figure 4). For timber, the tertiary creep stage only occurs above a certain load 
level, otherwise the strain rate decreases towards zero during stage two. According to Navi 
and Heger [81], creep can be regarded as linear for loads up to 40% of the short-term load-
bearing capacity. 

 

Figure 4: Definition of the three creep phases 

One has to remember that several different mechanisms are responsible for the strain occur-
ring in a timber specimen under constant load: 

 elastic strain 
 viscoelastic strain 
 viscoplastic strain (non-linear creep) 
 mechano-sorptive strain 
 moisture-induced strain (swelling / shrinking) 
 thermal strain 

Usually the different strains are regarded independently, and the total strain is determined by 
adding all the strains (1). The total strain under constant load is therefore a function of time, 
humidity and temperature. 

( , , ) = ( , ) + ( , ) + ( , ) + ( , ) + ( ) + ( ) (1) 

Where: 

(t,u,T) = total strain under constant load as a function of time humidity and temperature  

0(u,T) = elastic strain as a function of humidity and temperature 

ve(t,T) = viscoelastic strain as a function of time and temperature 

vp(t,T) = viscoplastic strain as a function of time and temperature 
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As the influence of the temperature on the strain is quite low for timber, it can be neglected 
for engineering proposes. Generally the non-linear part of the creep is neglected for perma-
nent loads up to 40% of the maximal load-bearing capacity [40, 81, 91]. Therefore, simplified 
creep strain can be defined as the sum of viscoelastic strain and mechano-sorptive strain (2). 

Equation (3) describes viscoelastic behaviour under uniaxial stress while equation (4) de-
scribes it under uniaxial strain. 

In literature, several ways of numerical modelling for creep in timber are presented. A math-
ematically quite simple approach is to use a power function for the creep strain in function of 
time, as only a few parameters are needed (7). According to Rautenstrauch [91], even for 
constant loads, the precision of equation (7) is limited. 

ms(u,T) = mechano-sorptive strain as a function of humidity and temperature 

u(u) = moisture-induced strain as a function of humidity 

T(T) = thermal strain as a function temperature 

( , ) = ( ) + ( ) (2) 

Where: 

c(t,u) = creep strain as a function of time and humidity 

ve(t) = viscoelastic strain as a function of time 

ms(u) = mechano-sorptive strain as a function of humidity  

( ) = ( )  (3) 

( ) = ( )  (4) 

( ) =
( )

 (5) 

( ) =
( )

 (6) 

Where: 

(t) = strain as a function of time 
(t) = stress as a function of time 

J(t) = retardation function (5) 
E(t) = relaxation function (6) 
t = time 

 = stress 

0 = constant stress 
 = strain 

0 = constant strain 
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Rheological models are used most often, usually as a combination of dashpots and springs. 
The dashpot represents the viscous part and follows the viscosity law of Newton (8). The 
spring represents the elastic part and follows Hook’s law (9). Therefore, a single dashpot 
leads under constant load to infinite strain and under constant strain to complete relaxation, 
whereas a spring shows no time dependency (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Schematic drawing of a dashpot (left) and spring (right). 

In order to model viscoelastic behaviour, a combination of the basic elements is needed. If 
the two elements are combined parallel, it is called Kelvin element (Figure 6 left). Under con-
stant load, this combination creeps to a limit that is defined by the spring rate. Relaxation 
under constant strain cannot be modelled using a Kelvin element. The combination of a 
dashpot and a spring in a series is a Maxwell element (Figure 6, right). The behaviour of this 
element leads, under constant load, to infinite creep; and under constant strain, to complete 
relaxation. Equation (10) describes the behaviour of a Kelvin element under constant stress. 
Equation (11) describes the behaviour of a Maxwell element under constant strain. 

( ) =  (7) 

Where: 

c(t) = creep strain as a function of time 
a = parameter to derivate from experimental data 
t = time 
m = parameter to derivate from experimental data   

=  (8) 

=  (9) 

Where: 

 = stress 
 = dashpot constant 
 = strain rate 

E = spring rate 
 = strain

( ) = 1  (10) 

( ) =  (11) 

Where: 

(t) = stress as a function of time 
t = time 
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Figure 6: left: Schematic drawing of a Kelvin element right: Maxwell element 

Due to the fact that material is never true viscoelastic one single element is not suitable to 
model retardation (creep) or relaxation of materials therefore the so called standard solid 
model combines the Maxwell or Kelvin element with a Hook spring (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7: left: Schematic drawing of the standard solid models based on a Kelvin ele-
ment right: based on a Maxwell element  

For timber usually generalised standard solid models are used. This means that one spring is 
used in combination with several Maxwell (parallel) respectively Kelvin (series) elements. 
According to Hartnack [40], a spring followed by five Kelvin elements is suitable for modelling 
the creep behaviour of a timber specimen under compression. 

The numerical modelling of long-term behaviour is out of the scope of the presented work. 
Therefore, the long-term behaviour was estimated using a simplified analytical approach 
based on the reduction of the MOE of the timber for calculations taking the creep into ac-
count.  

2.3 Adhesives 
Humans have used adhesives since the early Stone Age. Birch-tar was used in producing 
tools and spears. Traces of birch-tar on flint stones have been found in Italy that are approx-
imately 200’000 years old [74]. 

Adhesives are used in many industries. Due to the large marked for industrial bonding, the 
main research in adhesions technology does not focus on the building or timber industries. 
Structural on-site bonding involving timber is not commonly done, and therefore the adhesive 
industry does not develop special adhesives for this application. Nevertheless, the huge 
product ranges of the adhesive producers mean that more or less suitable adhesives can be 
found on the market. 

According to Habenicht [38], the adhesives can be divided into groups according to the set-
ting mechanism. Chemical-setting adhesives contain monomers or prepolymers, and the 

0 = constant stress 
 = retardation time 

0 = constant strain 
 = relaxation time 

E = spring rate 
(t) = strain as a function of time
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final polymerisation occurs during the curing of the adhesive. The chemical-setting adhesives 
usually contain two components that are either mixed prior to application or sometimes one 
component is provided by the adherent (e.g. water for the one component polyurethane ad-
hesive as often used in the timber industry). Physical-setting adhesives, which consist of one 
main component, are already polymerised during production. The wettability is reached by 
means of solvents or temperature and/or pressure. No chemical reaction occurs during the 
curing of the adhesive. The reactive hot-melt adhesives are a combination of those two set-
ting mechanisms and are based mainly on polyurethane or epoxy formulations. 

 

Figure 8: Adhesives grouped by the setting mechanism according to Habenicht [38] 

In the aircraft and space industry, adhesives have been widely used for over 60 years. Ac-
cording to Habenicht [38], the main reasons for the success of adhesives are: 

 no or only low head-introduction (important for non-heat resistant high-strength 
metal alloys) 

 higher dynamic resistance due to avoiding of stress concentrations (e.g. rivet con-
nections show high-peak stresses around the holes) 

 higher buckling strength (Figure 9) 
 long durability 

 

Figure 9: Buckling behaviour of a rivet and adhesive connection [38] 

The above points also explain why adhesives are crucial for modern vehicle engineering. 
Additionally the ductile behaviour of adhesive connections is crucial in the crash behaviour of 
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vehicles. These industries use mainly chemical-setting adhesives and reactive hot melts. For 
further information see Habenicht [38]. 

2.3.1 Adhesives used in combination with timber 

In the wood-panel industry, hot-setting adhesives such as melamine (MF), urea- (UF), mela-
mine-urea- (MUF) and phenol-formaldehyde (PF) are mainly used. UF is a low-cost adhesive 
with poor water resistance, and in order to enhance the water resistance it can be copoly-
merised with melamine (MUF). PF has a high-water resistance but is more costly. Due to the 
formaldehyde emission that occurs with these adhesives, other types based on isocyanate 
gain popularity in the panel industry. Tannin-based adhesives with hexamine as a hardener 
allow the production of wood-based panels without formaldehyde emissions due to the adhe-
sive [63, 87, 95]. Furthermore, tannin is a natural polyphenol extracted from bark and/or tim-
ber and is therefore environmentally friendly. This short overview is not compete but consid-
ers the large quantities of adhesives used the panel industry. 

Timber is a good thermal isolator so there are certain obstacles in using hot-setting adhe-
sives for large sections such as glulam and cross laminated timber. The glulam industry 
therefore uses mainly cold-setting adhesives such as melamine-urea formaldehyde (MUF), 
polyurethane (PUR) or phenol-resorcinol formaldehyde (PRF). Some producers use high-
frequency presses, however, for hot-setting adhesives with short pressing times. PRF resins 
are not often used anymore because of the long curing time necessary with the cold-setting 
system. Glulam produced using PRF has an excellent performance in humid conditions, 
however. The successful use of PUR and PRF adhesives in bonding CFRP with timber has 
also been documented by various authors, for example, [15, 33, 72]. 

Epoxy-based adhesives (EP) are chemical setting and can be cured at ambient or elevated 
temperatures. In the timber industry, mainly cold-setting epoxy adhesives are used for load-
bearing connections involving steel or FRP. According to Habenicht [38], cold-setting epoxy 
adhesives have a lower ultimate strength and a shorter pot life than hot-setting epoxies. The 
lower strength is due to the fact that the OH group of the epoxy component (Figure 10) fails 
to cross-link below 65°C. Thermal treatment of an already reacted cold-setting EP generally 
leads to a higher glass-transmission temperature and ultimate strength. Epoxy resins are 
often used for the external reinforcement of structures. Several authors have also confirmed 
the suitability of these adhesives for timber structures e.g.[15, 23, 61, 65-67, 69, 70, 72, 98]. 

 

Figure 10: Typical addition reaction of an epoxy according to Habenicht [38] 

Although physical-setting adhesives are also used in the timber industry, these are not usual-
ly utilised for load-bearing structures. Although the furniture industry uses mostly dispersion 
or hot-melt adhesives. 
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Due to the porous structure of timber, the mechanical adhesion is vital for the resistance of 
adhesively-bonded joints. Some adhesives do also form chemical adhesion, for example, 
isocyanate-based adhesives react with the OH groups of the celluloses and lignin. Obstacles 
to good adhesion to timber can be: 

 extractives 
 dust 
 swelling/shrinking due to variation in humidity 
 low-surface quality 
 high density 
 elevated moisture content (depending on the adhesive type) 

Lehmann, Vallée, Tannert et al. [71] have shown that epoxy and polyurethane-based adhe-
sives are an efficient alternative to the pinned connections generally used in timber struc-
tures. The load-bearing behaviour is quite different: no slip occurs which results in lower de-
formation. However, adhesively-bonded joints usually fail quite brittle and the timber structure 
loses its ductile elements. Vallée, Tannert, Lehmann, et al. [118] present a probabilistic 
strength model for adhesively-bonded lap joints composed of wood adherents. The calcula-
tions show a good correlation with the experiments conducted using adhesive thickness and 
bond length.  

2.3.2 Bonding on-site 

As most structural adhesives are chemically setting, the quality control and maintenance dur-
ing the manufacturing of adhesively-bonded joints is very important. In industrial facilities 
such as glulam factories, the necessary measures are applied. However, reinforcements or 
the assembly of large structures need to be done on the construction-site where no con-
trolled environment is normally available. The adhesives used for structural bonding on-site 
are usually polyurethane or epoxy based. Richter, Cruz and Negrão [92] outline the following 
obstacles for bonding on-site: 

 A lack of well-structured and concise knowledge on bonded reinforcement or re-
pair techniques for timber 

 Bonding on-site process and conditions are difficult to control (e.g. bond-line 
thickness, surface properties, bond-line stresses and environmental conditions) 

 Adhesives for bonding on-site are not specifically developed for timber 
 Appropriate test methods and standards for bonding adhesives on-site are lacking 
 Sufficiently rapid on-site assessment methods (control of mixture and penetration, 

viscosity) are missing. 

Due to these obstacles and to the special circumstances of bonding on-site, the adhesive 
used in factories to produce engineered timber products are not suitable for on-site usage. In 
case of retrofitting or reparation, no adhesive suitable for all tasks exists. The viscosity, for 
example, needs to be chosen depending on the job: for crack filling, a low viscosity is prefer-
able; however, for overhead installation a higher viscosity and thixotropy are needed.  

According to Cruz and Custódio [28], the correct surface preparation of adherents is impera-
tive. The main reasons for preparing the wood surface before bonding are:  
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 To produce a close fit between the adherents 
 To produce a freshly-cut or planed surface, free from machine marks or other sur-

face irregularities, extractives or other contaminants 
 To produce a mechanically-sound surface without crushing or burnishing it, which 

would inhibit adhesive wetting and penetration. 

One of the most crucial tasks is to ensure sufficient quality control of a bonding on-site job 
involving timber. Smedley, Cruz and Paula [103] present a systematic overview of the 
measures needed to ensure adequate quality control. 

2.4 Fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) 
Fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) are composites composed of fibres that are enclosed in a 
polymer matrix. For structural purposes mainly thermosetting matrixes are used. 

2.4.1 Production 

FRP is widely used in the industry, and its production is well-developed and documented 
(e.g. Michaeli and Wegener [79] and Bourban, Carlsson and Mercier [21]); therefore only the 
production methods and a brief description of the methods relevant for retrofitting are listed 
below: 

 Lay-up (wet or dry) 
 Spray-up 
 Autoclave 
 Compression moulding 
 SMC (sheet-moulding compound) 
 DMC (dough-moulding compound) 
 GMT (glass-mat thermoplastics) 
 Injection-compression moulding (ICM) 
 Pultrusion 
 Filament winding 
 Centrifugal casting 
 Bladder-inflation moulding 
 Resin-transfer moulding (with or without vacuum assistance) 
 Vacuum bag moulding 

However, at present, only two methods are mainly used in the construction industry: the 
hand lay-up and the use of prefabricated pultruded rods or lamellas. Systems using sprayed-
up FRP are currently being developed in Japan [34, 35]. Other systems that could be inter-
esting for the construction industry are vacuum-bag moulding and filament winding. The 
winding process could be used for the post-strengthening of columns against seismic load-
ing. The vacuum-bag method could be used in combination with the systems mentioned 
above in order to avoid air enclosures within the FRP or at the interface between FRP and 
substrate [90].  

Before applying the FRP post-strengthening the structure needs to be prepared (grinded) 
and cleaned. It is important that the surface is free of loose components and dust (vacuum 
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cleaned). The surface needs to be reasonable even otherwise it is necessary to level it with 
special mortars. In case the FRP needs to be wrapped around an edge, the minimum diame-
ter (~20mm) needs to be respected. The substrate needs to meet the minimum requirements 
in strength in order to prevent failure of the substrate above the glue line, due to shear 
stress. 

2.4.1.1 Hand lay-up 

The hand lay-up systems involve production of the FRP on-site. There are two different 
methods of hand lay-up, the wet and the dry process. In the case of a wet lay-up, the fabrics 
are impregnated on-site with resin prior to the application. For the dry process, the fabric is 
imbedded and impregnated with resin during the application (Figure 11). The first step is the 
preparing of the substrate along the specifications of the FRP-system producer. After the 
vacuum cleaning of the surface, a primer is applied. Within a certain time frame, the first lay-
er of resin is applied on top of the primer (Figure 11, left). It is important to avoid any folds or 
air enclosures when the fabric is laminated to the substrate using a roller (Figure 11, right).  

 

Figure 11: Hand lay-up dry system applied on a concrete girder [3] 

The hand lay-up method is used for shear post-strengthening in concrete constructions. This 
method is also used for retrofitting concrete columns for seismic loads. It is important that 
there are no air enclosures present in the FRP or on the interface between the FRP and the 
substrate. Otherwise, the ultimate strength of the post-strengthened member will be signifi-
cantly reduced. This method is also used in timber constructions in order to post-strengthen 
timber columns [104].  

2.4.1.2 Pultrusion 

The pultrusion production is not done on-site the rods or lamellas are prefabricated in a fac-
tory. The FRP for post-strengthening has an epoxy-based matrix. The matrix itself usually 
has a low MOE compared to the fibres, which increases the strain of the product at ultimate 
load. The production process is similar to the extrusion except that the fibres are pulled 
through the die and not pushed. (Figure 12) The resin is cured in the die, either by means of 
dielectric heating of the resin or by heating the die itself.  
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Figure 12: Pultrusion production process [73] 

The pultruded rods or lamellas are mainly used for post-strengthening beams in bending. 
The lamellas are glued onto the structure with epoxy resin. It is possible to pre-tension the 
lamellas before they are glued to the structure. FRP rods are also used for the external post-
tensioning of structures. 

2.4.1.3 Spray-up FRP 

The spray-up technique is used in industry to produce large and/or complex shapes. Auto-
mation of this production process is possible, depending on the shape of the product. The 
resin and fibres are mixed during the spraying process (Figure 13, left). The fibres are sup-
plied as a string to the spray gun and then automatically chopped before being sprayed 
(Figure 13, right). After the spray process, the fibres need to be pressed to the substrate us-
ing a roller or another suitable device. It is important to avoid any air enclosures in the FRP 
or at the interface between the substrate and FRP. 

 

Figure 13: Spray-up FRP [73] 

2.4.1.4 Vacuum-bag moulding 

Vacuum-bag moulding can be used in combination with other production methods such as 
spray-up or hand lay-up. The vacuum-bag moulding is used in the industry to apply pressure 
to the FRP and also to ensure that there are no air enclosures in the FRP. The system can 
be adopted for on-site production. The vacuum bag needs to be placed around the member, 
the ends sealed and a vacuum pulled in the bag. The sealing of the vacuum bag needs to be 
reasonably tight in order to pull the necessary vacuum (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Proposed method of a vacuum-bag moulding for on-site application [90] 

2.4.1.5 Filament winding 

This technique is used in industry to produce large items such as silos, pipes or tanks. The 
fibres are impregnated with a pre-catalysed resin and wrapped around a mould. In industrial 
production, the mould is turned (Figure 15). In an on-site production, the applicator needs to 
rotate around the column. Instead of single fibres, a pre-woven fabric can also be used. 

 

Figure 15: Filament winding [73] 

2.4.2 Matrix  

Generally, two different types of matrixes are distinguished: thermoplastic and thermosetting. 
Thermoplastic matrixes are prone to creep, especially at elevated temperatures. For struc-
tural purposes, mainly thermosetting matrixes based on epoxies or unsaturated polyester 
resins are used (Table 1). In the aircraft industry phenol-formaldehyde is preferred because 
of its head resistance. 

Table 1: Properties of thermosetting matrixes for FRP according to [122] 

  Epoxy Phenol Polyester 
tension strength [MPa] 40-140 42-63 35-92 

MOE [MPa] 3000-4500 2800-3500 1500-2000 
ultimate strain [%] 2-10 1.5-2 2-4 

density g/cm3 1.15-1.35 1.3-1.32 1.1-1.5 

Ulga and Meier [117] investigated the production of CRFP-lamellas for structural purposes 
using thermoplastic matrixes. The results show that the strength and stiffness of the devel-
oped lamella is lower than a standard lamella produced using the same fibres. They also 
report some obstacles overcoming the creep tendency and the low-heat resistance. 
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2.4.3 Fibres 

In the building industry, three types of fibres are used: carbon, glass and aramid; furthermore 
polyethylene, polyamide and boron are also mentioned in the literature [76, 79] as possible 
fibres for FRP. The first three fibres and therefore also the composites have different proper-
ties and advantages: glass fibres are the least expensive ones; aramid has a high toughness 
and is therefore excellent for impact loading; whereas carbon has high modulus of elasticity 
(MOE) and strength. Table 2 shows the strength of the fibres shortly after production. Any 
damage caused during further processing can reduce the strength to 2/3 or even 1/3 of its 
original value.  

Table 2: Mechanical properties of different fibres according to [79] 

Glass Carbon Aramid 

  E S HT HST IM HM Standard HM 

strength [GPa] 3.4–3.5 4.4–4.6 2.7–3.0 3.9–7.0 3.4–5.9 2.0–3.2 2.8–3.0 2.8–3.4 

MOE [GPa] 72–73 86–87 228–238 230–270 280–400 350–490 58–80 120–186 

ultimate strain [%] 3.3–4.8 4.2–5.4 1.2–1.4 1.7–2.4 1.1–1.9 0.4–0.8 3.3–4.4 1.9–2.4 

density [g/cm3] 2.6 2.45 1.75–1.8 1.78–1.83 1.72–1.8 1.79–1.91 1.39–1.44 1.25–1.47 

Glass fibres show an isotropic behaviour, whereas carbon and aramid fibres show a highly 
orthotropic behaviour. According to Meier [76], the ratio between the modulus of elasticity 
parallel to perpendicular is for carbon fibres between 1000 and 3000, and for aramid fibres 
between 500 and 600. 

Figure 16 clearly shows that only carbon fibres have a higher MOE than steel [79].  

 

Figure 16: Strength of fibres as function of the modulus of elasticity according to [79] 

Depending on the desired properties, carbon fibres can contain from 92 to 100% carbon. 
Pure carbon can have two different states: graphite and diamond. According to Michaeli and 
Wegener [79], theoretically, graphite possesses the highest strength and stiffness of all 
known materials. Graphite has a layered structure and between the layers only low-bonding 
forces exist which leads to a quite low-shear strength of carbon fibres.  
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2.4.4 Composite 

The mechanical properties of FRP strongly depend on the fibre content in each direction and 
on the fibre itself (Figure 17). Unidirectional fibre-reinforced polymers (FRP) are highly ortho-
tropic. 

 

Figure 17: Tension strength of different unidirectional reinforced FRP, according to [79] 

The ultimate strength of unidirectional reinforced CFRP is much higher than the strength of 
prestressing steel. However, the design stresses is not higher than for prestressing steel 
(Table 3). Nevertheless the advantages of CFRP are its low density, its resistance to corro-
sion and to most chemicals, as well as the fact that fatigue does not occur.  

Table 3: Selected mechanical properties in tension of different construction materials 
according to [5, 49-51] 

Material fd,t* fu,t** MOE Density 
  [MPa] [MPa] [GPa] [g/cm3] 

CFRP 714–1600 1500–3200 150–300 1.6 
reinforcing steel 450–1600 650–1860 210 7.85 

steel (FE 235) 235 360 210 7.85 
timber (GL24h) 12 18 11 0.38 
timber (GL36h) 18 27 14 0.45 
*Yield stress for steel. 
**5% percentile for CFRP and timber. 

2.5 Reinforced structures 
Tension reinforcing of structures is nothing new to the construction industry. As concrete has 
very low-tension strength, nearly all concrete structures are reinforced on the tension side.  

Externally-bonded reinforcement is often used for retrofitting concrete constructions. An early 
and well-documented example for extensive retrofitting using glue on steel plates is the tele-
communications building in Zürich at the Füsslistrasse [1, 2, 47, 54, 58, 60]. The retrofitting 
was done in stages between the years 1971 and 1975. New telecommunication installations 
made it necessary to reinforce the concrete slabs in bending and the concrete girders in 
bending and shear. Steel plates and lamellas were bonded to the concrete using epoxy res-
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in. In order to ensure the feasibility of the reinforcement, the EMPA carried out bending tests 
in the laboratory using reconstructed, preloaded and reinforced slab and girder [58]. The in-
stallation of the retrofitting was complex and labour-intense; mainly due to the weight of the 
steel plates and lamellas used in this case.  

Different materials have been used and/or researched to reinforce timber, and various au-
thors have reported the use of steel or aluminium as reinforcement [18, 30, 55, 56, 59, 102, 
105, 106, 108]. Krueger and Eddy, and Krueger and Sandberg replaced the lower lamella of 
glulam beams with steel wires embedded in an epoxy matrix [55, 56].  

According to Steurer [106], the reinforcing material for timber should still be in its elastic state 
at the load where the timber fails. Therefore, standard steel (FE 235) is unsuitable for the 
externally-bonded reinforcement of timber-bending beams. As the ratio of the MOE of timber 

to the MOE of steel is large, the yield stress of the steel is already reached at 11.7 MPa ten-
sion stress in timber. Steurer [106] reports that the yield stress of the used steel should be 
between 525 and 840 MPa. Therefore, he concludes that for externally-bonded reinforce-
ment in fibre direction, high-strength steel or other materials with high strength and stiffness 
should be used. 

2.5.1 Use of CFRP in concrete constructions 

Retrofitting of reinforced concrete with carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) lamellas or 
sheets can be regarded as the state-of-the-art. The advantages of this method when com-
pared with steel are the lower weight and higher strength that make the installation much 
easier and compensate for the higher material costs. The Westgate Bridge in Melbourne is 
an excellent example of retrofitting with CFRP using different techniques [86]. Lamellas were 
used either singly or multilayered, and in combination with sheets. The sheets, which were 
impregnated on-site, were used to avoid debonding problems at the end of the lamellas. The 
lamellas were glued into slots or just glued onto the concrete. 

Debonding is quite a large obstacle with glued-on CFRP-lamellas. Therefore, glued-on lamel-
las without any additional anchorage at the ends can only be capitalised between 8 and 25% 
[96, 119]. The main parameter for the maximum anchorage force for glued-on lamellas with-
out additional anchorage is the surface tensile strength of the concrete [11]. Debonding of 
the CFRP-lamellas does not always originate in the anchorage zone that Ulaga presents in 
the [116] experiments in which he located the start of the debonding. Depending on the ge-
ometry and the loading situation, debonding starts in the anchorage zone or in the zone with 
the highest bond stress. In order to avoid debonding in the Swiss standard SIA 166:2004 
externally-bonded reinforcement [11], the strain of the CFRP-lamella is limited to 0.8%, and 
the bond stress is limited to 2.5 times the concrete shear-design stress.  

Furthermore, a calculation model for the design anchorage force is given. In cases of addi-
tional anchorage, it is requested, that the model used should be based on theoretical or ex-
perimental research. For near-surface mounted (slot-in) lamellas, the debonding is not such 
an obstacle [119]. Due to the slot, no movement perpendicular to the adhesive layer is pos-
sible, and a three-dimensional state of stress takes place (similar to that of the standard rein-
forcing bars in concrete). This factor allows capitalising the whole tensile force of a near-
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surface mounted CFRP-lamella [86]. The cross section of slot-in lamellas is usually quite 
small it is limited mainly by the concrete cover of the reinforcing bars.  

 

Figure 18: Comparison of an externally-bonded reinforcement and an ordinary reinforcing 
bar in concrete [83] 

The application of prestressed externally-bonded CFRP-lamellas as retrofitting of concrete 
structures is a relatively new technique that is not yet widely used. To avoid delaminating 
prestress systems, additional end-anchorage systems are used, which in most cases  in-
volves mechanical fasteners and steel components that are prone to corrosion. However, 
researchers at EMPA have developed a device that allows anchorage of prestressed CFRP-
lamellas without any means other than epoxy resin [78]. The anchorage of the prestressed 
lamella is done in gradients over a distance of about 80 cm. For the mounting of the lamella, 
the device is bolted to the concrete slab, and the process works as follows: by turning the 
wheels (no. 2 in Figure 19) the prepared CFRP-lamella is prestressed to the level required. 
Then, the lamella is pressed to the concrete, and the first section of the adhesive (no 7 in 
Figure 19) is cured by heat. Afterwards, the wheels are turned backwards and the next sec-
tion of the adhesive (no. 8 in Figure 19) is cured by heat. This process is repeated until the 
whole prestress force is anchored. The curing of the adhesive between the anchorage zones 
(no. 6 in Figure 19) can be done as for CFRP-lamellas that are not prestressed. 

 

Figure 19: Right: Sketch of the device used to attach prestressed CFRP-lamellas in gra-
dients [78] Left: Stain distribution in the CFRP-lamella over the length of the 
beam [107] 

This method was used to reinforce a concrete slab with tree prestressed CFRP-lamellas after 
removing a supporting wall [107]. Visually, the prestressed lamellas using the described an-
chorage method cannot be distinguished from the lamellas that are not prestressed. Unfortu-
nately, the company owning the equipment is more interested in developing CFRP for use on 
race-sailboats and other lucrative markets rather than promoting the gradient anchorage 
technology. An example where prestressed carbon lamellas (with additionally steel end an-
chorage) were used to retrofit a prestressed concrete bridge is presented by Hammer, Müller 
and Bücheler [39]. The costs for the additional anchorage for prestressed systems are often 
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higher than the benefit. Therefore, prestressed lamellas are mainly used to help reach the 
service-limit state and/or if crack-width reduction is needed.  

2.5.2 Use of CFRP in timber construction 

The use of CFRP-lamellas to reinforce timber structures is not as common as in concrete 
structures. Several research projects and applications have shown that externally-bonded or 
slot-in CFRP-lamellas are suitable for reinforcing timber structures. The first documented 
application of CFRP-lamellas to reinforce large timber structures was the retrofitting of a tim-
ber bridge near Sins in Switzerland. The externally-bonded reinforcement was installed in the 
year 1992 by the EMPA [101]. Two beams were reinforced with one lamella bonded to the 
top and the other, to the lower side. In order to observe the influence of the MOE of the 
CFRP-lamella, one beam was reinforced using high modulus CFRP with an MOE of 305 
GPa, and the other one using standard CFRP with an MOE of 152 GPa. The long-term be-
haviour was controlled over several years and no significant obstacles could be detected. 

Buell and Saadatmanesh [24] investigated timber beams reinforced by wrapping using car-
bon fabrics. The solid sawn-timber beams were removed from a rural farm road bridge and 
had a cross section of 203mm x 483mm. Six beams were tested in bending, one was unrein-
forced as control, and the others were reinforced using different wrap layups. One beam was 
reinforced using two CRP-lamellas. This beam failed due to horizontal shear at a lower load 
than the control specimen. The strength increase of the wrapped beams, based on one sin-
gle control, was between 40 and 53%. The stiffness increased from 17 to 27% compared to 
the stiffness determined before reinforcing. Furthermore, four beams were tested in 4-point 
bending using a short span to determine the shear strength. Two were reinforced using dif-
ferent wrap layups. One of the control specimens failed at a load significantly higher than one 
of the reinforced beams. Buell and Saadatmanesh [24] reported that this result was due to 
fewer defects in the critical zones. They still conclude that the wrapping leads to a significant 
increase in shear strength. Moreover, they conclude that beams wrapped with one-piece full 
longitudinal wrap perform better than beams wrapped with multiple sheets with an overlap. 
This conclusion is valid for the bending and shear capacity. 

Blass et al. investigated the influence of FRP-reinforcement on the bending stiffness and 
load-bearing capability of glulam, testing different reinforcement layouts, qualities of timber 
and adhesives. [14, 16, 17] The CFRP-lamellas were at the bottom in some specimens, in 
others, the CFRP was covered with one timber lamella, and in another set, three small 
CFRP-lamellas were vertically slotted into the bottom part of the timber beam (Figure 20). 
Blass et al. concluded that a facing timber lamella has a negative influence on the load-
bearing behaviour compared to the other layout, and that CFRP is suitable for reinforcing 
timber bending beams. The beams with slotted in CRFP-lamellas showed linear elastic be-
haviour nearly up to the loadbearing capacity. No delaminating occurred with near-surface 
mounted lamellas. According to Blass, Krams and Romani [14], one specimen had a shear 
failure above the CRFP-lamellas, combined with a bending failure in midspan. Due to the 
abrupt failure, it was not possible to detect if shear or bending was the governing failure 
mode. 
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Figure 20: Cross sections of reinforced beams as tested by Blass et al. [14] (in the left 
beam the lamellas are slotted in; the beam in the centre has a facing lamella) 

Schober and Rautenstrauch investigated the reinforcement of historic timber beams with 
CFRP-lamellas [100], using three different layouts for the reinforcement. The total amount of 
CFRP was equal in all sections (Figure 21) but the historic timber cross section was not con-
stant. 

 

Figure 21: Left: cross section of historic beam as used in the research by Schober and 
Rautenstrauch [100]; Right: sketches of the three layouts used to reinforce the 
historic timber 

Schober and Rautenstrauch [100] compared the bending stiffness prior to and after the rein-
forcement, and determined the ultimate bending-capacity of the reinforced beams. The in-
vestigation proved that the use of epoxy adhesive to bond CFRP-lamellas to timber is a suit-
able method for reinforcing historic timber beams. They concluded that the CFRP reinforce-
ment bridges local defects and arrests cracks in the timber, especially if the lamella is slotted 
into the timber. However, some specimens failed due to old cracks in the historic timber; 
therefore the use of an appropriate method for shear-reinforcing areas with large horizontal 
cracks is recommended. 

Schober [99] presents a new method of reinforcing timber-bending beams. This method in-
volves epoxy-based polymer concrete to reinforce the compression side, and CFRP-lamellas 
to strengthen the tension side of a timber-bending beam (Figure 22). The polymer concrete 
used has a compression strength that can be compared with high performance concrete 
C100/115, and a bending-tension strength about three times higher than C100/115. 

 

Figure 22: Sketch of the cross sections tested by Schober [99]. Left: unreinforced timber 
section; centre: reinforced cross section using the substitutive method; right: 
reinforced cross section using the additive method. 

Schober achieved an improvement in the bending bearing-capacity of 56% using the substi-
tutive method, and up to 186% using the additive method. The short-term bending stiffness 
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was significantly increased, especially with the additive method. Unfortunately, the polymer 
concrete used is prone to creep, and the gain in stiffness is almost lost over time. In the case 
of the substitutive method, the reinforced section has an even lower long-term bending stiff-
ness than the original cross section. The relative creep deformation is about 1.8 to 2.5 times 
greater for the reinforced beams than for the original timber beams. 

Triantafillou [112] investigated shear reinforcement of timber beam using FRP on rather 
small and clear timber specimens. Triantafillou used 0.167mm thick CFRP fabrics in different 
layups (one- or two-ply parallel, one perpendicular or one parallel combined with one per-
pendicular to the wood fibres). In order to ensure shear failure of the specimen, the shear 
span of the bending specimens was reduced (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23: Specimen geometry as used by Triantafillou [112] 

He used the standard equation (12) for composite beams to determine the shear stress in 
the timber.  

The reinforced beams had an up to 30% higher shear capacity than the control specimens. 
This shows that CFRP fabrics can be quite efficient for shear reinforcement; however the 
long-term behaviour needs to be investigated, especially for large glulam beams in uncon-
trolled environments. 

Borri, Corradi and Grazini investigated timber beams that were reinforced using CFRP-
fabrics or bars [19, 20]. The different layups tested are shown below (Figure 24).  

 

Figure 24: Reinforcement layouts as used by Borri, Corradi and Grazini 

CFRP-fabric
CFRP bars
groove filled with adhesive

=  (12) 

Where: 

 = shear stress  
Q = shear force 
S = first moment of area of the composite section 
Iy = moment of inertia of the composite section 
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Compared with the control beams, these reinforced beams showed an increase of about 
30% in stiffness and up to 60% for the beams reinforced with three CFRP fabric layers on the 
lower face of the beam. The beam reinforced with one fabric on each edge of the lower side 
performed better than the one with two fabrics at the bottom face. The beams with slotted-in 
CFRP bars all had a lower stiffness and capacity than the ones reinforced using fabrics. 
However, they still performed better than the control beams. Borri, Corradi and Grazini report 
that cambering a beam during the bonding process does not increase the stiffness or the 
load-bearing capacity. The authors did not consider or evaluate the camber or the stress dis-
tribution in a prestressed beam. 

2.5.3 Prestressed timber 

The methods, involving the externally-bonded CFRP reinforcements, presented above lead 
to a significant improvement of the load-bearing capacity. Unfortunately, the contribution of 
these methods to the bending stiffness is small, and in some cases, even detrimental. Fur-
thermore, because the CFRP-lamella is not used to its full capacity at ultimate load, the ex-
pensive material is not used cost efficiently. In order to overcome these two obstacles the 
CFRP reinforcement has to be prestressed. 

Currently, prestressed concrete constructions are widely used, especially for large spans. 
Prestressing allows the engineers to overcome the weak tension strength of concrete and to 
avoid fissures on the tension side during service. Reports of prestressed concrete go back to 
the 19th century. As timber-bending beams also fail on the tension side, prestressing may 
also be applied in this case. Several authors have presented studies of prestressed timber 
beams (see below) with the research having started in the second half of the 20th century.  

Bohannan studied prestressed timber beams loaded in bending [18], testing six reinforced 
glulam beams with closely matched controls in four-point bending. To ensure that the con-
trols and the prestressed beams were as alike as possible, he graded and split the timber 
lamellas prior producing the beams, placing one half of the matched lamellas in the control 
and the other half in the prestressed specimen at the same position. The Douglas-fir beams 
had a cross section of 127 x 271mm and were prestressed with 124.5 kN, which is equal to 
3.6 MPa compression stress in the timber. The steel wires were placed eccentrically on the 
tension side of the beam (Figure 25).  
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Figure 25: Cross section of the prestressed beam and the resulting stress distribution in 
the timber; the measurements are in inches, pound force and pound force per 
square inch [18] 

Bohannan concludes that for beams consisting of high-grade lamellas, the gain in load ca-
pacity is not as predominant as for beams with lower-grade laminations. Therefore the pre-
stressing leads to a reduction of the scatter in failure loads. He recommends the application 
of higher prestress in order to ensure significant crushing on the compression side of the 
timber, which would lead to an even higher capacity and lower variability. He also states that 
the prestressing has almost no influence on the bending stiffness but leads to a camber of 
about 1.3mm. 

Luggin [72] studied in his dissertation the behaviour of prestressed timber. He used a preten-
sioning frame, which involves introducing the prestress force in the timber after curing the 
adhesive (see also Figure 36). Luggin used two meter-long glulam specimens of 100 x 
192mm to analyse the prestress distribution in the CRFP-lamella of different layouts and re-
inforcing ratios (Figure 26). He used strain gauges on the CFRP to measure the strain distri-
bution over the length of the beam. 

 

Figure 26: Reinforcing layouts to determine the prestress distribution over the length of the 
CRFP-lamella as used by Luggin 

Luggin observed delaminating issues for the specimen with an externally-bonded CRFP-
lamella. All specimens with a prestress higher than 550 MPa (calculated from the force in the 
jack) in the CFRP-lamella failed, due to delaminating while releasing the jack or shortly af-
terwards. The specimens with a vertically-orientated CRFP-lamella did not have any delami-
nating issues even with forces twice as high than the externally-bonded lamellas of the same 
width. Luggin observed the same result for the specimen with the CFRP-lamella in the cen-
tre.  

Figure 27 [72] shows the prestress distribution over the length of the beam on different load-
releasing levels (LST). The specimens had an anchoring length of about half a meter.  

CFRP
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Figure 27: Measured prestress as a function of the lamella length (0 is in the centre of the 
beam) on different load-releasing levels (LST) [72] 

Luggin [72] tested reinforced and control beams in four-point bending using different reinforc-
ing ratios (0%, 0.35% and 0.7%) and also different prestress force levels (0kN and 60kN). 
The CFRP-reinforcement was vertically slotted into the 200 x 100mm glulam beam. A rein-
forcing ratio of 0.7% led to an increase in the bending stiffness of about 14%. The load-
bearing capacity at the first failure of the prestressed specimen with the highest reinforcing 
was 65% higher than the one of the control. After the first failure, the load could be increased 
on most of the reinforced specimens up to 70% higher for some than for the control. The 
load-bearing capacity of the prestressed specimens was about 10% higher than the un-
stressed ones with the same reinforcing ratio. The reinforced specimens showed severe 
crushing on the compression side after testing. In some specimens, the CFRP ruptured dur-
ing total failure of the beam, and this always occurred after the first tension failure of the tim-
ber. 

Schnüriger, Brunner and Lehmann [98] tackled the delaminating by using a special device 
that allows the attaching of prestressed CFRP-lamellas in gradients. The device was devel-
oped for reinforcing concrete by the EMPA [107] (see also Figure 19). Schnüriger, Brunner 
and Lehmann tested two series of prestressed timber beams. Two glulam beams (320 x 
80mm) were reinforced using three CFRP-lamellas on top of each other. Only the first lamel-
la had the same length as the beam; the second started after the anchorage zone of the first 
one; and the third was again shorter to avoid interaction with the anchorage zone of the pre-
vious one (Figure 28).  

 

Figure 28: Glulam beam prestressed with three CFRP-lamellas as tested by Schnüriger, 
Brunner and Lehmann 

1 CFRP-lamella 2 CFRP-lamellas 3 CFRP-lamellas

anchorage zone 1st lamella anchorage zone 2nd lamella anchorage zone 3rd lamella

CFRPGlulam
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The jacking force (P) of each CFRP-lamella was 60 kN. Due to elastic losses, the calculated 
prestress force (P0) was 126.6 kN in the middle of the beam. The camber, due to prestress-
ing, was around 30mm (span divided by 200). After prestressing, the reinforced glulam 
beams were tested in four-point bending. Unfortunately, the outer CRFP-lamella delaminated 
before the maximal load was reached. The first lamella was running over the support, and 
therefore compression perpendicular to the bond may have helped to prevent the total de-
lamination of the CFRP. Lehmann, Brunner, Schober et al. [65] presented numerical simula-
tion of these bending tests. The FEM calculation showed that if a more elastic adhesive were 
used, the stresses in the anchorage zone could be greatly reduced, and debonding probably 
avoided without any significant loss in prestress force (P0). Schnüriger, Brunner and Leh-
mann [98] also tested two glulam beams (240 x 60mm), prestressed with one lamella. The 
jacking force (P) was 60 kN and again anchored in gradients. The lamella was anchored be-
fore the support as it would be in the case of retrofitting (Figure 29). The four-point bending 
of those beams showed that no delaminating occurred if only one lamella is applied.  

 

Figure 29: Glulam beam prestressed with one CFRP-lamella as tested by Schnüriger, 
Brunner and Lehmann  

Strahm [108] presents a 40m span truss with a prestressed tension member (Figure 30). The 
trusses are the roof structure of a new production facility of the neue Holzbau AG Lungern, 
which is the first large industrially-built prestressed-timber structure in Switzerland. The ten-
sion member was prestressed using two steel rods. The prestress level was chosen so that 
the tension member is almost stress-free under permanent loads. Strahm reports how, in 
order to make the prestressing economically viable, the distance between the trusses had to 
be at least 7.5m. Due to the prestressing, the cross section of the tension member could be 
reduced by 50%. He concludes that the system is prone for even larger structures.  

 

Figure 30: Left: post-tensioned truss [108]; Right: cross section of the prestressed tension 
member  

The report by Widmann, Meier, Brönnimann et al. [121] of a pedestrian bowstring arch bridge 
at the EMPA site with a 12m span shows that the bridge has an experimental character and 
is constructed entirely from CFRP and GFRP timber. The bridge is laterally and longitudinally 
prestressed, and the CFRP is joined to the timber without adhesives. The six bowstrings are 

CFRPGlulam

anchorage zone CFRP lamella anchorage zone CFRP lamella
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non-laminated pin-loaded thermoplastic CFRP strips. The installation of the prestressed 
bowstrings increased the bending stiffness of the bridge deck by about 3 to 4 times (Figure 
31).  

 

Figure 31: Prestressed pedestrian bowstring bridge at the EMPA site [121] 

2.5.4 Calculation models for reinforced beams 

The Swiss construction standard SIA 166 for ‘externally-bonded reinforcement’ [11] is valid 
for various construction materials such as concrete, masonry, steel and timber. However, the 
calculation models presented are based mainly on experiments using concrete as substrate 
and on the experience gained from reinforcing concrete structures. Therefore, the calculation 
models presented are based on the behaviour of concrete and are of limited use in designing 
a timber structure. The SIA 166 [11] distinguishes two different zones over the length of the 
reinforcement: the active and anchorage zones. The ultimate-limit state of the active zone is 
given by the tension capacity of the lamella. The ultimate-limit state of the anchorage zone 
strongly depends on the means used for the anchorage; and in the case of adhesively-
bonded anchorage, depends on its length and the pull-off strength of the substrate. In con-
crete structures, the anchorage zone has to be located in the theoretically non-fissured part 
(at ultimate load) of the structure. The region containing cracks is regarded as the active 
zone. For timber structures, no explanations on how to distinguish between the anchorage 
and the active zones are given. However, the tension behaviour of timber is more or less 
linear elastic up till failure, and therefore one can assume that the standard theories for com-
posite beams are applicable. This means that for adhesively-bonded lamellas, the stress in 
the anchorage zone is equal to the shear stress present in the adhesive, which is determined 
using standard equations for linear elastic composite sections. For concrete structures SIA 
166 [11] recommends using equations (13) - (15) to determine the anchoring resistance. A 
similar approach may be used for prestressed-timber beams to determine the maximal-
prestress force that can be anchored using an adhesive bond and a standard prestressing 
system as used for concrete structures; the validity of this approach has yet to be confirmed 
by further research, however. 

, = 2 2  (13) 

, = 2 2          (14) 
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Holzenkämpfer presents in his dissertation engineering models for the bond behaviour of 
adhesively-bonded reinforcement for concrete structures [44]. He presents the solution of the 
differential equation for various kinds of bond behaviour (linear, bilinear and non-linear). 
Holzenkämpfer conducted experiments on concrete specimens with externally-bonded steel 
lamellas to verify his models. Furthermore, he developed design models for reinforced-
concrete structures. The models for bending consider debonding in the anchorage and/or in 
the zone with high-bending moments (active zone). The models for debonding in the active 
zone are based on the bending or shear crack size present in the concrete. The model for 
the anchorage zone is based on the concrete-tension strength and the fracture energy of the 
concrete. The model allows the determination of the maximal force that can be anchored 
using adhesive bond. The equations presented by Holzenkämpfer [44] for the anchorage 
strength are quite similar to the equation presented in the Swiss standard [11]. 
Holzenkämpfer uses a hyperbolic-tangent function instead of sinus and therefore the equa-
tion is valid for every anchoring length. The equations used to estimate the shear strength 
and the fracture energy of the concrete are different in the two models. However, both mod-
els base the estimations on the tension strength of the concrete. Holzenkämpfer uses a mod-
ifications factor for different widths of the lamella and the substrate. Holzenkämpfer [44] rec-
ommends using 80% of the result of equation (16) as the characteristic value. This difference 
leads to a significant variation in the characteristic resistance calculated using the two mod-
els (Figure 32). Holzenkämpfer estimates higher values for short anchoring length. The max-
imal resistance is equal for 104mm wide lamellas. For smaller lamellas, Holzenkämpfer esti-
mates higher, and for wider lamellas, lower values than the SIA model. He also presents the 
lower limit of equation (16) valid for short-anchoring length (equation (17)). Furthermore. the 
upper limit of equation (16) he deems valid for long-anchoring length (equation (18)), which is 
identical to the one presented in SIA 166 [11]. There is no description about the range of the 
anchoring length where equation (17) can be applied. 

= 2 2  (16) 

=  (17) 

, = 2          (15) 

Where: 

lb,d = design value of the anchorage length  
lb,0d = design value of the maximal-effective anchorage length  
GFbd = design value of the fracture energy of the substrate 
El = MOE of the lamella 
tl = thickness of the lamella 

l0d = design value of the maximal-shear strength of the substrate 
Fb,Rd = design value of the anchorage resistance 
Fb0,Rd = design value of the maximal-anchorage resistance 
bl = width of the lamella 
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= 2  (18) 

Where: 

GF = fracture energy of the substrate 
El = MOE of the lamella 
l = anchorage length  

l1 = maximal-shear strength of the substrate 
Fanch = anchorage resistance 
bl = width of the lamella 

Equation (17) represents the maximal anchoring resistance concerning the strength of the 
substrate, whereas equation (16) considers the fracture mechanics, and equation (18) pre-
sents the limit given by fracture mechanics. 

 

Figure 32: Comparison of the characteristic anchoring resistance calculated using the 
equations provided in SIA 166 (blue) and Holzenkämpfer (red). The calculation 
is based on a C25/30 concrete and a CFRP-lamella with an MOE of 165 GPa, a 
thickness of 1.2mm and a width of 100mm. 

Plevris and Triantafillou developed a calculation model for FRP-reinforced timber in bending 
and bending combined with compression for different failure modes [88]. The model was cal-
ibrated with experiments carried out on small clear specimens with various volume fractions 
of FRP-reinforcement. The results demonstrated that even small area fractions of FRP leads 
to a significant improvement in the load-bearing capability. The calculation model developed 
by Plevris and Triantafillou [88] considers four different failure modes of small clear timber 
specimens reinforced with FRP. The timber is regarded as linear elastic until failure on the 
tension side, and also linear elastic up to yield strain on the compression side. For strain 
higher than yield strain, the stress strain curve is described by a falling branch (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33: Sketch of the stress-strain relationship as used by Plevris and Triantafillou [88] 
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Tension strain in timber is taken as the failure criteria of the composite section. The modes 
considered are: 

1. Timber and FRP remains in its linear-elastic state 
2. Timber remains in its linear-elastic state and FRP has ruptured 
3. Timber yields on the compression side and FRP remains in its linear-elastic state 
4. Timber yields on the compression side and FRP has ruptured 

Rupture can occur in all four modes described above. However, no report of tension failure in 
the CFRP before failure in timber has been found in any of the literature that considers struc-
tural-sized specimens. 

Dziuba tested timber beams reinforced with glued-in steel wires in bending [30]. The area 
fraction of the reinforcement was varied between 0  and 4 %; the used wires had an average 
yield stress of 535 MPa. The cross section of the beams was around 50 x 160mm, and the 
distance between the centre of gravity of the reinforcement and outermost tension fibre of the 
timber was 30mm. For the beams with a higher percentage of reinforcement, Dziuba reports 
failure of the beam due to compression failure of the timber without failure of the tension 
side. This leads to his failure model that includes a bilinear stress-strain relationship for tim-
ber under axial load. The tension side is linear-elastic up until failure; the compression side 
has a linear-elastic branch followed by an ideal plastic branch, which is limited by an ultimate 
strain ( c,u) where failure occurs (Figure 34). 

 

Figure 34: Sketch of the stress-strain relationship as used by Dziuba [30], Blass and Rom-
ani [15, 94] 

Romani and Blass [94] developed a design model for FRP-reinforced beams with a facing 
timber lamella on top of the FRP-lamella. The model allows for plasticity in timber under 
compression. The published equations allow the calculation of the ultimate load-bearing ca-
pacity based on the ultimate tension and compression strength of the timber. Different failure 
modes, depending on the ratio between the ultimate stress in compression in timber and ten-
sion in timber as well as in the FRP are considered. Blass and Romani [15] extended the 
design model for FRP-reinforced beams without a facing timber lamella. The design model 
allows the calculation of the ultimate loadbearing capacity without iteration. However, in the 
case of active plasticity, the calculation of the stress distribution based on a loading situation 
is only possible with multiple iterations.  
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Figure 35: Stress and strain distribution as used for the calculation model of Romani and 
Blass [94] 

Herzog presents mathematical investigations on the influence of CFRP reinforcement on the 
bending capacity of timber beams in his degree thesis [41]. In his calculations, Herzog varies 
the beams and the size of the CFRP-lamellas as well as the MOE of the CFRP. He considers 
the compression stress on the top of the timber beam as the failure criterion, which leads to 
quite a low-reinforcing factor. He also reports that the deflection is more or less independent 
of the CFRP-lamella properties, and that the increase of bending stiffness due to the CFRP 
is negligible. Unfortunately, the calculations model used is not described sufficiently as he 
mentions only using Mathcad for the calculations. Herzog studied the influence of unloading 
the beam during reinforcing. Cambering of the beam was also considered as unloading. The 
load applied for unloading was a distributed load. The method of how such load should be 
applied is not described sufficiently. Likewise, the model used is not described and it is not 
clear how the prestressing is considered. Herzog also studied the long-term behaviour of a 
CFRP-reinforced timber beam. For the timber, a model with one spring and nine parallel 
Maxwell elements was used, but the parameters used for the spring and the Maxwell ele-
ments are not presented. For the CFRP, a single Maxwell element was used to model the 
long-term behaviour. The dynamic viscosity of the damper element presented by Herzog was 
in accordance with Schnell [97], who did his work on nearly isotropic CRFP-layups. Herzog’s 
long-term calculations do not lead to understandable results. For example, for beams that 
were cambered during reinforcing, he states that the long-term effects led to a compression 
stress in the CRFP-lamella, which was bonded to the tension side of the timber beam. Unfor-
tunately, this surprising result is not sufficiently explained or justified. Herzog’s results are 
more or less contrary to the investigations done by others. The fact that the models are not 
described sufficiently and that Herzog did no experiments to verify his surprising results 
mean that his work will not be referenced further here. Moreover, the experimental work of 
Terrasi [110] and considerations of Meier [77] show that unidirectional CFRP-lamellas are 
not prone to creep, and have completely different long-term behaviour as layups with various 
fibre directions. 

2.5.5 Calculation models for prestressed members 

Depending on the prestressing system, the applied prestress force (P) is reduced due to 
elastic deformation of the structure. This elastic loss ( Pel) occurs if a system where the jack 
is mounted on a pre-tensioning frame is used (Figure 36). The prestress force (P0) present in 
the member is given by equation (19) below. Most post-strengthening methods for concrete 
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do not have elastic losses because the prestressing jack is attached to the concrete and the 
elastic deformation occurs whilst building up the prestress force P (Figure 37).  

=  (19) 

Where: 

P0 = prestress force present in the member 
P = prestress force applied to the system (jacking force) 

Pel = elastic prestress force loss 

 

Figure 36:  Sketch of prestressing a member using a pre-tensioning frame or similar device 
where the jack is mounted on a frame, and therefore elastic loss occurs 

 

Figure 37: Sketch of prestressing where the jack is mounted on the member and therefore 
no elastic loss occurs 

According to Thomsing [111], the prestress force and the moment due to eccentricity act on 
the conceptual cross section. The moment, due to eccentric prestressing, is determined by 
the multiplication of the prestress force with the eccentricity.  

Stress in rod and member
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Stress in rod but no stress in member

Jacking and bonding of the lamella to the member
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Figure 38: Determination of the prestress in the case of eccentric prestressing [111] 

Triantafillou and Deskovic [113] investigated the maximal-anchoring force for adhesively-
bonded prestressed CFRP-lamellas, assuming concrete or adhesive failure. The analyses 
they present assume linear-elastic materials, and the governing deformation mode in the 
adhesive layer as shear. The stress-strain relationship is assumed as a bilinear model where 
the first part is linear-elastic, followed by a perfect plastic plateau until failure (Figure 39).  

 

Figure 39: Shear stress-strain relationship for epoxy adhesive as used by Triantafillou and 
Deskovic 

The shear stress in the elastic domain of the adhesive can by determined using equation 
(21) [113]. 

( ) = ,

2
sinh ( ) (20) 

=
1

+
4

 (21) 

Where: 

(x) = shear stress due to prestressing in the adhesive as a function of x 

el,a = maximal-elastic shear strain (Figure 39) 
Ga = shear modulus of the adhesive 
lel = length of the elastic domain 
ha = thickness of the adhesive layer 
hcf = thickness of the CFRP-lamella 
Ecf = modulus of elasticity of the CFRP-lamella 
hs = height of the substrate 
x = position over the length of the beam 
Es = modulus of elasticity of the substrate 
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The shear stress in the area where the adhesive has passed its elastic limits is equal to the 
ultimate shear stress of the adhesive ( u,a) (Figure 39).  

Triantafillou and Deskovic assume that equation (22) below for the shear deformation is valid 
for the whole length of the reinforced beam. This assumption is consistent with the common-
ly-held hypothesis that the strains in the inelastic regime are approximately described by the 
same relationship characterising elastic response (e.g. bending beam). 

( ) = ,

2
sinh ( ) (22) 

Where: 

(x) = shear strain due to prestressing in the adhesive as a function of x 

el,a = maximal-elastic shear strain (Figure 39) 
lel = length of the elastic domain 

 = is given by equation (21) 

The equations presented by Triantafillou and Deskovic [113] lead to the following shear 
stress and strain distribution: 

 

Figure 40: Shear stress and strain distribution (immediately before delaminating due to 
prestress force) in the adhesive layer towards the end of the beam, calculated 
using the equations presented by Triantafillou and Deskovic [113] 

For the ultimate anchorage load, the shear strain at the end of the beam is equal to the ulti-
mate shear strain ( u,a). This condition allows the calculation of the length of the elastic do-
main (lel) (equation (23)). 

=
2

+ + 4
2

 
(23) 

=
2 ,

, 2  (24) 

Where: 

u,a = ultimate shear strain of the adhesive (Figure 39) 

el,a = maximal-elastic shear strain of the adhesive (Figure 39) 
lel = length of the elastic domain 

 = is given by equation (21) 
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Based on the shear stress distribution in the elastic domain, the normal stress in the CFRP 
can be determined. Triantafillou and Deskovic assume the normal stress distribution in the 
inelastic zone as linear. Knowing the normal stress distribution in the CFRP allows the calcu-
lation of the ultimate pre-tension force (P0,u) (equation (25)). 

, = , 2 +
( )

2  (25) 

Where: 

P0,u = ultimate pre-tension force 
EAcf = tension stiffness of the CFRP 
ha = thickness of the adhesive layer 

el,a = maximal-elastic shear strain of the adhesive (Figure 39) 
lel = length of the elastic domain 

 = is given by equation (21) 

Furthermore, Triantafillou and Deskovic [113] present an equation to calculate the ultimate 
pre-tension force (P0,u), assuming concrete failure (equation (26)): 

, = , ( )
4 + + ,

2  (26) 

Where: 

P0,u = ultimate pre-tension force 
EAcf = tension stiffness of the CFRP 
ha = thickness of the adhesive layer 

el,a = maximal-elastic shear strain of the adhesive (Figure 39) 
lel = length of the elastic domain 

 = is given by equation (21) 

Triantafillou and Deskovic [114] investigated the maximal-anchor resistance for prestressed 
CRFP-laminates on European beech (Fagus Silvatica), using adhesive bond, and assuming 
timber shear failure. The shear stress-strain behaviour of wood is assumed as bilinear with 
an elastic start followed by an ideal plastic branch (Figure 39). The equations for timber fail-
ure are the same as presented for adhesive failure [113] (equations (20) to (25)), except the 
stress-strain relationship of wood has to be used instead of the one of the adhesive. In case 
the CFRP-lamella is not as wide as the timber beam equation (21), it has to be modified 
(equation (27)). 

=
1

+
4

 (27) 

Where: 

Ga = shear module of the adhesive 
ha = thickness of the adhesive layer 
Acf = cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
Ecf = modulus of elasticity of the CFRP-lamella 
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bs = width of the substrate 
AEs = tension stiffness of the substrate (area multiplied by the module of elasticity) 

Triantafillou and Deskovic [113, 114] report that the theoretical investigations were satisfying-
ly verified with experiments using rather small and clear specimens. Furthermore, they tested 
three timber beams in bending in order to determine the influence of prestressed CFRP-
lamellas on the bending capacity [114]. They conclude that, in order to avoid sudden col-
lapse, the members have to be designed to yield in the compression first before fail by ten-
sile fracture.  

2.6 Numerical modelling of timber 
Kim and Harries used an orthotropic-linear elastic-solid model to analyse timber beams rein-
forced with CFRP [46]. Tension strain was introduced as failure criteria for the timber. The 
model was able to predict the failure load of the beams with an average error of 8.2%. This 
model is only valid if no crushing occurs on the compression side of the timber, therefore the 
decrease of the load-deformation curve towards the maximal load cannot be modelled. Kim 
and Harries validated their model with beams produced from Douglas fir, and investigated 
other species by changing the mechanical properties. The parametrical study, including a 
study with larger reinforcing degrees and different timber species, was carried out numerical-
ly without experimentally verifying the hypothesis of the linear elastic behaviour of timber up 
till failure. According to other authors, significant non-linear behaviour can be observed for 
reinforced-bending members [20, 23, 30, 55, 56, 68, 69, 88, 98, 100, 106, 114]. Therefore, a 
numerical study discussing failure loads and modes should include the non-linear behaviour 
in the compression of timber.  

2.6.1 Orthotropic elasticity 

The complex cell structure of timber is often regarded as orthotropic elastic within its linear 
limits. This simplification allows the numerical modelling of timber beams in structural sizes 
with reasonable computing power.  

Hook’s law of elasticity describes the dependency between stress and strain (28).  

=       , , , = 1,2,3 (28) 

Where: 

I,j = strain tensor (tensor second order) 
Si,j,k,l = compliance tensor (tensor fourth order) 

k,l = stress tensor (tensor second order) 

The strain and stress tensor contains 9 elements and can be written as a 3 by 3 matrix or in 
Voigt notation as a vector containing 6 elements. This reduction is based on the symmetry of 
the shear stresses. Figure 41 visualises the stress in a solid. 
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Figure 41: Definition of the stresses in a solid 

The compliance tensor contains 81 elements. The Voigt notation, due to the symmetry, al-
lows a reduction to 36 elements that can be written as a 6 x 6 matrix. Hook’s law (28) may be 
written in Voigt notation as shown in equation (29).  

2

2

2

=   (29) 

Where: 

i,i = strain in the three principal directions 

i,j = shear strain 
Si,j = elastic coefficients 

i,i = stresses in the three principal directions 

i,j = shear stresses 

Due to symmetry (e.g. si,j =  sj,i), the compliance tensor has only 21 independent elements. 
For orthotropic materials only, 12 elastic coefficients are not equal zero. For timber, it is 
common to assume a symmetric compliance tensor, and therefore only nine constants are 
independent. However, this is contrary to the results of Neuhaus [84], as he has shown that 
this assumption is not true for timber. The compliance tensor for timber can by written as 
shown in equation (30). 

=

1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

  (30) 

Where: 

 = strain in the three principal directions 
 = shear strain 
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E = modulus of elasticity 
G = shear modulus 

L = longitudinal  

R = radial  

T = tangential 
 = stresses in the three principal directions 
 = shear stresses 

Neuhaus [84] undertook extensive research concerning the dependency of the 12 elastic 
constants of Picea Abies on the moister content. In this research, he demonstrated that the 
12 members of the compliance tensor of timber have a significant dependency on the 
moister content. Neuhaus used Picea Abies from Russia and Scandinavia. He determined 
the elastic constants in tension and torsion mode. All measurements were done on the same 
51 specimens with a nominal cross section of 20 x 20mm and a length of 240mm. The fibre 
orientation of the timber was chosen so the three principle directions were tested (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42: Specimens after testing as used by Neuhaus [84] 

For the numerical modelling in the presented work, the elastic constants determined by Neu-
haus [84] were used except the modulus of elasticity parallel to the grain, which was meas-
ured for each specimen in bending mode. As the used specimen had a moister content of 
around 12%, the moisture dependency of the constants was not considered in the model.  

2.6.2 Non-linear methods 

The linear orthotropic elasticity does not allow the consideration of plasticity, softening or 
hardening. Different authors [15, 22, 23, 30, 61, 68, 72, 82, 88, 98] have reported that signifi-
cant crushing can occur during bending tests done on reinforced timber beams. Therefore, 
the numerical modelling of the ultimate load should allow for plasticity on the compression 
side. Grosse [37] presents a good overview of different yield criteria and the suitability for 
applying it to timber. Therefore, only a brief overview is presented here. 

For isotropic and homogeneous materials, von Mises [120] presents a yield criterion which 
allows the consideration of hardening. Von Mises assumes the incompressibility of the mate-
rial and that hydrostatic pressure or tension does not lead to failure. The yield criterion of von 
Mises describes the surface of a pipe rotationally symmetrical to the hydrostatic axis. Iso-
tropic hardening leads to a modification of the yield stress; thus the diameter of the pipe is 
modified as a function of the plastic strain. 
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Hill [43] presents a yield criterion for orthotropic materials. This criterion is based on the von 
Mises criterion but allows different yield stresses for the three main directions. He still as-
sumes incompressibility of the material and that hydrostatic stresses do not lead to failure. 
The generalised Hill criterion allows different yield stresses for tension and compression in 
the same direction. The generalised Hill criterion has some restrictions for the yield stresses 
and they are not completely independent. Grosse [37] shows that under certain conditions 
the generalised Hill criterion with a hardening function is applicable to timber, especially for 
plane stress under compression. 

Tsai and Wu [115] present a yield criterion that does not assume incompressibility of the ma-
terial and also allows yielding under hydrostatic stress state. The criteria of von Mises and 
Hill can be derived from the Tsai-Wu. The yield criterion allows for all failure modes and, 
where appropriate, parameters are chosen so a realistic yield volume can be generated. In 
the case of yielding, the primary failure criterion is not clearly determinable. This factor com-
plicates the application of different softening behaviour for each failure criterion. Due to the 
fact that Tsai-Wu has nearly no restrictions in the material behaviour, not all parameters 
needed can be directly derived from the engineering constants. Therefore, some of the pa-
rameters have to be estimated. Grosse [37] presents methods from various authors and con-
cludes that there are no common methods for derivating the needed parameters for timber.  

Multi-surface plasticity allows failure criteria for anisotropic materials to be generated. The 
allowable stress combinations are not bordered by one single surface but by several surfac-
es. This allows, for example, the definition of a separate failure stress for each mode and 
direction, which leads to 12 independent surfaces that have to enclose a volume. Stüssi 
[109] presented, as early as 1946, a failure criterion for timber under tension or compression 
as a function of the fibre angle. He used three different equations depending on the failure 
mode, and verified the model on experiments done by Baumann [12] and Kraemer [53]. He 
concludes, therefore, that a single surface is not suitable to describe a failure criterion for 
timber depending on the fibre angle (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43: Failure criteria for timber as presented by Stüssi [109] 
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Grosse [37] presents in his dissertation a multi surface plasticity model for timber. He used 
softening rules to model the post failure behaviour of timber in each failure mode. The model 
was implemented in Ansys. Grosse specifies seven factors in order to describe a 3D failure 
criterion for soft wood.  

 Rupture of the fibres (surface 1) 
 Crushing of the fibres (surface 2) 
 Crack development in the LT plane (surfaces 3 and 4) 
 Compression radial (surface 5) 
 Crack development in the LR plane (surface 6) 
 Compression tangential (surface 7) 

The surfaces 1, 2, 5 and 7 are maximal-stress criteria, and therefore multi-axial stress states 
have no influence on those surfaces. On the other hand, tension in the radial direction has a 
clear influence on the shear capacity LR-plane ( RL,u). Compression in the radial direction has 
no influence on the shear capacity in the LR-plane ( RL,u) (Figure 44). The shear capacity in 
the LT-plane is clearly higher than the tension capacity in the radial direction and also higher 
than the capacity in the compression radial. Grosse [37] therefore concludes that the Mohr 
theory is not valid for timber.  

 

Figure 44: Multi-surface plasticity criterion for softwood for plan stress in the LR-plane [37] 

The interaction between shear capacity in the LT-plane ( TL,u) and tension or compression 
( T) in the tangential direction are different, as shown above. The tension tangential leads to 
a reduction of the shear capacity, while the compression tangential leads to an increase of 
the shear capacity in the LT-plane (Figure 45). 
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Figure 45: Multi-surface plasticity criterion for softwood for plan stress in the LT-plane [37] 

For the different failure modes Grosse implemented softening and hardening functions in his 
numerical timber model. The more or less brittle tension and shear softening is expressed by 
an exponential function based on the dissipated fracture energy. The softening and harden-
ing functions for the ductile compression failure are more complex. The compression stress 
in longitudinal direction reaches a local maximum followed by a slight decrease, which leads 
to a plateau. After the timber is completely crushed, a rapidly rising branch represents the 
behaviour of the compacted cell material (Figure 46).  

 

Figure 46: Stress-strain relationship for compression longitudinal [37] 

For compression perpendicular to the grain, Grosse used qualitative the same function for 
radial and tangential direction. Timber does not have a clear maximum in transversal com-
pression but goes smoothly from elastic over to a slightly rising branch that represents the 
buckling, and finally the crushing of the cell walls. After the timber is completely crushed, a 
rapidly rising branch represents the behaviour of the compacted cell material (Figure 47). 
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Figure 47: Stress-strain relationship for perpendicular compression (example of radial 
compression) [37] 

Dynardo made a multi-surface plasticity model for timber commercially available. The model 
is based on the dissertation of Grosse [37]. In order to enhance the convergence of the ma-
terial model, the softening functions are simplified to linear functions. Otherwise, the model is 
identical to the model developed by Grosse [37]. 

2.7 Conclusion 
The overview of the state of the research demonstrated that comprehensive work in the field 
of non-linear numerical modelling of timber has already been done. Furthermore, multi-
surface plasticity models for timber are commercially available, and therefore, developing a 
further model could not be justified. The existing models allow the numerical investigation of 
local stress and strain distribution in the anchorage zone.  

On the other hand, no comprehensive analytical calculation model considering the prestress-
ing of CFRP-reinforcement of timber-bending members could be found. In particular, no easi-
ly applicable design equation for timber beams prestressed using the camber method was 
found.  

Therefore, the focus of the presented dissertation is to develop and verify a simple routine for 
prestressing timber-bending members using the camber method. 
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3 Analytical Calculation Model  
The analytical calculation model was developed in order to analyse the influence of the cam-
ber and the material properties on the prestressing using the camber method. In addition, 
simplified equations for structural design are presented. 

The calculation model was developed using MathCAD®. The resulting file should allow para-
metric studies and also the structural design of single-span timber beam with various config-
urations.  

The calculation of the deflection in the model excludes (ultimate limit state) or estimates (ser-
vice limit state) the deflection before the intervention. In order to include the exact defor-
mation prior to intervention, it has to be measured and added to the values of the calculation 
model respectively the estimated values have to be replaced with the measured ones. The 
presented model is only valid in the elastic domain. Bilinear models allow considering the 
crushing on the compression side but require an iterative approach, which is unacceptable 
for engineering models. However Schnüriger, Brunner and Lehmann [98] show that the use 
of a linear-elastic stress-strain relationship instead of considering the crushing on the com-
pression side by using a bilinear stress distribution has no significant influence on the calcu-
lated load-bearing limit for low prestress forces. Furthermore, the non-elastic deformation in 
the timber on the compression side is considered in Chapter 5 using the finite element meth-
od. The deflection curve is regarded as constant along the height of the cross section, which 
introduces an insignificant error. The prestress force (P) is treated as a tension force in the 
CFRP, and therefore its value is positive. In the equations presented below, distances and 
eccentricities are regarded as positive values. 

The calculation model is illustrated using an example of a single-span bending beam. The 
configuration prior to intervention of the example is taken from a residential building located 
in Opfikon, Switzerland that is about 200 years old. The loading conditions after intervention 
are estimated using the hypothetical case that the multistorey building will be renovated and 
used for offices. The floor construction and the suggested materials are chosen in order to 
achieve an acceptable level of sound insulation. The table below shows the load configura-
tion for the example (Table 4). The single-span timber beam has a nearly rectangular cross 
section of about 120mm (width) by 160mm (height) and a span of 4m. 
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Table 4: Load configuration of the example used, to illustrate the calculation model 

Prior intervention  After intervention 
floor structure [kN/m2]  floor structure [kN/m2] 
beam 0.13  beam 0.13 
boards 0.14  OSB 0.22 
carpet 0.02  paving slab 1.15 

 impact sound insulation 0.03 
 OSB 0.16 
 parquet 0.12 

sum 0.28  sum 1.81 
live loads  live loads 
living 2.00  office 3.00 
creep relevant loads  creep relevant loads 
dead loads 0.28  dead loads 1.81 
0.3*live loads 0.60  0.3*live loads 0.90 
sum 0.88  sum 2.71 

3.1 Determination of the prestress force 
The force applied during cambering of the beam is limited both by the quality of the beam 
and the ability to hold down its ends. The force present in the prop needs to be controlled by 
adequate measures. This can be done by using a load cell or by measuring the deformation 
and the MOE of the beam. The MOE of the timber is also needed for the calculation of the 
prestress force. The MOE can be determined on-site by using ultra-sonic measuring equip-
ment, or experimentally by applying a known force in midspan and taking an accurate meas-
urement of the deformation. The experimental method leads to an underestimation of the 
MOE except the shear deformation is estimated and considered. After determining the de-
sired bending stress present in the timber during the bonding of the CFRP-lamella, the nec-
essary force in the adjustable prop can be calculated using equation (31).  

= ,

2 +
8 , . + .  (31) 

Where: 

Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the reinforcement (State 1) 
qdl,1 = distributed dead load during the reinforcement 
sp = span of the beam 

1,ti = desired bending stress in the timber during bonding the CFRP-lamella to the timber beam 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
MOEti = modulus of elasticity of the timber 
hti = height of the timber beam 

In order to calculate the prestress force (P0) and its distribution over the length, the equilibri-
um of the internal forces after the intervention needs to be calculated. The desired infor-
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mation is gained by introducing three calculation states. State 1 represents the system be-
fore bonding the CFRP-lamella but after the installation of the adjustable prop (Figure 48). In 
State 2, the effect of removing of the prop after bonding the CFRP-lamella to the timber 
(Figure 50) is modelled. State 0 represents the prestressed system after intervention (Figure 
52). Creep due to the prestress and permanent loads and the effect of moister variations are 
discussed later in this chapter. For the determination of the prestress force, the moments 
present in the system and its reaction, the deflection curve, needs to be calculated for each 
state. 

In State 1 (Figure 48), the moment due to dead loads and the moment introduced by the 
prop are both present. The CFRP is not bonded to the timber and therefore the load is mainly 
supported by the timber. In order to get the exact distribution, the load has to be divided be-
tween the CFRP and the timber, considering the ratio between the bending stiffness of the 
materials. The adhesive is not cured in this state and its stiffness is considered as equal to 
zero. 

 

Figure 48: State 1 in the calculation model, representing the system after setting up the 
prop but before the bonding of the CRFP-lamella (mg = mass multiplied by the 
gravitation constant g (-9.81 m/s2)) 

The second integration of the moment yields the deformation curve of the timber beam, 
which represents the reaction of the system to the loads in State 1. The bending curve 
caused by the moments can be calculated using equation (32). It is not necessary to consid-
er the shear deformation in the calculation of the prestress. The moment introduced by the 
adjustable prop does not have a continuous function over the beam length. Therefore, two 
equations or the Föppel-symbol are needed to describe the moment as a function of x over 
the whole length. In this work, the Föppel-symbol is not used because it is sufficient to calcu-
late only half of the beam, due to the symmetry. For the sake of completeness, in this disser-
tation the equations for the whole length are presented. 
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, ( ) = , ( ) + , ( )

, + ,
  (32) 

Where: 

wm.1 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 1 as a function of x 
Mdl,1(x) = moment due to dead loads during reinforcement as a function of x equation (33) 
Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the adjustable prop as a function of x (34) 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
x = position over the beam length 

The functions of the moments in equation (32) are presented below in equations (33) and 
(34): 

, ( ) = , ( )
2  (33) 

Where: 

Mdl,1(x) = moment due to dead loads during reinforcement as a function of x 
qdl,1(x) = distributed dead load during the reinforcement (State 1) 
sp = span of the beam 
x = position over the beam length 

, ( ) = 2                 0 2   

2 2  2

 (34) 

Where: 

Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the adjustable prop as a function of x  
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
x = position over the beam length 

The insertion of equations (33) and (34) in equation (32) yields the deflection curve of State 1 
(Figure 49). 

 

Figure 49: Deflection curve due to the moments present in state one 
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In State 2, the removal of the adjustable prop is considered. This is modelled by applying the 
force present in the prop during the bonding of the CFRP-lamella on the top of the beam 
(Figure 50). 

 

Figure 50: State 2 in the calculation model, representing the effect of removing the prop 
after bonding the CRFP-lamella to the timber beam 

Again, the deflection curve is calculated. Because the CFRP-lamella is already bonded to the 
timber in this state, the bending stiffness of the composite section is used.  

, ( ) = , ( )

,
  (35) 

Where: 

wm.2(x) = deflection due to moments present in State 2 as a function of x 
Mpr,2(x) = moment induced by the removal of the adjustable prop as a function of x (36) 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

, ( ) = , ( ) = 2                 0 2   

2 2  2

 (36) 

Where: 

Mpr,2(x) = moment induced by the removal of the adjustable prop as a function of x 
Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the in the height adjustable prop as a function of x (34) 
Fpr = force in the height-adjustable prop during bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
x = position over the beam length 

The bending stiffness of a section is given by the equation below: 
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= ( )  = ( ) ( )   (37) 

Where: 

EIy = bending stiffness of a section 
A = area of the cross section 
MOE(z) = modulus of elasticity of the material as a function of z 
z = position along the height  of the section 
zb = distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the cross section 
zt = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the cross section 
b(z) = width of the section as a function of z 

The moment of inertia of the composite cross section (Iy,co) can be calculated using the sen-
tence of Steiner (equation (38)). The different modulus of elasticity (MOE) of the materials is 
considered, using the factor ni which is the ratio between the MOE of the material and the 
reference MOE used to calculate Iy,co. The multiplication of the moment of inertia (Iy,co) with 
the reference modulus of elasticity yields the bending stiffness without solving equation (37). 

, = , + , + ,

+ +  (38) 

Where: 

Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section 
nti = ratio between the MOE of the timber and the reference MOE 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber cross section 
Ati = cross section area of the timber 
ati = distance between the neutral axis of the timber section and the neutral axis of the composite section 
nad = ratio between the MOE of the adhesive and the reference MOE 
Iy,ad = moment of inertia of the adhesive cross section 
Aad = cross section area of the adhesive 
aad = distance between the neutral axis of the adhesive section and the neutral axis of the composite section 
ncf = ratio between the MOE of the CFRP-lamella and the reference MOE 
Iy,cf = moment of inertia of the CFRP-lamella 
Acf = cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
acf = distance between the neutral axis of the CFRP-lamella and the neutral axis of the composite section 

The insertion of equations (36) and (38) in equation (35) yields the deflection curve of State 
2.  
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Figure 51: Deflection curve due to the moments present in State 2 

The addition of the two deflection curves yields the deflection curve of the prestressed sys-
tem after reinforcing (39) and removing the prop. This represents state 0 in the calculation 
model (Figure 52). 

 

Figure 52: State 0 in the calculation model represents the system with installed reinforce-
ment and after removal of the prop. The internal forces due to P0 in the CFRP 
and the adhesive are not shown. (mg = masse multiplied by the gravitation 
constant g (-9.81 m/s2)). 

, ( ) = , ( ) + , ( ) = , ( ) + , ( )

, + ,
 + , ( )

,
  (39) 

Where: 

wm,0 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 0 as a function of x 
wm,1 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 1 as a function of x 
wm,2 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 2 as a function of x 
Mdl,1(x) = moment due to dead loads during reinforcement as a function of x (33) 
Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the in the height-adjustable prop as a function of x (34) 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
Mpr,2(x) = moment induced by the removal of the adjustable prop as a function of x (36) 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beams length 
x = position over the beam length 
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The deflection after reinforcing can also be expressed as a function of the internal moment in 
the timber due to eccentric prestressing and of the moment due to the dead loads present 
during reinforcing (40). 

, ( ) = , ( ) + , , ( ) = , ( )

,
 + , ( )

, + ,
  (40) 

Where: 

wm,0 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 0 as a function of x 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment due to prestressing as a function of x 
wm,dl,1 (x) = deflection due to moments present in State 2 as a function of x 
Mdl,1(x) = moment due to dead loads during reinforcement as a function of x (33) 
MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber due to prestressing as a function of x 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

 

In equation (39), the moment due to the dead loads present during reinforcing can be sepa-
rated, which yields equation (41). 

, ( ) = , ( )

, + ,
+ , ( )

,
 + , ( ) 

, + ,
 (41) 

Where: 

wm,0 (x) = deflection due to moment in State 0 as a function of x 
Mdl,1(x) = moment due to dead loads during reinforcement as a function of x (33) 
Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the adjustable prop as a function of x (34) 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beams length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
Mpr,2(x) = moment induced by the removal of the adjustable prop as a function of x (36) 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

Equation (40) can be set equal with equation (41), yielding equation (42), which is the defor-
mation due to the internal moment yielding from the eccentric prestressing. 

, ( )

,
= , ( )

, + ,
+ , ( )

,
 = , ( ) (42) 

Where: 

MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber due to prestressing as a function of x 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
Mpr,1(x) = moment introduced by the adjustable prop as a function of x (34) 
Mpr,2(x) = moment induced by the removal of the adjustable prop as a function of x (36) 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment due to prestressing as a function of x 
x = position over the beam length 
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Using equations (34) and (36), the deflection curve due to the moment yielding from the ec-
centric prestressing (wm,Po) can be calculated (43). 

, ( ) =

, + , , (3 4 )
48 , , + ,

                                 0 2    

, , , ( 9 + 12 4 )
48 , , + ,

 2

 (43) 

Where: 

wm,Po(x) = deflection due to moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x (Figure 53) 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

 

Figure 53: Deflection curve due to the moment yielding from eccentric prestressing 

The second deviation of the deflection curve yields the negative moment divided by the 
bending stiffness. This allows the calculation of the internal moment in timber yielding from 
the eccentric prestressing (MPo,ti). Due to the fact that the moment is an internal force of the 
prestressed beam, the bending stiffness of the timber beam is used in equation (44). 

, ( ) = , ( ) ,  (44) 

Where: 

MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x (Figure 54) 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beams length 
x = position over the beam length 

The moment yielding from the eccentric prestressing equals the prestress force multiplied by 
the eccentricity (Figure 54).  
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Figure 54: Reaction of the timber to the eccentric prestressing 

The prestress force shown in the above figure is distributed between the CFRP-lamella and 
the adhesive. The force is not distributed evenly between the two materials but in ratio to the 
tensile stiffness (area multiplied by the MOE). The total prestress force can be determined 
using equation (45). 

( ) = , ( )
=

, , + , ,

2 , , + ,
              0 2    

, ( ) , + , ,

2 , , + ,
 2

 (45) 

Where: 

P0(x) = addition of the prestress force in the CFRP-lamella and adhesive as a function of x 
MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x (44) 
a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

The eccentricity of the total prestress force can be determined using equation (46). 

= 2 +
+ 2 + 2

+  (46) 

Where: 

a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54) 
hti = height of the timber beam 
EAcf = MOE of the CFRP-lamella multiplied by the cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
hcf = height of the CFRP-lamella 
EAad = MOE of the adhesive multiplied by the cross section area of the adhesive layer 
had = height of the adhesive layer 

The prestress in the CFRP-lamella can be determined using equation (47), for the determina-
tion of the prestress force in the adhesive. The tension stiffness of the CFRP-lamella (EAcf) 
has to be replaced by the tension stiffness of the adhesive (EAad) in the numerator of equa-
tion (47). 
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, ( ) =
( )

+  (47) 

Where: 

P0,cf(x) = prestress force in the CFRP-lamella as a function of x 
P0(x) = addition of the prestress force in the CFRP-lamella and adhesive as a function of x 
EAcf = MOE of the CFRP-lamella multiplied by the cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
EAad = MOE of the adhesive multiplied by the cross section area of the adhesive layer 

The first deviation of the moment due to eccentric prestressing (MPo,ti(x)) yields the shear 
force due to prestressing in the timber (48).  

, ( ) = , ( ) = , ( ) ,

=

, , + , ,

2 , , + ,
 0 2    

, , , ,

2 , , + ,
    2

 
(48) 

Where: 

QPo,ti(x) = internal shear force due to prestressing as a function of x  
MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
x = position over the beam length 

The equations (44), (45) and (48) allow the determination of the stresses in the timber beam 
due to eccentric prestressing. The stresses in the CFRP-lamella due to prestressing can be 
approximated by dividing the prestress force (P0(x)) by the area of the CFRP-lamella. In or-
der to get the exact stress distribution in the CFRP, the bending and shear stress due to the 
deflection also need to be considered. Furthermore, the distribution of the prestress force 
between the adhesive and CFRP needs to be considered. In order to get the bending stress 
in the CFRP, the second derivation deflection curve in State 1 has to be taken. The equa-
tions to calculate the two internal forces present in the CFRP-lamella are presented in the 
equations (49) and (50) below. When designing a timber structure, the shear force and the 
moment in the CFRP-lamella yielding from the deflection at State 0 can be neglected.  

, ( ) = , ( ) ,  (49) 

Where: 

MPo.cf(x) = internal moment in the CFRP-Lamella yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
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EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
x = position over the beam length 

, ( ) = , ( ) = , ( ) ,  (50) 

Where: 

QPo,cf(x) = internal shear force in the CFRP-lamella yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
MPo,cf(x) = internal moment in the CFRP-lamella yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
x = position over the beam length 

In order to get the exact stress present at State 0 in the adhesive, the tension force due to 
prestressing (equation (47) using EAad in the numerator) and the bending stress due to de-
flection have to be considered. The bending stress due to deflection in the adhesive can be 
determined using the second derivation of difference in the deflection curve in State 2 and 
State 0. 

The camber yielding from prestressing can be calculated by adding the deformation due to 
the moment and shear force yielding from the eccentric prestressing in the timber. The per-
manent deflection prior to intervention has to be considered in order to get the camber after 
reinforcing. The part due to the moment can be calculated using equation (43). The defor-
mation due to the shear force yielding from eccentric prestressing can be determined using 
equation (51). 

. ( ) = , ( )

 
= , ( )

 

=

, , + , ,

2 ,  , + ,
              0 2    

, ( ) , + , ,

2 , , + ,
 2

 
(51) 

Where: 

QPo,ti(x) = internal shear force due to prestressing as a function of x  
GAti = shear stiffness of the timber section (regarded as constant over the beam length) 
wm,Po (x) = deflection due to internal moment yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
MPo,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
sp = span of the beam 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
x = position over the beam length 

The contribution of the shear deformation due to eccentric prestressing to the camber is 
4.2% and not significant for engineering purposes compared to the variation of the elastic 
properties in timber. 
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3.2 Ultimate-limit state 
In the Swiss Timber Construction Standard [51], prestressing is not considered. In the Swiss 
Basics of Construction Standard [52], it is recommended to apply the guidelines of the Swiss 
Concrete Construction Standard SIA 262 [50] to all other materials. These guidelines rec-
ommend add the characteristic value of the prestress to the system resistance. For the 
method presented, it is more convenient to add the characteristic stresses due to eccentric 
prestressing due to the design loads (the direction of the stresses needs to be considered). 
The sum can be compared to the design values determined in the Swiss Timber Construc-
tion Standard [51].  

Due to the different creep behaviour of the materials used in the composite section, the long-
term effects lead to load redistribution within the cross section. Therefore, the verification of 
the cross section has to be done twice. Once at time = 0, which represents the time when the 
timber beam is reinforced, and once at time = , which represents the time when the creep-
ing is terminated. 

3.2.1 Short-term design 

Figure 55 shows the forces that need to be considered when verifying the resistance of the 
timber section in the composite beam. 

 

Figure 55: Prestressed system with design loads. The forces in the CFRP and the adhe-
sive are not shown. 

Adding the internal forces does not yield the correct result. For the design loads, the bending 
stiffness of the composite section has to be taken into account, and for the internal forces 
only the bending stiffness of the timber section is taken. The summation of the normal 
stresses (stresses yielding from moments and normal forces) yields the following stress dis-
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tribution at the bottom and top face of the timber over the beam length (Figure 56 and Figure 
57). 

 

Figure 56: Tension stress distribution at the lower face of the timber over the length of the 
beam 

 

Figure 57: Compression stress distribution at the top face of the timber over the length of 
the beam 

For single-span beams with distributed loads (commonly found in buildings), the maximal-
design moment (Md) is in the midspan of the beam, and the maximal-design shear force (Vd) 
is near the support. The Swiss Timber Construction Standard [51] recommends using the 
shear force, which is the height of a beam, apart from the support. After adding the stresses 
from prestressing and design loads, the maximal-shear stress is still near the support but the 
maximal-bending stress is no longer in midspan (Figure 56 and Figure 57). Due to the sym-
metry, only one of the two peaks needs to be calculated. The locations of the maximal-
tension stress in the timber can be determined using equation (52). 

, , , = 2 ± , , ,

2 , , + , 2 + ,  (52) 

Where: 

x ,d,0,max = location of the maximal-tension stress in the timber, based on the loading rules of the SIA standard 
sp = span of the beam 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella  
qd = distributed design load 
zb.ti = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the lower face of the timber 
hti = height of the timber beam 
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Iy,ti = moment of inertia in the timber cross section 
a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
Ati = cross section area of the timber 

The building codes require verifying the compression and the tension stress resulting from 
bending. In this particular case, the Swiss Timber Construction Standard (SIA 265) [51] rec-
ommends considering the bending in combination with the compression resulting from pre-
stressing. This verification is done using equation (53) [51]. 

, , ( )
, ,  

+ , ( )
,  

1 (53) 

Where: 

c,0,d(x) = design stress in compression parallel to the grain as a function of x 
fc,0,d = design value in compression parallel to the grain according to SIA 265 [51] 

m,d(x) = design stress in bending as a function of x 
fm,y,d = design value in bending according to SIA 265 [51] 

The verification of the compression side of a reinforced bending beam leads in timber con-
struction to a very conservative approach. The experiments described in Chapter 4 as well 
as by other authors [14-17, 19, 20, 23, 94, 98, 100, 114] show that a beam reinforced with 
one CRFP-lamella fails because of tension failure. Furthermore, a violation of the design val-
ue at the compression side leads to crushing of the timber fibres and larger deformation but 
not to a complete failure, which is similar to the behaviour of reinforced concrete. Eurocode 5 
[27] takes into consideration the ductile behaviour of timber in compression. Unfortunately, 
this factor is not explicitly mentioned in the Swiss standard, however. Therefore, the author 
suggests using the tension stress at the bottom of the timber to verify the reinforced timber 
beam. The verification is done using equation (54). 

, , ( )

,  
1 (54) 

Where: 

d,b,ti(x) = design normal stress at the bottom of the timber section due to prestressing and loading as a func-
tion of x 

fm,d = design value in bending according to SIA 265 [51] 

The use of equation (54) leads to a significantly higher design-bending capacity than the use 
of the conservative method recommended by SIA 265 [51]. Figure 58 shows the wide differ-
ence between the two methods of verifying a reinforced timber beam. 
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Figure 58: Results of equation (53) (blue) and (54) (red) for a reinforced beam at time = 0 
(160mm x 120mm GL24h reinforced with one 1.2mm-thick, 50mm-wide CFRP-
lamella); unreinforced glulam beam (160mm x 120mm) (green). A value of one 
means the design capacity of the beam is reached. (All beams are equally 
loaded.) 

The location of the maximal-shear stress does not change over the length of the beam; how-
ever, the neutral axis of the section does change due to reinforcing, and therefore stress dis-
tribution along the height of the beam as well. The shear stress distribution is usually calcu-
lated according to the neutral fibre of the beam. In order to be able to add the stress due to 
prestressing to the stresses due to design loads, the shear stress distribution in the timber 
due to prestressing is determined with reference to the neutral axis of the composite section. 
The summation of the shear stresses yields equation (55). 

, ( ) =
( ) 2

( ) ,
 

+
, + , , ( ) ( + )
4 , , + ,

,       

 0                                                                                                                         ,

 

(55) 

Where: 

d,ti (z) = design shear stress in timber as a function of z 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,cf = bending stiffness of the CFRP-lamella 
MOEti = modulus of elasticity of the timber 
hti = height of the timber section 
zt = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the composite section 
zb,ti = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section 
qd = distributed design loads 
Sco(z) = = first moment of area of the composite section as a function of z 
sp = span of the beam 
bco(z) = breadth of the composite section as a function of z 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section 
zb = distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the composite section 
z = position over the beam height 
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Equation (55) yields the following shear stress distribution over the composite beam height 
(Figure 59). 

 

Figure 59: Design shear-stress distribution over the composite beam height at time zero. 

The locus of the maximal-design shear stress over the beam height can be determined using 
equation (56) below. The theoretical maximum shear stress is located over the support. For 
determining the locus of the theoretical maximum, sp, instead of (sp - 2hti) has to be used in 
the last term of the denominator. 

, , , =
( 2 ) , , ,

2 , + , , + 2 , + , ( 2 )
 (56) 

Where: 

z ,d,0,max = location of the maximal-shear stress over the beam height 
Fpr = force in the adjustable prop during the bonding 
hti = height of the timber beam 
zt = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the composite section 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber beam is regarded as constant over the beam length 
qd = distributed design load 

The simplified equation presented below (57) leads to a slight underestimation of the maxi-
mal-design shear stress; in the presented example it as less as 0.02%. This error is not sig-
nificant for structural design purposes. 

, =
( = ) (0)

,
+ 1.5 , ( = )

 (57) 

Where: 

Qd(x = hti) = design shear force as relevant for designing a timber structure along the SIA 265 [51] 
bti = width of the timber section 
Sco (0) = first moment of area of the composite section at time = 0 at the position of the neutral axis 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section at time = 0 can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 

QP,ti(x = hti) = shear force in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as relevant for designing a timber 
structure along the SIA 265 [51] 

hti = height of the timber cross section 
Ati = area of the timber cross section 
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The Swiss standard for externally-bonded reinforcement (SIA 166) [11] recommends verify-
ing the anchorage zone and the tension stress in the reinforcement. The anchorage zone of 
a beam reinforced with the camber method is equal to the length of the reinforcement, and 
therefore not critical. The design stress in the CFRP-lamella is determined by adding the 
stresses yielding from prestressing to the stresses yielding from the design forces.  

, , ( ) =
( )

,
+ , ( )

+ , ( )
2 ,

 (58) 

Where: 

d,0,cf(x) = design stress in CFRP-lamella at time = 0 as a function of x 
x = position over the length of the beam 
ncf = ratio between the MOE of the CFRP-lamella and the reference MOE 
Md(x) = design moment as a function of x 
zb = distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the composite section 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section 
P0,cf(x) = prestress force in the CFRP-lamella as a function of x 
Acf = area of the CFRP-lamella 
MPo.cf(x) = moment in CFRP-lamella yielding from prestressing 
hcf = height of the CFRP-lamella 
Iy,cf = moment of inertia of the composite section 

The last term in equation (58) represents the stress yielding from the camber, due to eccen-
tric prestressing. Its contribution is quite small (0.3 MPa for the calculated example) and not 
significant. The maximum-tension stress in the CFRP is located at midspan.  

3.2.2 Long-term design 

Long-term loads lead to creep in timber, whereas CFRP-lamellas and the epoxy adhesive 
used are not prone to creep. In designing timber structures, creep is regarded as an increase 
of strain and usually considered only in the service-limit state. In a composite composed of 
materials with different creep behaviour, the creeping leads to a strain increase in all materi-
als, and therefore in case of different creep behaviour, to load redistribution over time.  

In cases of retrofitting, the load history must be taken into account for long-term design and 
calculation. According to Navi and Heger [81], creep can be regarded as linear viscoelastic 
behaviour for loads up to 40% of the short-term load-bearing capacity. Therefore, the long-
term loads that were already present in the timber beam prior to intervention1 do not contrib-
ute to the long-term effects that occur after intervention.  

The creep-relevant loads in buildings are the dead loads, the near-permanent part of the live 
loads and the forces due to prestressing. Normally, creep leads to an elevated strain. On the 
lower side of the timber where the CFRP-lamella is bonded to the beam strain, differences in 
the timber also lead to strain differences in the CFRP, which leads to a difference in the forc-
es present in the CFRP. The creep due to prestressing leads to an increase of the compres-

                                                
1 It is assumed that the creep of the long-term loads present prior to intervention has already reached 
its limit at the time the retrofitting takes place, which is regarded as time = 0. 
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sion strain in the timber, and therefore leads to a reduction of the prestress. This reduction 
reduces the stress in the timber, and therefore also reduces the strain. The internal forces 
must always be in equilibrium. The permanent and near-permanent loads also lead to creep 
in the timber. Therefore, the strain on the tension side of the timber increases, leading to 
higher strain and stress in the CFRP-lamella, a load redistribution from the timber to the 
CFRP, and a movement of the neutral axis of the section. This shift is only valid for additional 
permanent and near-permanent loads2. Therefore, the composite section has two different 
neutral axes: one for creep-relevant external loads and one for the other external loads. 
Again, the action and the reaction of the composite beam are always in equilibrium. The two 
effects described above take place at the same time and place but move in opposite direc-
tions. Figure 60 below presents a sketch of the different creeping strains present in a pre-
stressed timber beam. The long-term prestress force (P ) can be expressed by equation (59) 
below. 

 

Figure 60: Systematic sketch of the creep-relevant forces and the yielding strain of the 
composite section 

( ) = ( ) + ( ) (59) 

Where: 

P (x) = prestress force present in the system after the long-term effect have taken place (time = ) as a func-
tion of x 

P0(x) = prestress force after removing the adjustable prop (time = 0) as a function of x (equation (45)) 
P (x) = difference in prestress force due to long-term effects as a function of x 

In order to determine the long-term prestress force, the equilibrium of forces in the pre-
stressed system at time =  has to be calculated. In this calculation, only the creep relevant 
loads for the prestressed beam need to be considered. Therefore, in the equations below, 
only the prestress force, the additional permanent and near-permanent loads are considered.  

The stress present in the timber at the interface with the adhesive due to additional creep 
relevant loads at time =  ( ,b,ti) can be determined using equation (60) - (63). 

, , ( ) = , , ( ) +  , , , ( ) (60) 

                                                
2 Additional permanent and near-permanent loads stand for the difference between those permanent 
and near-permanent loads that are present in the system prior to intervention and after renovation. 
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, , ( ) =
( ) + ( )

+  
( ) + ( ) 2

,
 (61) 

, , , ( ) =
( ) + ( ) , ( ) ,

,
 (62) 

= (1 + )  (63) 

Where: 

,b,ti(x) = stress due to additional creep relevant loads at the bottom of the timber at time =  as a function  
of x 

P ,b,ti(x) = stress due to prestressing at the bottom of the timber at time =  as a function of x 

Mnp,a,b,ti(x) = stress due to additional permanent and nearly permanent loads at the bottom of the timber at 
time =  as a function of x 

P0(x) = prestress force after removing the adjustable prop (time = 0) as a function of x (equation (45)) 
P (x) = difference in prestress force due to long-term effects as a function of x 

Ati = area of the timber cross section 
a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
hti = height of the timber 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 
nti  = ratio between the long-term MOE of the timber and the reference MOE 

2 = reduction factor for the near-permanent value of a variable action as defined in SIA 260 [52] 
Mll(x) = moment due to live loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mdl(x) = moment due to dead loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mnp,pi(x) moment due to dead loads prior intervention as a function of x 
zb,ti  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section at time =  and the bottom of the timber 
Iy,co  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 
MOEti = modulus of elasticity of the timber 

 = creep factor 
MOEref = reference MOE 

Dividing the stress by the modulus of elasticity yields the elastic strain. Multiplying the elastic 
strain with the creep factor ( ) yields the creep strain ( ); the sum of the elastic strain and 
the creep strain is the total strain after creeping at time = . The creep strain at the lower 
face of the timber can be calculated using equations (64) - (67). 

, , ( ) = , , , ( ) + , , , ( ) + , , , , ( ) (64) 

, , , ( ) =
( ) + ( )

 (65) 

, , , ( ) =
( ) + ( ) 2

,
 (66) 

, , , , ( ) =
( ) + ( ) , ( ) ,

, ,
 (67) 
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Where: 

,b,ti(x) = strain due to additional creep relevant loads at the bottom of the timber at time =  as a function of x 

,NP ,b,ti(x) = strain due to the normal force yielding from prestressing at the bottom of the timber at time =  
as a function of x 

,MP ,b,ti(x) = strain due to the moment yielding from prestressing at the bottom of the timber at time =  as 
a function of x 

,Mnp,a,b,ti(x) = strain due to additional permanent and near-permanent loads at the bottom of the timber at 
time =  as a function of x 

 = creep factor 
P0(x) = prestress force after removing the adjustable prop (time = 0) as a function of x (equation (45)) 

P (x) = difference in prestress force due to long-term effects as a function of x 
Ati = area of the timber cross section 
MOEti = modulus of elasticity of the timber 
a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
hti = height of the timber 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 
nti  = ratio between the long-term MOE of the timber and the reference MOE 

2 = reduction factor for the near-permanent value of a variable action as defined in SIA 260 [52] 
Mll(x) = moment due to live loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mdl(x) = moment due to dead loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mnp,pi(x) moment due to dead loads prior intervention as a function of x 
zb,ti  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section at time =  and the bottom of the timber 
Iy,co  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti. 

The creep strain at the lower face of the timber and the strain in the CFRP-lamella can be 
regarded as proportional as long as the adhesive is sufficiently rigid. Therefore, the creep in 
the timber leads to a strain increase or decrease in the CFRP-lamella, resulting in a different 
stress in the CFRP. This stress increase or decrease occurs without any adjustment of the 
loads; so the stress difference is regarded as a decrease or increase of the prestress. The 
adhesive layer also experiences a strain increase or decrease due to the creep of timber. In 
order to determine the difference in the prestress force, the strain difference at the centre of 
gravity of the prestress force is determined using equation (68). 

, ( ) = , , , ( ) + , , , ( )
2

+ , , , , ( )
,

 (68) 

Where: 

,P(x) = strain difference due to additional creep relevant loads at centre of gravity of the prestress 
force at time =  as a function of x 

,NP ,b,ti(x) = strain due to the normal force yielding from prestressing at the bottom of the timber at 
time =  as a function of x 

a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
hti = height of the timber 

,MP ,b,ti(x) = strain due to the moment yielding from prestressing at the bottom of the timber at 
time =  as a function of x 
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,Mnp,a,b,ti(x) = strain due to additional permanent and near-permanent loads at the bottom of the 
timber at time =  as a function of x 

zP  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section at time =  and the centre of gravity 
of the prestress force 

zb,ti  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section at time =  and the bottom of the 
timber 

Knowledge of the strain difference allows the determination of the difference of the prestress 
force which is presented in equation (69). 

( ) = , ( ) +  (69) 

Where: 

P (x) = difference in prestress force due to long-term effects as a function of x 

,P(x) = strain difference due to additional creep relevant loads in centre of gravity of the prestress force at 
time =  as a function of x 

EAcf = MOE of the CFRP-lamella multiplied with the cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
EAad = MOE of the adhesive multiplied by the cross section area of the adhesive layer 

In order to solve equation (69), equations (65) to (67) are inserted in equation (68) and then 
(68) is inserted in equation (69). Finally, inserting equation (69) in equation (59) yields the 
prestress force at time =  (P ). The solution is presented in equation (70). 

( ) = ( ) +

( ) + ( ) , ( )

, ,
( ) 1 +

,

+
+ 1 +

,

 (70) 

Where: 

P (x) = long-term prestress force as a function of x 
nti  = ratio between the long-term MOE of the timber and the reference MOE 

2 = reduction factor for the near-permanent value of a variable action as defined in SIA 260 [52] 
Mll(x) = moment due to live loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mdl(x) = moment due to dead loads after intervention as a function of x 
Mnp,pi(x) moment due to dead loads prior intervention as a function of x 
zP  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section at time =  and the centre of gravity of the 

prestress force 
Iy,co  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 
P0(x) = prestress force after removing the adjustable prop (time = 0) as a function of x (equation (45)) 
Ati = area of the timber cross section 
a = eccentricity of the prestress force (Figure 54 and equation (46)) 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 

 = creep factor 
MOEti = modulus of elasticity of the timber 
EAcf = MOE of the CFRP-lamella multiplied with the cross section area of the CFRP-lamella 
EAad = MOE of the adhesive multiplied by the cross section area of the adhesive layer  
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As mentioned above, the creeping of the timber leads to a shift of the neutral axis. This shift 
is valid only for the additional permanent and near-permanent loads. For all other loads, the 
neutral axis calculated at time = 0 is still valid. Therefore, the ultimate-limit state design at 
time =  is done using the neutral axis at time = 0 and at time = . Furthermore, the internal 
and external forces cannot just be added at time =  but the stresses have to be added in 
order to validate the cross section. The maximal-tension stress at the bottom of the timber is 
calculated using equation (71). 

, , ( ) =  
( ) , ( ) ,

,
+ , ( ) , ,

, ,
+ , ( )

2 ,
 (71) 

Where: 

b,ti, (x) = normal stress at the bottom of the timber due to loading and prestressing at time =  
Md(x) = design moment as a function of x 
Mnp,a(x) = moment due to additional permanent and near-permanent loads as a function of x 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section at time = 0 can be calculated using equation (38) 
zb,ti = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section at 

time = 0 
zb,ti,  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section at 

time =  
Iy,co,  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 

MP ,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x at time =  
hti = height of the timber section 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 
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Figure 61: Prestressed system with design loads including the effect of creep at time = . 
For the internal forces, the neutral axis of the timber is valid; for the creep-
irrelevant forces, the neutral axis at time = 0 is valid; and for creep-relevant 
forces, the neutral axis at time =  is valid.  

The verification on the compression side of the prestressed bending beam can be done us-
ing equation (53), where m,d is the sum of the bending stresses yielding from the creep-
relevant and creep-irrelevant loads. Again, the verification of the compression side of the 
timber is a conservative approach (Figure 62) and should be questioned. Unfortunately, not 
many long-term bending tests with adjacent determination of the ultimate load have been 
carried out so far. Lehmann [62] presents the mechanical properties of an historic timber 
beam where the properties were determined using small clear specimens cut from one 
beam. The results allow the assumption that historic timber also has extended non-linear 
behaviour in compression parallel to the grain. Failure on the tension side led to complete 
failure of the bending specimen. Not all bending specimens showed extensive non-linear 
behaviour towards the end, however. The results presented by Lehmann [62] emphasise that 
verification of the tension side only should at least be considered. 
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Figure 62: Results of equations (53) (blue)  and  (54)  (red) for a reinforced beam at 
time =  (160 x 120mm GL24h, reinforced with one 1.2mm thick, 50mm wide 
CFRP-lamella); an unreinforced glulam beam (160mm x 120mm) (green). A 
value of one means the design capacity of the beam is reached. (All beams are 
equally loaded.) 

The locus of the maximum-tension stress on the lower side of the timber is found by inserting 
the functions of the forces in equation (72) below, and solving it for x. The difference between 
the local maximum und the tension stress in midspan is quite small (1% for the section pre-
sented in Chapter 1) and not significant for building purposes.  

( ) , ( ) ,

,
+ , ( ) , ,

, ,
+ , ( )

2 ,
= 0 (72) 

Where: 

Md(x) = design moment as a function of x 
Mnp,a(x) = moment due to additional permanent and nearly permanent loads as a function of x 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section at time = 0 can be calculated using equation (38) 
zb,ti = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section at 

time = 0 
zb,ti,  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section at 

time =  
Iy,co,  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead nti 

MP ,ti(x) = internal moment in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x at time =  
hti = height of the timber section 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 

As for the bending actions, as well as for the shear forces, three neutral axes are consid-
ered,. In order to be able to add the shear stresses, the stresses have to be calculated in 
respect to one neutral axis (in this work it is done in respect to the neutral axis of the compo-
site section at time = ). The last term in equation (73) is the shear stress yielding from the 
eccentric prestress force and is present in the timber only. 

, ( , ) =
( ) , ( ) ( )

( ) ,
+ , ( ) , ( )

( ) , ,

+ , ( ) ( , ) + ,

2 ,
 

(73) 
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Where: 

Qd(x) = design shear force as a function of x 
x = position over the beam length 
Qnp,a(x) = shear force due to additional permanent and near-permanent loads as a function of x 
S*co(z) = first moment of area of the composite section at time = 0 as a function of z in respect to the neutral 

axis at time =  
b(z) = width of the composite section as a function of z 
Sco, (z) = first moment of area of the composite section at time =  as a function of z 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section at time = 0 can be calculated using equation (38) 
zt,  = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the composite section at time =  
Iy,co,  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 

QP ,ti(x) = shear force in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing as a function of x at time =  
hti = height of the timber section 
z = position over the cross section height 
Iy,ti = moment of inertia of the timber section 

The maximum-shear stress is not exactly at the location of the neutral axis. In order to de-
termine the locus of the maximum, the values of the shear forces and function of the first 
section modulus is inserted in equation (73). Then, the first derivation is set equal to zero and 
solved for z. The yielding equation is quite complicated and too long to be presented here. 
However, the difference of the local maximum and the shear stress at the neutral axis is 
0.02%, which is quite small and not relevant to the calculated example. 

The use of the simplified equation (74), which is presented below for the calculation of the 
maximal-shear stress at time = , leads to an underestimation of about 1.5% for the calcu-
lated example. This error can be accepted for building purposes. 

, , =
( = ) , (0)

, ,
+ 1.5 . , ( = )

 (74) 

Where: 

Qd(x=hti) =.design shear force as relevant for designing a timber structure along the SIA SIA 265 [51] 
bti = width of the timber section 
Sco, (0) = first moment of area of the composite section at time =  at the position of the neutral axis 
Iy,co,  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  can be calculated using equation (38) and nti  

instead of nti 

QP ,ti(x=hti) = shear force in timber yielding from eccentric prestressing at time =  as relevant for designing a 
timber structure along the SIA 265 [51] 

hti = height of the timber cross section 
x = position over the beam length 
Ati = area of the timber cross section 

The creeping of the timber leads to an elevated design stress in the CFRP-lamella. The de-
sign stress present at time =  can be calculated using equation (75) below. The last term 
represents the stress yielding from the camber, due to eccentric prestressing. The contribu-
tion of this stress is quite small (0.5 MPa for the calculated example or 0.5%) and not signifi-
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cant for structural purposes. The maximum-tension stress in the CFRP-lamella is located at 
midspan. 

, , ( ) =
( ) , ( )

,
+ , ( ) ,

, ,
+ , ( )

+ , ( )
2 ,

 (75) 

Where: 

d, ,cf(x) = design stress in CFRP-lamella at time =  as a function of x 
x = position over the length of the beam 
ncf = ratio between the MOE of the CFRP-lamella and the reference MOE 
Md(x) = design moment as a function of x 
Mnp,a(x) = moment due to additional permanent and nearly permanent loads as a function of x 
zb = distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the composite section at time = 0 
Iy,co = moment of inertia of the composite section at time = 0 
zb,  = distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the composite section at time =  
Iy,co,  = moment of inertia of the composite section at time =  
P0,cf(x) = prestress force in the CFRP-lamella as a function of x 
Acf = area of the CFRP-lamella 
MPo.cf(x) = moment in CFRP-lamella, yielding from prestressing 
hcf = height of the CFRP-lamella 
Iy,cf = moment of inertia of the composite section 

3.3 Service-limit state 
The Swiss standard, Basics of Structural Design SIA 260 [52] recommend verifying different 
situations for the service-limit state. Three different load cases (near-permanent, frequent 
and occasional) with different consequences (reversible or irreversible) are given. Only the 
‘occasional’ load case leads to irreversible consequences, and constructional measures are 
recommended rather than upgrading the stiffness. Furthermore, three limit states are given: 
functionality, comfort and appearance. Functionality is again divided into three sub-
categories: fittings with brittle behaviour, fittings with ductile behaviour and use and opera-
tion. The long-term effects have only to be considered for three limit states: fittings with brittle 
behaviour, fittings with ductile behaviour and appearance. For the two limit states considering 
the fittings only, the deformation taking place after the installation of the relevant equipment 
or non-loadbearing component has to be considered. In the presented example it is assumed 
that all dead loads are installed prior to installing the fittings with ductile behaviour. 

Identifying the deformation prior and due to intervention (equations (43) and (51)) allows the 
calculation of the deformation due to service loads at time zero. The elastic-bending defor-
mation due to service loads can be calculated using well-known equations [36], and the 
bending stiffness of the composite section (EIy,co equation (38)). According to Heuer [42], the 
shear stiffness of the composite section (GAco) can be calculated using equation (76) below. 
The knowledge of the composite shear stiffness allows the determination of the shear defor-
mation at time zero using well-known [36] equations. 
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= ,

( ) ( )  
( ) ( )  

   
(76) 

Where: 

GAco = shear stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section is regarded as constant over the beam length 
G = shear modulus of the relevant material 
MOE = modulus of elasticity of the relevant material 
b = width of the section 
zt = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the composite section 
zb = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section 
z = position over the beam height 

The deformation at time zero is the sum of the deformation due to prestressing at time = 0, 
the elastic deformations due to service loads and the creep deformations prior to interven-
tion. The deformation due to shear is less than 3% of the deformation due to bending, and 
therefore, not significant for building purposes if one is considering the variation in the elastic 
properties of timber. 

For long-term deformation, the different creep behaviour of the material have to be consid-
ered. As mentioned above in the example, timber only is prone to creep which results in a 
load redistribution and increasing deformation due to long-term effects. Furthermore, accord-
ing to Navi and Heger [81], it is assumed that the creep deformation prior to intervention 
stayed within its linear elastic limit. In order to determine the deformation, the load history 
has to be considered (Table 4). Therefore, the creep relevant loads are only the additional 
near-permanent loads and the additional dead loads. The creep deformation of the loads 
prior to intervention is the permanent deformation at the time of reinforcing, and can be 
measured on-site. In the presented example, the permanent deformation is assumed to be 
equal to 60% of the elastic deformation of the permanent and near-permanent loads prior to 
reinforcing, and calculated using the bending stiffness of the timber section. The long-term 
deflection due to bending loads of a reinforced beam can be assumed using equation (77). 

, ( ) = , 2 , + ,

24 , ,

+ , 2 , + ,

24 ,

+ , 2 , + ,

24 ,
+

( )

(1 + )
  

(77) 

Where: 

wm,np =  
EIy,co = bending stiffness of the composite section at time = 0 
EIy,co,  = bending stiffness of the composite section at time =  
EIy,ti = bending stiffness of the timber section 
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sp = span of the beam 
qnp,a = creep relevant loads after intervention 
qnp,pi = creep relevant loads prior to intervention 

 = creep factor 
P  = prestress force at time =  
a = eccentricity of the prestress force 
x = position over the beam length 

The deflection due to shear forces can be determined in a similar way to that for bending 
moments. The shear stiffness of the composite section at time =  can be estimated using 
equation (78). 

, = , ,

( ) ( )
,

 
( ) ( )  ,

,

   
(78) 

Where: 

GAco,  = shear stiffness of the composite section at time =  is regarded as constant over the beam length 
EIy,co,  = bending stiffness of the composite section at time =  
G = shear modulus of the relevant material (for timber G is divided by 1+ ) 
MOE = modulus of elasticity of the relevant material (for timber MOE is divided by 1+ ) 
b = breadth of the section 
zt,  = distance between the neutral axis and the top of the composite section at time =  
zb,ti,  = distance between the neutral axis of the composite section and the bottom of the timber section at 

time =  
z = position over the beam height 

The deformation due to shear is less than 4% of the deformation due to bending. This is not 
significant for building purposes if one is considering the variation in the elastic properties of 
timber. 

In the example presented, the service-limit state for appearance is not fulfilled. However, the 
estimation of the deformation is only 8% higher than the limit, and the deformation could be 
accepted for an historic building. The service-limit state for use and operation is reached 
without any discussions; and the same is true for a case where the timber beam has not 
been reinforced. The service limit for fittings with ductile behaviour is not reached by 6%, and 
in cases where there are such fittings, construction measures need to be taken to avoid 
damage. The service-limit state for fittings with brittle behaviour is not possible to reach, and 
therefore construction measures must be taken. The comparison of the reinforced section 
with the timber beam only shows a large improvement due to strengthening using the cam-
ber method (Figure 63). 
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Figure 63: Service-limit state of the reinforced beam (solid lines) and the timber beam only 
(dashed lines). The dotted lines represent the limit given in the SIA 260 [52]. 
The green lines show the limit state for use and operation (uo), the blue lines 
for near-permanent loads, regarding appearance (np) and the red lines for fit-
tings with ductile behaviour. 

3.4 Discussion and conclusion 
The model presented above allows the engineering design and calculation of a retrofitted 
timber beam. The position of the adjustable prop is, in the example presented, always placed 
in midspan. For other load configurations, the prop can be placed at other positions or even 
two props at the third points of the span could be used. In the case of a different load config-
uration or different placement of the prop, the equations for the position of the maximal-
normal stress are no longer valid. Nevertheless, the model allows the calculation of the inter-
nal moment, and this, together with the external moment, allows the calculation of the maxi-
mal-normal stress and its position. 

If the verification of the cross section is done as recommended in the Swiss Standard for 
Timber Construction (SIA 265) [51], the method loses its efficiency. Although the experi-
ments show that a failure on the compression side of the timber leads to crushing and larger 
deformation, this factor is not relevant for structural safety. Therefore the author suggests 
verifying only the critical tension side of the timber. In cases where the compression side 
needs to be considered, the second-order analytical equations for the interaction of bending 
and compression presented in the doctoral thesis of Hörsting [45] are recommended.   

The presented example demonstrates the efficiency of the camber method for reinforcing 
single span timber beams. In the ultimate-limit state, the calculated gain is 48%; and in the 
service-limit state concerning the appearance, the gain is 72% (including the camber). Con-
cerning the limit state for fittings with ductile behaviour, the gain is 48%. Furthermore, the 
prestressing allows the verification of structural safety. If no prestressing is applied, the tim-
ber beam will be overloaded by 20% on the tension side. The prestressed composite beam 
nearly fulfils the service-limit state for the appearance; if the timber beam is reinforced with-
out prestressing the deflection will overpass the limit by 50%. The utilisation regarding the 
design strain of the CFRP is improved from 24  to 40 % by prestressing. The presented ex-
ample shows the efficiency of the camber method in reinforcing ancient timber beams. 

The long-term effects have only a small influence (below 5%) on the design stress in timber. 
The additional near-permanent loads lead to load redistribution from timber to the CFRP-
lamella. Therefore, the long-term effects for the ultimate-limit state in the timber can be dis-
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regarded, and need only be considered if a high modulus CFRP-lamella is used (see also 
Chapter 5.3). 

The equations presented for shear deformation show it to be less than 5% of the total defor-
mation and therefore, if the variation of the elastic timber properties is considered, not signifi-
cant for building purposes. The equations presented for the deflection due to bending allow 
estimating the deflection of a reinforced single span timber beam with adequate accuracy. 

The 2% difference in the bending-tension stress in timber at midspan and the maximum is 
quite small in the calculated example. The author presented in an earlier paper [64] an easy 
to apply engineering model for the camber method. In this model, only the stresses due to 
prestressing in midspan are determined and added to the stresses due to design load. This 
approach leads to a slight underestimation of the stresses. If one considers this underestima-
tion during design, the simpler engineering model can be used for the safe design of rein-
forced timber beams. 
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4 Experimental Work 
The experimental work included prestressing the beams and subsequently testing the spec-
imen in bending. The work was divided into two parts: Series 1 and 2. Series 1 was done 
using nearly clear and relatively small specimens. In this series the applied level of bending 
stress in the timber during bonding of the CFRP-lamella was varied, and three different ad-
hesives were tested. In Series 2, large scale specimens were produced using GL24h3 and 
the most promising parameters of Series 1. 

The cambering method was used to prestress the specimens for the bending tests. The aim 
of the experimental work was to verify the analytical calculation model and prove the feasibil-
ity of the method. The test results were also used to verify the numerical analyses and the 
analytical calculation model which are presented in chapters 5 and 3 respectively. 

4.1 Series 1 
In Series 1, the feasibility and influence of the stress level during cambering prior to the 
bonding was tested. In this series, three different adhesives were used to produce small pre-
stressed timber specimens.  

4.1.1 Material and methods 

Series 1 was manufactured using the relatively clear and small specimen of picea abies. 
There were no knots present in the specimens but some minor slope of grain was present in 
some specimens. The timber had a cross section of 40 x 53mm and was tested with a span 
of 1m. The CFRP-lamellas were Sika CarboDur lamellas with a section of 15 x 1.2mm. The 
mechanical properties are presented in the table below (Table 5): 

Table 5: Mechanical properties of the CarboDur S CRFP-lamellas used in this research 
(all values are according to Sika [5]) 

MOE [GPa] Tensile strength [MPa] Strain 
mean  min. 5% percentile 95% percentile mean  min. 5% percentile 95% percentile design failure 
165 160 162 180 3100 2800 3000 3600 0.85% 1.70% 

The CFRP-lamellas for Series 1 were cut out of lamellas with a cross section of 50 x 1.2mm. 
Three different resins were tested (Table 6). SikaDur-30 is a stiff epoxy resin that is normally 
used for CFRP-lamella reinforcement in concrete constructions. Quartz sand is used as filler 
in this resin. The MOE of SikaDur-30 is similar to the one of timber. The MOE of SikaDur-330 
is 4.5GPa and significantly lower. This resin is used for CFRP-sheet impregnation and is 
therefore not filled with quartz sand. SikaDur-331W is a low cost and ecologically interesting 
water-based epoxy resin. For all the epoxy adhesives used in this research, it was important 
to ensure a good wetting of the timber. To avoid any difficulties with the wetting, a thin epoxy 
layer was spread onto the timber with high pressure, using a wallpaper scraper. This process 
was done immediately before the CFRP-Lamella was bonded to the timber. 

                                                
3 Glue-laminated timber of the grade GL24h as defined in SIA 265 [51]. 
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Table 6: Resins used in Series 1 

Resin MOE* 
[MPa] 

Comment 
 

SikaDur-30 11’200 Solvent-free epoxy adhesive used for CFRP-lamella application in 
concert structures. 

SikaDur-330 4’500 Solvent-free epoxy adhesive used to impregnate CFRP-sheet in 
concrete structures. 

SikaDur-331W 3’500 Water-based epoxy impregnation resin used in tunnelling. 

*Measured in tension according to Sika [8-10]. 

Four different levels of prestressing were tested using SikaDur-30 (Table 7). According to 
Kucera and Gfeller [57], the MOR of Picea Abies is between 65 and 77 MPa. As this is stated 
for small clear specimens, the MOR of the specimens used in Series 1 was estimated to be 
65 MPa, which is the lower-end value. This value was chosen due to size effects and the 
slope of grain that was present in certain of the specimens used in Series 1. The estimated 
MOR allows the assumption that the chosen stress level during the bonding of the CFRP-
lamella is well below the elastic limit of the timber. In order to define the MOR of the timber, a 
control sample consisting of five specimens without reinforcement were tested. Series 1 con-
sisted in total of seven samples with five specimens each. 

Table 7: Samples tested in Series 1 

Sample Number of 
specimens* 

Adhesive Induced stress** 
[MPa] 

Timber section 
[mm] 

CFRP section 
[mm] 

Control 5 (1–5) - - 40 x 53 - 
A 5 (6–10) SikaDur-331W 20 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 
B 5 (11–15) SikaDur-330 20 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 
C 5 (16–20) SikaDur-30 20 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 
D 5 (21–25) SikaDur-30 10 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 
E 5 (26–30) SikaDur-30 30 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 
F 5 (30–35) SikaDur-30 0 40 x 53 1.2 x 15 

*The figures in brackets represent the numbering of the specimens. 
**Bending stress in timber during the bonding of the carbon lamella. 

After machining, the timber specimens were stored at 20°C / 65%rh until constant weight 
was reached. Prior to the reinforcement with CRFP-lamellas, the local and global MOE of all 
timber specimens was determined (Figure 64). This was done according to SN EN 408:2003 
[26] using the same equipment as for the bending tests after prestressing. For the determina-
tion of the MOE, the deflection at 10 and 40% of the estimated failure load of the timber was 
taken.  
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Figure 64: Testing setup and cycle of the MOE measurement in Series 1 

Some 30 out of the 35 specimens were reinforced with CFRP-lamellas. The production of the 
specimens was done upside down. The battens were loaded with suspended steel weights. 
The curing of the resin was done in a drying kiln at 50°C and 73%rh, which results, according 
to Niemz [85], in an equilibrium moister content (EMC) of 12%. The specimens were left in 
this climate for 20 hours. In order to estimate the influence of elevated temperature and hu-
midity on the MOE of the timber, the control specimens were also exposed to this climate for 
20 hours. The deflection of the specimens was measured before and after the reinforcement. 
Strain-gauges were used to determine the prestress force and its distribution in the CFRP-
lamella. Two gauges per specimen were glued to the CFRP before bonding the lamella to 
the timber. One was situated in midspan and the other, 50mm from the end of the lamella 
(Figure 65).  

 

Figure 65: Four-point bending setup as used for Series 1 to test the reinforced specimens 

In order to get an accurate measurement, the CRFP-lamella was situated on the timber 
specimen, and the zero point of the gauge was determined before the specimens were pre-
stressed. After prestressing, the specimens were stored for one week in an air-conditioned 
storage room at 20°C / 65%rh and then tested in four-point bending. Prior to testing, the 
strain gauges were measured and the prestress was determined. A beach-spacer (Figure 
65) was used to guarantee that the CFRP-lamella did not have any contact with the support, 
and therefore all forces had to be transmitted by the adhesive into the timber. In order to pre-
vent damaging the deflection-measuring device, it was removed at 6kN reinforced specimens 
and at 5kN for the controls. The MOE was calculated using the deflection at 10 and 40% of 
the failure load. The loading cycle is presented in Figure 66. 
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Figure 66: Testing cycle of the reinforced specimens in Series 1 

All bending tests were done on a Schenk Trebel Universal testing machine with a load ca-
pacity of 250kN. The deflection was measured on both sides of the specimen and averaged. 
Two inductive standard displacement transducers with a nominal displacement of 10mm 
were used to measure the local deflection. For the global deflection, transducers with a nom-
inal displacement of 50mm were used. One load cell (Burster 8524-6050) with the capacity of 
50kN was used to monitor the force. The software Catman®4 was used to log and monitor the 
different measuring devices during the bending tests. One Spider 8 of HBM was used for the 
PC-based data acquisition. The recording frequency was set to 10 Hz. Excel® was used to 
progress and evaluate the numerical data of the Schenk-Trebel universal testing machine 
and Catman®.  

Strain gauges were used to monitor the strain and to allow the calculation of stress. On the 
CRFP-LY41-6/120, strain gauges of HBM were used. The gauges were connected in a 
three-wire circuit. All strain gauges were connected with a bridge completion resistor in a 
half-bridge circuit. The temperature in the laboratory during the tests was always around 
23°C (± 2°C). Therefore it was not necessary to consider strain due to temperature, and 
gauges compensated for steel could be used. Prior to the installation of the gauges on the 
CFRP, the lamella was grinded locally using a scotch pad and then cleaned using the clean-
ing solvent RMS1 of HBM. The adhesive Z70 of HBM was used to bond the strain gauges to 
the CFRP-lamella. 

4.1.2 Results 

The measurements of the residual camber and the strain gauges on the CFRP-lamella show 
that the cambering method is suitable for prestressing timber-bending beams (Table 8). 

 

                                                
4 Data acquisition software of HBM (Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). 
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Table 8: Overview of the results of Series 1 (presented is the average of the five speci-
mens in each sample and the coefficient of variation (COV)) 

Sample MOE 
timber 

Prestress 
measured 

Camber Increase 
EI 

Cross head 
movement at 

failure 

Mmax 

 

 

Increase 
of Mmax 

 
[MPa] COV [MPa] COV [mm] COV 

 
[mm] COV [kNm] COV [%] 

Control 15054 10% - - - - - 36 29% 1.49 9% - 
A 13915 13% 141 17% 3.31 27% 34% 40 16% 1.9 7% 28 
B 15328 9% 154 7% 1.92 27% 30% 48 24% 1.83 9% 23 
C 14345 11% 144 11% 1.83 30% 32% 33 17% 1.85 11% 24 
D 15126 17% 79 13% 0.93 22% 29% 38 11% 1.76 5% 18 
E 14132 12% 205 12% 2.67 38% 34% 30 15% 1.71 6% 15 
F 14090 6% 4 66% 0 - 32% 27 26% 1.77 15% 19 

There was no significant difference in the remaining prestress force between the different 
adhesives. However the difference between the various levels of prestressing was significant 
at a confidence level of 99%. 

The residual camber of sample A, produced using the water-based epoxy adhesive 
(SD-331W), was significantly higher than the one produced using solvent-free epoxy adhe-
sives (SD-30 and SD-331) (Figure 67).  

 

Figure 67: Residual prestress and camber determined prior to four-point bending tests 

There is a correlation between the residual camber and the prestress of samples C to F 
(Figure 68). The residual camber is significantly different between these samples at a confi-
dence level of 95%. 
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Figure 68: Residual camber as a function of the residual prestress prior to four-point bend-
ing (only the samples C to F, using different levels of prestressing but the same 
adhesive, are presented in this graph) 

There was no significant difference in the increase of the bending stiffness due to reinforcing 
between the different samples. The average increase over all reinforced specimens was 
32%. This increase is a geometrical effect that takes place as long as the lamella is properly 
bonded to the timber and the prestressing has no influence on it. As expected, a higher MOE 
of the timber resulted in a lower increase of the bending stiffness, leading to a reduction of 
the variation in the bending stiffness (Figure 69). A comparison of the coefficient of variation 
between the local EI of the timber and the local bending stiffness of the reinforced battens 
proved this reduction. The COV of the bending stiffness of the timber was 11% over all rein-
forced specimens (samples A to F) and the COV of the EI of the composite was 8% over the 
same specimens. 

 

Figure 69: Increase of the local bending stiffness due to reinforcement with CFRP as a 
function of the local MOE of the timber measured prior to reinforcement 

The MOE measurements of the control sample before and after the heat treatment showed 
no visible influence of the evaluated temperature during the adhesive curing on the MOE of 
the timber. There was also no significant difference found between the local MOE of the vari-
ous samples.  
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The specimens produced using SD-330 (sample B) had a tendency to a longer non-linear 
part in the load to crosshead displacement graph of the four-point bending test (Figure 70). 
This tendency is more prominent if sample B is compared with sample C as if sample B is 
compared with sample A (Figure 70). In order to quantify this tendency, the ductility index 
was calculated (Table 9). The calculation was done according to the SIA 265 [51] using 
equation (79), which is used for the calculation of the ductility index of connections.  

ductility index =  (79) 

where: 

Fu = maximal load 
Fy = yield load as shown in the figure right  
wy = elastic deformation at Fy 
wu = maximal deformation or deformation at 0.8 Fu (the  
        smaller value was taken) 

 

Due to the fact that the deflection of the specimens was not measured up to failure, the de-
termination of the ductility index was done using the crosshead displacement of the testing 
machine. Therefore the values presented can only be used for comparison within Series 1 
(Table 9).  

Table 9: Ductility index for the different samples (the index is calculated with the cross-
head displacement instead of the deflection) 

Control Sample A Sample B Sample C Sample D Sample E Sample F 
average 1.73 1.91 2.34 1.63 1.94 1.57 1.34 

COV 25.1% 23.7% 20.4% 9.5% 13.5% 16.6% 10.4% 

 

Figure 70: Load as a function of the crosshead movement (only the specimens of the three 
samples using different adhesives are presented in this graph) 

At failure, the lamella did partly delaminate, and it was assumed that this delamination was 
caused by the splitting of the timber. Figure 71 shows that the lamella is still attached to the 
timber at both ends, and that the delamination does not go past the timber failure.  
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Figure 71: Specimen with a partly delaminated lamella, where the lamella is still attached 
to the timber at both ends 

In samples B to F, which were produced using a solvent-free epoxy adhesive (SD-30 or SD-
330), the timber started to fail in the middle, due to bending tension stress. In some cases, 
the CFRP bridged the failure for a short time, and this is clearly visible in Figure 72 and Fig-
ure 73. The first small partial failure occurred at 10.4kN, after which strong crushing on the 
compression side became visible and continued until complete failure occurred. The second 
partial failure, which came after the crushing started, would have led to complete failure with-
out the CRFP-lamella. 

 

Figure 72: Load as a function of the strain at the centre of the CRFP-lamella (the speci-
men is shown in Figure 73), the strain at zero force was due to the prestressing 

 

Figure 73: Specimen 14 shortly before complete failure (the force strain graph is presented 
in Figure 72) 1: first partial failure, 2: second partial failure, 3: strong crushing 
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The load-bearing capacity of the reinforced specimens was clearly higher than the one of the 
controls. No significant difference could be found in the maximal-bending moment between 
the samples with the different adhesives (samples A to C). There was also no significant dif-
ference between the different levels of prestressing (samples C to F) (Figure 74). 

 

Figure 74: Maximal-load-bearing capacity of each sample in Series 1 (the column repre-
sents the average and the error-bars indicate the standard deviation of each 
sample) 

The prestress level had some influence on the stress in the CFRP at failure. The sample re-
inforced without prestressing (sample F) compared with the two higher levels of prestress 
(samples C and E) had a significant difference at a confidence level of 95% (Table 10). Due 
to a recording error during the bending test of specimens 7 to 13, the recording of the strain 
did not work until the failure of the specimen. Therefore no data is available for the compar-
ing of the different adhesives.  

Table 10: Stress in CFRP at failure of the battens 

  Sample C Sample D Sample E Sample F 
average 1174 MPa 1052 MPa 1183 MPa 895 MPa 
COV 12.3% 8.3% 13.8% 24.3% 

4.1.3 Discussion and conclusion 

The determination of the prestress force, introduced with the camber method, verified the 
feasibility of the system. No clear influence of the prestress level on the bending capacity 
could be determined. However, the prestressing led to a significant cambering of the battens 
(Figure 67). Therefore prestressing has a significantly positive effect on the service-limit 
state. Considering that deflection mainly governs the design for single span beams, and tak-
ing into account the simplicity of the method, the prestressing can be regarded as a success.  

The adhesive type had no significant influence on the load-bearing capacity or the residual 
prestress of the reinforced specimens. However, it did have an influence on the residual 
camber after prestressing. The water-based epoxy adhesive (sample A) yielded a significant-
ly higher camber than the other two adhesives. The water-based epoxy (SD-331W) is more 
prone to shrinkages than solvent-free epoxy resins. After curing, the shrinkage of the water-
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based adhesive was clearly visible and it is assumed that this shrinkage led to the difference 
in the camber due to prestressing. 

Only in the sample produced using SD-331W did the delamination go past the timber failure, 
and in one case the CFRP-lamella completely delaminated. The strain-gauge measurements 
did not show any evidence that the CFRP delaminated before the timber failed. Therefore it 
cannot be determined if the failure started in the adhesive or the timber. The delamination 
was partly a cohesion failure in the adhesive, and an adhesion failure on the interface with 
the timber or the CFRP. In some cases of this interface failure, some timber fibres were still 
on the adhesive. Only in the sample produced with the water-based epoxy, could failure in 
the adhesive or adhesions be detected. As mentioned above, SD-331W showed significant 
shrinkage during curing. It is assumed that the stress resulting from shrinkage was responsi-
ble for the failure of the resin. Considering that the CFRP-lamella in Series 2 would be wider 
and therefore the shrinkage even greater, it was decided not to use the water-based adhe-
sive for the production of the large specimens. 

The two solvent-free adhesives displayed good bonding behaviour and can be regarded as 
suitable for this method. The SD-330 had a tendency to a longer non-linear part in the force 
deflection graph. This factor, together with the tendency to a stronger ability than the very 
stiff SD-30 in bridging partial failure in the timber, led to the decision to use SD-330 for Series 
2.  

Considering that in Series 1 the prestress force had to be anchored over a relatively short 
distance of 500mm, no delaminating should be expected in structural-sized beams, where 
the ratio of the prestress to anchoring length is much smaller, and therefore the shear stress 
in the anchorage zone is lower. 

4.2 Series 2 
In Series 2, beams in structural size were tested using the most promising parameters from 
Series 1. The induced bending stress during the bonding of the CFRP-lamella was set to 20 
MPa. With this level it can be expected that the timber is still in its elastic range and no 
crushing will occur. This factor is important in the load-bearing situation as crushing would be 
in the zone with the highest bending tension, and would therefore lead to a considerable 
weakening of the timber. 

4.2.1 Material and methods 

The specimens in Series 2 had a cross section of 120 x 160mm and a span of 4m, similar to 
the beams usually found in old buildings. In order to reduce the variability of the timer, glulam 
of the class GL24h was chosen. For the reinforcement, Sika CarboDur lamellas S512/80 with 
a cross section of 50 x 1.2mm were used (for mechanicl properties see Table 5). SikaDur-
330 was used to bond the CFRP-lamella to the timber. The MOR of GL24h used for the pre-
stress level determination was estimated at 40 MPa. This estimation is based on experience 
at the BFH-AHB [98]. 
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Table 11: Sample tested in Series 2 

Sample Number 
of 

specimens* 

Resin Induced 
stress** 

[MPa] 

Induced stress** 
in % of estimated 

MOR 

Timber 
section 
[mm] 

CFRP section 
 

[mm] 
G 10 (41-50) SikaDur-330 20 50 120 x 160 1.2 x 50 

*The figures enclosed in brackets represent the numbering of the specimens. 
**Bending stress in timber during the bonding of the carbon lamella. 

Prior to the reinforcement, the global and local MOE of each timber beam was determined 
using the same four-point bending test setup as for the bending tests after prestressing 
(Figure 76). The loading rate was ± 300N/s the maximal force of 12kN was held for 10 se-
conds.  

For prestressing, the large specimens were cambered using a Schenk-Trebel universal-
testing machine. Two beams were produced together and to ensure equal loading, a bridge 
with two pin joints was used (Figure 75). After reinforcing, the specimens were stored for a 
week in the laboratory and afterwards tested in four-point bending, according to the SN EN 
408-2003 [26] using the Schenk-Trebel universal tester. The loading rate was 20mm per mi-
nute, and the measuring equipment for the bending stiffness was removed at 16kN. The 
same measuring equipment was used for the bending stiffness as for Series 1 (section 
4.1.1). Two load cells (Burster 8524-6050) with a capacity of 50kN were used to monitor the 
force during the tests. The software Catman® was used to log and monitor the different 
measuring devices during the bending tests. Three Spider 8 of HBM were used for the PC-
based data acquisition. The recording frequency was set to 10 Hz. Excel® was used to pro-
cess and evaluate the numerical data of the Schenk-Trebel universal testing machine and 
Catman®. The camber of the specimens was measured at the centre of the beam both prior 
to and following prestressing. The measurement was done using a ruler and a straight steel 
beam. 

Strain gauges were used to monitor the strain and allow the calculation of stress. On the 
CFRP, the same strain gauges and bonding process were used as in Series 1 (section 
4.1.1). On the timber LY41-10/120 and LY41-20/120, strain gauges of HBM were used. For 
all strain gauges, the same wiring technique as in Series 1 was used. The climate in the test-
ing laboratory was quite constant; therefore the strain due to humidity and temperature did 
not need to be considered. The strain gauges were bonded to the timber using the adhesive 
X60 of HBM. The beams were ordered half a metre longer than needed so it was possible to 
place the strain gauges in an area with relatively straight fibres and without knots or finger 
joints. Prior to bonding no special treatment of the timber was necessary except blowing off 
the dust. The strain gauges on the timber were covered with the protective coating SG-250 of 
HBM.  
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Figure 75: Cambering of two beams in Series 2 with the cables of the carboheater clearly 
visible on the left 

For more efficient curing, the CFRP-lamellas were heated using the carboheater system of 
Sika [4]. This system sends a current through the carbon lamella and, due to its electrical 
resistance, the lamella is heated. The temperature in the adhesive layer is monitored using a 
k-wire. The amount of current sent through the lamella was controlled by the adhesive tem-
perature. Meier [75] documented using this heating system for reinforcing a timber bridge. 
The described application involved using a sand-filled epoxy resin and curing at 70°C. Meier 
reported no obstacles using the carboheater in combination with timber.  

The resin was cured at 90°C for 60 minutes. In order to prevent over rapid heating of the 
timber near the resin layer, which would lead to high vapour pressure, the temperature was 
raised at a constant rate over 30 min. During the production of the first two specimens, it was 
seen that the vapour pressure was still too high, which led to gas bubbles in the resin layer. 
In order to prevent this, screw clamps were used to apply a little pressure on the CFRP-
lamella. After curing, the specimens were kept loaded until the temperature in the adhesive 
layer had fallen to below 40°C, which is below the heat distortion temperature (HDT) [9], and 
this took about 45 minutes.  

On strain-gauge position five (Figure 76) gauges were also installed on both the top and bot-
tom sides of the timber beam. Two different strain gauges were bonded on each side. One 
had a wide measuring grid of 10 by 6mm and the other, a long and narrow measuring grid of 
20 by 0.7mm. The strain gauges were installed parallel to the fibre direction. The aim was to 
see if there was a significant difference between the two different measuring grids and to 
gain information about the strain and stress distribution in the timber. Due to the fact that the 
MOE varies quite widely within one timber beam, the local MOE under the strain gauges 
needed to be determined for stress calculations. This was done during the MOE measure-
ment of the timber specimen before its reinforcement. Identifying the stress state of the tim-
ber in its elastic domain as well as identifying the strain measurement, allowed the calcula-
tion of the MOE under the strain gauges, using Hooks Law.  
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Figure 76: Four-point bending setup as used for the bending tests in Series 2 

In order to determine the prestress distribution over the length of the lamella, eight strain 
gauges were placed along its length. Three were placed between the loading point and the 
end of the lamella, and another three between the loading point and the middle of the beam. 
The last two were placed between the middle and the other end of the lamella in order to 
verify the symmetry (Figure 76). After the failure of the specimens, the strain gauges were 
once more controlled to verify the bond quality. The moving around involved, together with 
the number of strain gauges used, did not allow for the constant monitoring of the gauges 
throughout the production of the specimen. Therefore the zero point was determined after 
installing the strain gauges, and the strain gauges on the CFRP were monitored both before 
and during the bending test. The strain gauges on the timber were also monitored during the 
MOE determination of the timber beams. These measurements allowed the reconstruction of 
the strain for each step. 

4.2.2 Results 

The residual camber and strain measurements done in Series 2 proved the feasibility of the 
method for structural-sized specimens (Table 12).  

The average camber measured after prestressing was 4.1mm, which represents a thou-
sandth of the span, and just under a third of the allowable deformation recommended in SIA 
260 [52]. 
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Table 12: Overview of the four-point bending test results 

# 
 

MOE* EI local EI global Gain EI 
local 

Ductility 
index 

Camber Prestress 
measured 

Mmax 

 
Gain load-
bearing** 

[MPa] [Nmm2] [Nmm2] [%] [-] [mm] [MPa] [kNm] [%] 
41 9907 437.3E+9 425.6E+9 13.8 1.04 5 263 17.44 31 
42 11761 533.1E+9 478.6E+9 16.9 1.07 3 253 22.82 22 
43 14640 625.2E+9 536.9E+9 10.1 1.72 2 221 35.91 12 
44 12955 577.4E+9 515.4E+9 14.9 1.10 3 240 25.69 41 
45 12093 525.8E+9 475.8E+9 12.1 1.20 6 d.l.*** 24.15 36 
46 11673 508.3E+9 461.4E+9 12.3 1.23 3 233 27.80 d.l.*** 
47 10750 479.5E+9 443.5E+9 15.0 1.05 5 278 22.64 36 
48 11049 482.9E+9 445.6E+9 12.7 1.38 3 268 27.76 16 
49 11086 501.6E+9 468.3E+9 16.7 1.06 4 273 22.48 71 
50 13032 563.2E+9 495.1E+9 11.4 1.10 7 246 27.67 16 

average 11895 523.4E+9 474.6E+9 13.6 1.19 4.1 253 25.44 31.2 
COV 11% 10% 7% 17% 18% 39% 8% 19% 58.4% 

*MOE stands for the local MOE of the timber beam before reinforcement. 
**Mmax without reinforcement was estimated using the stress in the timber at the first significant partial 

failure with load redistribution from timber to CFRP. 
***d.l. stands for data lost. 

The prestress introduced is not constant over the length of the beam. As expected, the pre-
stress has a triangular shape with the maximum at the centre of the beam where it is mostly 
used for bending beams with a constant load (Figure 77). 

 

Figure 77: Prestress distribution over the length of the beam. The markers represent the 
average prestress calculated using the strain measurements on the CFRP. The 
dotted line represents the expected qualitative prestress distribution. 

The average measured strain in the CFRP-lamella at strain-gauge position six (at midspan) 
after prestressing was 0.15%, which results in 253 MPa stress. 

The residual prestress determined in the CFRP-lamella at strain-gauge position six (at mid-
span) showed a tendency to decrease with higher MOE of the timber beam (Figure 78). 
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Figure 78: Prestress at the centre of the CFRP-lamella as a function of the local MOE of 
the timber beam 

After prestressing, a negative moment and a compression force were present in the timber. 
The average compression stress on the lower side of the beam was -3.5 MPa, which repre-
sents 22% the design-bending stress stated in SIA 265 [51]. On the top side of the beam, the 
average tension stress was 2.2 MPa (Figure 79). 

 

Figure 79: Strain and stress distribution in the composite beam after prestressing at strain-
gauge position five 

Identifying the strain after prestressing and the strain measurements during the four-point 
bending test did allow the calculation of the effective strain in the timber and the CRFP-
lamella (Figure 80). The presented strain distribution along the height of the section is only 
valid for the elastic range of the beams. Afterwards the assumption of plane sections is not 
valid anymore. 

 

Figure 80: Measured strain distribution in the composite beam during four-point bending at 
strain-gauge position five. The values are given in % and represent the average 
of all specimens at 20 kN load, which is within the elastic limit of the beams. 

The tendency for a higher MOE of the timber to lead to a lower gain in local bending stiffness 
due to the reinforcement was not as clear in Series 2 as in Series 1 (Figure 81 and Figure 
69). The reduction of the coefficient of variation in the local bending stiffness (from 11 to 
10%) was not very distinct. 
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Figure 81: Gain in local bending stiffness due to the reinforcement using CFRP-lamellas 
as a function of the local MOE of the timber beam only 

Some specimens had a clear non-linear section towards the end of the bending test in the 
force-crosshead displacement graph. The tested sample was not large enough to define the 
influence of the CFRP-lamella on the non-linear behaviour in a bending test. Nonetheless, 
some knowledge can be gained from the results. The ductility index of the clear specimens is 
significant larger than the one using glue-laminated beams. This outcome could be expected 
when the stress at failure is much higher in a clear specimen, and therefore crushing on the 
compression side is more likely and extended. Crushing normally leads to a continuous 
change of the slope of the force-crosshead displacement graph (Figure 83). Figure 82 shows 
that for specimen 48, significant crushing started at 30 kN. After 35 kN, the force still in-
creased but the measured strain kept its level, and therefore no further strain occurred at the 
very top part of the timber at the position of the strain gauge, but there was a high level strain 
at the location of the crushing. In the case of strong crushing in specimen 43, a reduction of 
the strain under the strain gauge, combined with an increase of the load could be observed. 
If the crushing was not in the region of the strain gauge, the measured force-strain graph was 
linear. In all specimens, the crushing occurred in areas with knots (Figure 84). 

 

Figure 82: Force as a function of strain measured on the timber during the bending test 
(specimen 48). The strain at zero force is due to prestressing. The dotted lines 
represent the elastic behaviour. 
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Figure 82 shows how an over-proportional increase of the strain on the tension side of the 
timber beam starts with the crushing. This indicates that the neutral axis of the beam moves 
towards the lower side. According to Kollmann [48], this shift also happens in a timber beam 
without reinforcement.  

 

Figure 83: Force as a function of the crosshead displacement during the bending test 
(specimen 48). The dotted line represents the elastic behaviour.  

The step down in the force-crosshead displacement graph was due to a partial failure in the 
tension side of the timber (Figure 83). A partial failure on the tension side usually starts near 
a knot or in a finger joint, and appears as a crack in the longitudinal direction of the timber. 
Such partial failures were usually in combination with load redistribution from timber to CFRP 
(Figure 85). If the partial failure did not damage the timber underneath the strain gauges but 
was still in the region of the gauges, increasing strain in the timber and CFRP, combined with 
decreasing force could be observed. 

 

Figure 84: Specimen 48 after complete failure and unloading. The crushing is clearly visi-
ble on the left side of the image. In the centre, the two strain gauges are visible 
(the shorter one has a measuring grid of 10 by 6mm and the longer one, a grid 
of 20 by 0.7mm). 
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Figure 85: Force as a function of strain measured on the CFRP during the bending test. 
The strain at zero force is due to prestressing. 

Specimen 43 had an exceptionally high MOE of the timber and also a very high failure load. 
Overall, the specimens show tendency that a higher MOE of the timber leads to a higher 
load-bearing capacity (Figure 86).  

 

Figure 86: Mmax as a function of the MOE of the timber before reinforcing 

Figure 87 shows MOE as a function of the stress in the timber at the first partial failure with 
significant load redistribution from the timber to the CFRP. For specimens without partial fail-
ure, the maximal stress in the tension zone of the timber was taken. Again, the stress at 
gauge position five was taken for the analysis.  
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Figure 87: MOE as a function of the maximal-bending tension stress in timber at the first 
(partial) failure with significant load redistribution form timber to CFRP. The red 
markers indicate specimens with partial failure, which occurred at less than the 
maximum strain. 

The increase in the load-bearing capacity shown in Table 12 is based on an elastic stress 
distribution in the timber, and was calculated using equation (80) below. For the calculation, 
the strain in the lower zone at the first partial failure with significant load redistribution form 
the timber to the CRFP-lamella was taken. 

, = 6  (80) 

Where: 

Mu,ti = estimated failure moment of the timber beam without reinforcement 

ti = measured strain due to applied bending moment on the lower face of the timber 
Ega = module of elasticity of the timber underneath the strain gauge  
wti = width of the timber beam 
hti = height of the timber beam 

A correlation of the modulus of elasticity of the timber with the maximal stress in the tension 
zone at gauge position five indicates that a higher MOE leads to higher stress in the lower 
zone of the timber beam at failure (Figure 88 and Figure 87). An inspection of the strain 
gauges on the tension side of specimen 46 showed that they were not properly bonded to 
the timber. Therefore, the measurements of these gauges are not included in the analysis. 
For the other specimens, the stress was determined using the strain measurements on tim-
ber and the determined MOE underneath the gauge. Kollmann [48] describes the same ten-
dency for Picea Abies and also the strength grades in SIA 265 [51] show the same tendency 
for structural timber.  
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Figure 88: MOE as a function of the maximal-bending tension stress in timber (not taking 
partial failure into account) 

4.2.3 Discussion and conclusion 

The measured average camber after prestressing was 4.1mm, which represents a thou-
sandth of the span. The SIA 160 [52] requests a maximum deformation of span divided by 
three hundred for the quasi-permanent load case in buildings. Therefore the residual camber 
is over 30% of the limit. In combination with the increase of the bending stiffness due to the 
CFRP-lamella, the presented method for reinforcing has a significant contribution of about 
45% to the service-limit state.  

The design strain in the CFRP-lamella, calculated using equation (81), is around 0.3%, which 
indicates that the CFRP is not used to its full capacity. In the Swiss preliminary standard for 
externally-bonded reinforcement SIA 166 [11], the design strain of the FRP is limited to 0.8% 
for concrete structures. According to Sika [5], the minimal strain at failure for the used CFRP-
lamellas is 1.7%, and the design strain is limited to 0.85%. 

, , = , +  (81) 

Where: 

u,d,CF = design strain of the CRFP-lamella 

Po,CF = strain in CFRP due to prestressing 
fd = design stress for GL24h, according to SIA 265 [51] (16 MPa) 
MOE = modulus of elasticity for GL24h, according to SIA 265 [51] (11 GPa) 

Hammer, Müller and Bücheler [39] present an example where the applied strain in CFRP-
lamellas, during the retrofitting of a concrete bridge, equals 0.68% and allows the CFRP to 
be used more efficiently. They also report that the prestressing of externally-bonded CFRP-
lamellas, due to the high-installation costs, is only economical feasible in cases where the 
service-limit state requires it. In order to reach such high design strains in timber beams oth-
er methods for prestressing than those used in the presented study have to be applied, lead-
ing to increased installation work and costs, and thereby questioning economic feasibility. 
Schnüriger Brunner and Lehmann [98] present a method for prestressing timber beams that 
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reaches an applied strain of 0.53%. They used heavy equipment, however, which is difficult 
to use in cases of on-site reinforcement.  

Theoretically, the unsymmetrical distribution of the stress in the prestressed but unloaded 
beam leads to more prone crushing on the compressions side of the beam during loading, 
and therefore to higher deformation at failure. As stated above, the tested sample allows no 
established prediction about the influence of the reinforcement on the ductility of the beam. 

The strain measurements on the timber provide some information about the strain distribu-
tion in the timber at partial failure and failure. The variation of the maximal-compression 
strain is lower than the one of the maximal-tension strain. It should be remembered that no 
visible crushing or splitting occurred under the strain gauges. This and the plots of the strain 
measurements allow the assumption that the timber stayed within its elastic domain under 
the gauges. This assumption allows a calculation of the maximal stress in the timber at 
gauge position five, using Hooks Law and the MOE of the timber under the strain gauge 
(Table 13). 

Table 13: Effective strain on the timber at partial and complete failure 

Maximal Partial failure 

 
tension compression tension compression 

 
strain stress strain stress strain stress strain stress 

 
[%] [MPa] [%] [MPa] [%] [MPa] [%] [MPa] 

average 0.339 43.44 -0.353 -45.01 0.303 38.57 -0.323 -41.13 
COV 27.2 39.8% 19% 17% 20.6 30.5% 19 17% 

The variance of the determined tension stress is larger than that of the tension strain. On the 
compression side, the stress has a slightly lower variance than the strain. The maximal-
compression stress shows a good correlation with the maximal moment (Figure 89). The 
correlation with the MOE of the timber is less prone but still clearly visible (Figure 90).  

 

Figure 89: Maximal-compression stress in timber at strain-gauge position five as a function 
of the load-bearing capacity  
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Figure 90: Maximal-compression stress in timber at strain-gauge position five as a function 
of the local MOE of the timber 

There is a tendency for a lower load-bearing capacity to lead to a lower compression strain in 
the timber (Figure 91) but the correlation is much lower than for the stress and the load-
bearing capacity. No correlation can be found in the specimens between maximal compres-
sion strain and the MOE of the timber. This is mainly due to the strain measurements of the 
specimens 46 and 48, which differ from all the other specimens. No evidence for a meas-
urement error could be found and the strain measurements on the tension side of these two 
specimens also showed high readings. (As already mentioned the strain gauges on the ten-
sion side of specimen 46 failed; therefore the strain of the timber was estimated using the 
strain measurement on the CFRP-lamella at position five.) It is assumed that the high-strain 
values are due to the local variability of the elastic properties within one lumber.  

 

Figure 91: Maximal-compression strain in timber at gauge position five as a function of the 
load-bearing capacity 

In some cases of a partial failure, a comparison of the strain in timber and CFRP indicates a 
possible local failure of the bond between CFRP and timber (Figure 94). There is no clear 
evidence that this local failure led to the delamination of the CFRP-lamella, but it cannot be 
ruled out either. The CFRP-lamellas were partly delaminated after complete failure of the 
composite beams. Two possible reasons for the delamination could be determined: 
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 Large stress perpendicular to the adhesive layer was introduced by a complete 
bending failure of the timber. This stress was due to the downward movement of 
one part of the timber. In this case, delamination was caused by the complete fail-
ure of the specimen and was not the reason for it (Figure 92).  

 A local partial failure of the timber in the tension zone forced a local failure of the 
bond between the timber and the CFRP-lamella. This local failure led to a com-
plete delamination and caused the complete failure of the specimens (Figure 93). 
According to Ulaga [116], this failure mode is also known in concrete structures 
that are reinforced using externally bonded CFRP-lamellas. 

The data collected during the bending test does not allow for an exact distinction between 
these two factors but it is assumed that both did occur. The delamination was mostly an in-
terface failure as carbon or wood fibres were found on the adhesive. The proportion of cohe-
sion failure in the adhesive was very little.  

 

Figure 92: Specimen 45 after complete failure and unloading. The delamination of the 
CFRP-lamella was most likely forced by the failure of the timber. 

 

Figure 93: Specimen 47 after complete failure and unloading. The delamination of the 
CFRP-lamella was possibly the result of a partial failure. 

A comparison between the different strain gauges used on the timber showed that the gaug-
es with the shorter and wider measuring grid (10 x 6mm) had a tendency to detect lower 
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strain then the long and narrow (20 x 0.7mm) gauges (Figure 94). The calculated stress us-
ing Hooks law and the local MOE of the timber underneath the strain gauge showed almost 
no difference between the two gauge types. A comparison of the strain measured on the 
tension side of the timber and on the CFRP-lamella showed that the strain measured on the 
timber was slightly underestimated based on an elastic strain distribution over the composite 
section (Figure 80). Therefore, for strain measurements, gauges with a long but narrow grid 
should be preferred on timber. 

 

Figure 94: Force as a function of strain measured on the CFRP during the bending test 
(specimen 48). The strain due to prestressing is excluded. 

The failure always started in the tension zone of the timber, and no early delamination of the 
CFRP-lamella could be observed. Therefore the proposed method to prestress timber beams 
is a solution to tackle the delamination. The strain measurements on the timber and the 
CFRP-lamella showed that until the first significant partial failure of the timber, there was no 
slippage between the materials, thereby demonstrating the efficacy of the adhesive. Some 
specimens did have an abrupt failure, and so an elevated ductility index could not be deter-
mined for the structural-sized specimen.  

The prestress level reached was quite low compared to other methods. According to 
Schnüriger, Brunner and Lehmann [98], it is possible to prestress CRFP-lamellas on timber 
structures successfully with up to 800 MPa after elastic losses. In order to reach and anchor 
such high prestress, heavy and sophisticated equipment is necessary, making the installation 
economically unviable. The cambering method allows prestressing very simply and quickly, 
while significantly increasing the load-bearing capacity in this study by more than 50% and 
the serviceability by about 50%.  

In order to avoid complete debonding after timber failure, the composite beam could be 
wrapped with CFRP fabrics, towards the end of the CFRP-lamella. If the CFRP-lamella were 
slotted into the timber, not only would the debonding at complete failure be reduced, but the 
impact on the appearance of the structure would be minimised. 
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5 Numerical Modelling 
The analytical calculation model presented in Chapter 3 allows the safe design of a structure 
reinforced using the camber method. The equations are quite simple, and no special soft-
ware is required. In order to understand the load-bearing behaviour of a reinforced beam 
after its proportional limit is reached, the true stress-strain relationship of timber has to be 
considered. This is done using numerical modelling and the software ANSYS, including the 
MultiPlas material library provided by Dynardo. The timber model implemented in MultiPlas is 
based on the multi-surface plasticity model developed by Grosse [37]. The exponential sof-
tening functions of Grosse are replaced by linear functions that lead to better convergence of 
Ansys. Using MultiPlas and the mechanical properties for small clear specimens as de-
scribed in the section below (Table 15), the following stress-strain relationship of timber can 
be calculated (Figure 95 to Figure 97). 

 

Figure 95: Stress – strain relationship for clear Picea Abies in longitudinal direction. This 
graph was calculated using Ansys and the MultiPlas timber model. 

 

Figure 96: Stress–strain relationship for clear Picea Abies in radial direction. This graph 
was calculated using Ansys and the MultiPlas timber model. 
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Figure 97: Stress–strain relationship for clear Picea Abies in tangential direction. This 
graph was calculated using Ansys and the MultiPlas timber model. 

5.1 Material properties 
The used material properties are derived from literature, material data sheets or measured 
during the experiments. 

As timber is modelled as an orthotropic material, its compliance tensor contains nine inde-
pendent elastic coefficients. The coefficients used in this work are taken from Neuhaus [84] 
(Table 14). As the modulus of elasticity parallel to the grain was determined of each timber 
specimen prior to reinforcing, the average local-bending MOE was used for the correspond-
ing sample during the modelling (Table 8 and Table 12). 

Table 14: Elastic coefficients for Picea Abies according to Neuhaus [84] for a moister con-
tent of 12% 

MOE Shear modulus Minor Poisson's ratio 
[MPa] [MPa] [-] 

longitudinal (L) 11'990 RL 623 TL 0.0352 
radial (R)  817 RT 42 RT 0.3107 

tangential (T) 419 TL 722 RL 0.0553 

The multi-surface plasticity material model used in this work requires the input of the ultimate 
strength in the various directions. The author had already determined the strength of Picea 
Abies in the frame of previous research [62]. The results are presented in the Table 15 be-
low. As these values are for small clear specimens, the tension and compression parallel to 
the fibres are reduced for the numerical calculations considering structural-sized specimens.  
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Table 15: Strength of Picea Abies according to Lehmann [62] 

    Tension Compression Shear 
    [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

longitudinal (fLt) 93.4 longitudinal (fLc) 37.9 fRLs 11.7 

radial (fRt)  3.9 radial (fRc)  3.7 fRTs 3.5 

tangential (fTt) 3.5 tangential (fTc) 5 fTLs 11.2 

        fTRs 2.7 

The CRFP-laminates are modelled as orthotropic, linear-elastic material. The modulus of 
elasticity in longitudinal direction was set as specified by the producer [5]. The modulus of 
elasticity across, the shear modulus (across/longitudinal) and Poisson’s ratio of the CFRP-
lamellas were determined by using the mixing rules according to Meier [76]. The rolling-shear 
modulus was set to the shear modulus of the matrix. The elastic constants for the CFRP-
lamella used in the experiments (CarboDur type S) are presented in Table 16.  

Table 16: Elastic constants used in numerical modelling for the CFRP-lamella (type S)  

MOE Shear modulus Minor Poisson's ratio 
[MPa] [MPa] [-] 

longitudinal (L)  165'000 L/P  6698 L/P 0.0196 

perpendicular (P) 10’816 rolling (P/P) 1185 P/P 0.3 

For the high modulus CRFP-lamellas (types M and H), the modulus of elasticity and shear 
modulus were adjusted (Table 17). 

Table 17: Selected mechanical properties used to model the CFRP-lamellas 

Type 
 

MOE longitudinal (L) MOE perpendicular (P) shear modulus (L/P) 

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] 

S 165’000 10’816 6698 

M 210’000 11’094 6632 

H 300’000 10’569 5930 

UH 400’000 12’356 7074 

All lamellas considered in this study are produced using the same matrix. The matrix is com-
posed of 52.1% resin (Sika Biresin CR 141), 46.9% hardener (Sika Biresin CH 141) and 1% 
accelerator (Sika Biresin CA 141). Selected mechanical properties of the matrix are present-
ed below (Table 18) [6]. 

Table 18: Selected mechanical properties of the matrix according to [6] 

Density MOE ft,u fc,u t,u 
[kg/cm3] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [%] 

1.2 3200 78 122 3.3 
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The four CFRP-lamella types considered in the presented study are produced using different 
carbon fibres. Selected mechanical properties of the carbon fibres are shown in the table 
below (Table 19). 

Table 19: Selected mechanical properties of the carbon fibres and the CFRP-lamellas 
produced using these fibres according to [5, 13] 

Carbon fibres CFRP-lamella 

MOE ft,u t,u lamella type MOE ft,u t,u 

[GPa] [MPa] [%]   [GPa] [MPa] [%] 

230 4900 2.1 S 165 3100 1.7 

294 5490 1.9 M 210 3200 1.35 

437 2100 0.42 H 300 1500 0.45 

According to de Castro San Román [29], the epoxy-based adhesives were modelled as iso-
tropic linear elastic materials. Therefore, only two elastic constants are needed to describe 
the material (Table 20). 

Table 20: Modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio used for the different adhesives 

Adhesive type 
 

MOE Minor Poisson's ratio 
[MPa] [-] 

SD 30 11’200 0.35 

SD 330 4’500 0.35 

SD 331W 3’500 0.35 

5.2 Modelling of the experiments 
The aim of modelling the experiments was to develop a numerical model that allows the 
stress and strain distribution in the bond area to be investigated, in function of the mechani-
cal properties of the materials used (e.g. MOE of the CFRP, MOE of the adhesive). As tim-
ber-bending failure was the governing failure mode during the experiments (Chapter 4), no 
special measures concerning delaminating were taken during the finite element modelling. 
However, the multi-surface plasticity model used includes softening functions that allow for 
modelling failure to a certain degree [37]. Therefore, one can assume that the calculated 
stress distribution would clearly indicate the beginning of a delamination. 

In order to reduce the model-size, two symmetrical planes were used, and therefore only a 
quarter of the beam was modelled (Figure 98).  
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Figure 98: Symmetry planes used and resulting model 

The multi-surface plasticity model used allows the description of spruce timber with easy to 
measure parameters. Contact elements and other elements requiring input parameters that 
are not related to the mechanical properties of the material were avoided as far as possible. 
Contact elements were used between the timber and the loading/support plates. The model-
ling of the prestressing also required the use of contact elements that were set inactive after 
prestressing. This strategy allowed the result governing input parameters to be all well-
known material parameters; therefore no curve fitting was needed to determine the contact 
stiffness parameter. Consequently, the adhesive layer was modelled as a solid with at least 
three elements in its smallest dimension. The nodes between timber and adhesive and also 
between adhesive and CFRP were merged so no slippage could occur. The ratio between 
the edge lengths in one element was limited to ten. These restrictions led to a large but still 
reasonably-sized model.  

The cambering was modelled as previously done in the experiments. Therefore, the first load 
step was introducing the camber into the timber while keeping the elements of the adhesive 
layer inactive. The elements of the CFRP-lamella were connected to the timber using a 
dummy material layer with a very low MOE as can be expected of uncured adhesive. Contact 
elements with a tangential contact stiffness of nearly zero were used between the timber and 
the dummy material, and also between the dummy material and the CFRP. At the end of 
load step one, the timber was cambered and the CRFP-lamella had the same curvature as 
the beam. The stress and stress distribution in the timber and the CFRP were equal to the 
stress resulting from the curvature. This proves that the dummy material and its contact ele-
ment did not transmit any forces but still ensured that the CFRP had the same camber as the 
timber.  

During the second load step, no deformations or forces were introduced but the elements of 
the dummy material and its contact elements were set inactive, and the elements of the ad-
hesive, set active. These actions yielded an adhesive layer with the MOE of cured adhesive, 
and the same camber as the timber but with no stress present in the material. The stress and 
its distribution in the timber and CFRP did not change during this load step. This behaviour of 
the model corresponds with the material behaviour expected during the bonding process. 

symmetry plane
modelled section
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Load step three involves the removal of all external forces and results in a prestressed com-
posite beam. The composite beam contains no contact or interface elements. Only at the 
supports and the loading plates were contact elements used. 

Lastly, the four-point bending was modelled. In this step, a deformation was applied on the 
loading plates. Complete failure of the beam was assumed at the point where Ansys no 
longer converted. The last converted solution showed significant plastic strain on the tension 
side, which was evident in cracks and starting failure. The timber model used does not con-
vert if a large number of elements have passed its elastic limits in tension. Therefore, the 
post-failure behaviour of a beam cannot be investigated with the multi-surface plasticity 
model used. 

During the experiments, the specimen showed a quite abrupt failure; therefore the defor-
mation measuring devices had to be removed before complete failure. Consequently, the 
crosshead displacement was taken for comparison with the numerical modelling. The defor-
mation of the testing equipment was considered for theses comparisons. 

For verification of the multi-surface plasticity timber model in its elastic domain, the four-point 
bending of a glulam beam was modelled using orthotropic elasticity in one run and the multi-
surface plasticity model in the other. Then the same was done for reinforced beams. The two 
models yielded the same deformation for a glulam beam in its elastic domain (Figure 99). 
Furthermore, the importance of considering the non-linear behaviour of timber could be seen. 
The failure load is overestimated by approximately 10% if tension strain in midspan is re-
garded as the failure criterion for the calculations using only orthotropic elasticity. 

 

Figure 99: Comparison of orthotropic elasticity with the multi-surface plasticity model for 
timber (solid lines: reinforced beams; dotted lines: glulam GL24h) 

5.2.1 Modelling of Series 1 

The model for the small specimens contains only regular-shaped brick elements with eight 
nodes. The adhesive layer was modelled with three elements in its thickness; and over the 
height of the CRFP-lamella, four elements were used. The element size was varied over the 
height of the timber beam. In the region where high strain and active yield criteria were ex-
pected, small elements were selected. In regions with low strain, larger elements were used 
(Figure 100).  
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Figure 100: Element-size distribution of the finite element model for the small specimen (the 
dummy material and loading plates are not shown) 

All seven samples of Series 1 were modelled. The MOE for timber in the fibre direction was 
set for each sample as the measured average bending MOE. All other elastic constants were 
set as defined in section 5.1. The ultimate strengths of the timber were initially set to the val-
ues given above (Table 15). 

5.2.1.1 Comparison with the Experiments 

The load-crosshead displacement graphs show that in the numerical calculation, and using 
the strength presented above (Table 15), the timber begins to yield at a significant lower load 
than in the experiments. The graph below shows the comparison for the sample control with 
to calculated results (Figure 101). 

 

Figure 101: Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of the control specimens 
(black: experimental measurements; red: FEM) 

According to Kollmann [48], the compression strength determined by the author [62] is quite 
low. Kollmann [48] specifies between 31.8 MPa and 34.5 MPa for air-dried clear spruce, de-
pending on the specimen geometry. For room-dried small clear specimens, values between 
56.2 MPa and 60 MPa depending on the specimen geometry are given. As the timber used 
for the experimental part of this dissertation had a moister content of 12%, the compression 
strength can be expected to be between the values given by Kollmann.  
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The ultimate load-bearing capacity was generally overestimated by the finite element calcula-
tion. This can be explained by the slope of grain that was present in some timber specimens. 
According to Vallée, Tannert, Lehmann et al. [118], a slope of grain of 10 degrees leads to a 
reduction in the tensile strength from 98.2 to 43.7 MPa, which represents more than 50% for 
quite a small deviation of the fibres in the loading direction. Therefore, it can be assumed that 
the minor slope of grain present in some specimens led to a significant reduction in the fail-
ure load. A reduction in the tensile strength to 85 MPa showed, in combination with a com-
pression strength of 45.6 MPa, quite a good correlation with the control specimens (Figure 
102). The graphs of the other samples in Series 1 can be found in the Appendix. Generally 
the numerically calculated graph starts to yield earlier than the graph measured in the exper-
iments. However, a good agreement was detected for sample A. During the experiments, 
sample B showed a more pronounced non-linear branch than the other samples, although 
this could not be seen in the numerical calculations.  

 

Figure 102: Load as a function of the crosshead displacement (black: experimental meas-
urements of the control specimens; red: FEM) 

The numerically-determined load-bearing capacity of the controls was only 1.8 % higher than 
the average determined during the experiments (Table 21).The failure load for the reinforced 
specimens was generally overestimated in the numerical calculation. Generally, the calculat-
ed failure load was in the range of the strongest specimen within the sample. One possible 
explanation could be the variation of timber or the slope of grains present in the experiments, 
which led to an overestimation of the tensile strength in the model. The fracture in tension 
parallel to the fibres in the multi-surface plasticity model used is described with a linear sof-
tening function. The angle of the softening function has a significant influence on the failure 
propagation: in the model used, the angle was set to the negative value of the module of 
elasticity. As this angle is very difficult to determine experimentally, no additional literature 
was found, and therefore no justification for reducing it was found. A steeper softening func-
tion leads to a more brittle failure and therefore reduces the crack-bridging capability of the 
CFRP, thereby reducing the ultimate load-bearing capacity.  
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Table 21: Comparison of the load-bearing capacity and the prestress between the exper-
iments and numerical calculation of Series 1 

 
Load-bearing capacity Prestress in CFRP 

  
experimental 

[kNm] 
FEM 

[kNm] 
experimental 

[MPa] 
FEM 

[MPa] 

Control 1.49 1.52 - - 

Sample A 1.9 2.12 141 173 

Sample B 1.83 2.1 154 162 

Sample C 1.85 2.13 144 168 

Sample D 1.76 2.12 79 81 

Sample E 1.71 2.14 205 254 

Sample F 1.77 2.1 4 - 

The governing parameters of the material model allow adjustment until nearly perfect agree-
ment with the experiments. However, the aim is to use the input parameters given by the 
literature or measured experimentally, and therefore no curve fitting was undertaken. All 
samples were modelled using the same material parameters except for the comparison with 
the experiments. The module of elasticity parallel to the grain was set for each sample to the 
bending MOE determined during the experiments. 

The zones with active non-linearity in the numerical model do correspond with the observa-
tions made during the experiments. In the experiments, some compression wrinkles occurred 
between loading point and support, which corresponds with the large zone behind the load-
ing points (Figure 103). The grey zone in the figure shows the loading points, and represents 
the compression yielding perpendicular to the fibre. Some yielding is also visible in the sup-
port region. The active non-linearity in the tension zone represents the cracks that occurred 
before failure of the specimen.  

 

Figure 103: Elements with active non-linearity at maximum load 
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5.2.1.2 Results 

For the comparison of the numerically-calculated results between the different samples, the 
modulus of elasticity of timber was set to the average of the control specimens for all sam-
ples. This allowed the influence of the adhesive and the prestress level on calculated results 
to be determined. In order to compare the influence of the studied parameters on the stress 
distribution towards the end of CFRP-lamella, this region was meshed using smaller ele-
ments.  

The different load level during the bonding of the lamella can be clearly seen in the force 
deflection graph (Figure 104). Higher stress in timber during bonding leads to a larger cam-
ber and therefore to less deflection at a given load.  

The computed stress distribution after prestressing indicates a fairly regular distribution of the 
shear stress in the adhesive layer. Towards the end of the lamella, a slightly higher stress 
level was observed.  

 

Figure 104: Load as a function of the deflection at midspan (the cambering of the battens is 
also shown in the graph) 

There is no significant difference in the loadbearing capacity between the reinforced sam-
ples. However, the reinforcement leads to a clear gain compared to the controls (Table 22 
and Figure 104). 

Table 22: Numerically-calculated results using the same timber properties for all speci-
mens 

 

Camber 
[mm] 

Prestress 
 in CFRP 
[MPa] 

Load-bearing  
capacity 

[kNm] 

Deflection  
at max load 

[mm] 

Stress in CFRP  
at max. load 

[MPa] 

Deflection  
at 1 kNm 

[mm] 

Control - - 1.52 34.8 - 15.8 

Sample A -1.06 164 2.10 39.9 1486 11.0 

Sample B -1.06 164 2.10 39.9 1485 11.0 

Sample C -1.09 163 2.11 39.9 1476 10.9 

Sample D -0.54 82 2.12 43.2 1480 11.4 

Sample E -1.63 245 2.11 37.7 1512 10.3 

Sample F - 
 

2.08 42.1 1368 12.0 
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The numerical calculations show that at failure load, the highest shear stress in the adhesive 
layer is not towards the end of the lamella but in the region where the force is applied during 
the four-point bending. The prestress level shows no influence on the peak stress; however, 
the modulus of elasticity of the adhesive had some influence. A high MOE led to higher shear 
stress in this region. However, the stress was still lower than the shear capacity of the adhe-
sive and timber (Figure 105).  

 

Figure 105: Computed shear stress in the adhesive layer at failure. The symmetry at mid-
span is in the lower right corner of the image. 

At the very end of the adhesive layer, a small area with active non-linearity was detected in 
the timber. The elements failed mainly due a combination of shear and tension perpendicular 
to the grain. Softening rules were only active in the outermost layer of the timber elements 
(0.7mm). This zone was, depending on the sample, between five (1.7 mm) and eight ele-
ments (2.7 mm) long. The modulus of elasticity of the adhesive seems to have had only a 
small influence on the length of this zone. However, the prestress level had some influence. 
The modelling approach used did not allow the determination if the numerical total failure 
started in this zone or was due to bending failure of the timber. 

The stress distribution in the tension perpendicular clearly shows the progress of the non-
linear zones in the various samples. There was no clear influence of the MOE of the adhe-
sive on the stress distribution; it seems that a higher modulus of elasticity of the adhesive 
leads to a slightly higher peak stress in the adhesive. However, the peak is more or less on 
the same locus for all three adhesive types. The prestress level had a clear influence on the 
position of the stress peak. Higher prestress led to a larger distance between peak stress 
and the end of the lamella. This trend is in agreement with the larger area containing ele-
ments with active non-linearity in this zone. The maximal stress seems to be about the same 
for all tested prestress levels. 
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Figure 106: Stress distribution perpendicular near the end of the CFRP-lamella 

The prestress level again had an influence on the shear stress distribution in the timber. A 
higher prestress level led to a larger area at the end of the lamella with low shear stress due 
to active softening rules (Figure 107). The prestress level also had an influence on the shear 
stress underneath the lamella. This influence was observed in areas without any influence 
from the reinforcement end. Higher prestress levels clearly led to higher shear stress in the 
timber. 

 

Figure 107: Shear-stress distribution in the timber near the end of the CFRP-lamella 

5.2.2 Modelling of Series 2 

The large specimens were also modelled using Ansys and the multi-surface plasticity model 
for timber included in the MultiPlas material library.  

The ultimate strength parallel to the fibres was adjusted in the respect that structural and not 
clear timber was used. The other strength properties were set to the values presented above 
(Table 15). The tension strength was set to 38.6 MPa, which represents the average value at 
the first partial failure measured during the experiments (Table 13). The value for the com-
pression strength was set to 36 MPa, which represents the value where a clear deviation 
from the linear relationship between the force and the compression strain in the timber was 
seen during the experiments (Figure 82). As the strain gauges were positioned in regions 
with clear timber, this deviation could not be seen for all specimens. Only the ones where 
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such a deviation was clearly visible were taken into account for the determination of the 
compression strength.  

For the modelling of the structural-sized sample brick, elements with eight nodes were used. 
The adhesive layer was modelled with three elements in its thickness; along the height of the 
CRFP-lamella four elements were used. The element size was varied along the height of the 
timber beam. In order to reduce the model size, some irregular shapes were accepted in 
zones were no active plasticity or large strains were expected. However, in zones where ac-
tive plasticity and high strain were expected, reasonably small, regular-shaped elements 
were used (Figure 108).  

 

Figure 108: Element-size distribution for the structural-sized specimens. Left: complete 
model with the loading and support plates. Right: detailed view of the sym-
metry plane at midspan (the loading plates and the dummy material are not 
shown) 

5.2.2.1 Comparison with the Experiments 

Determining the governing material properties during the experiments allowed the minimising 
of the influence of natural variations in the mechanical properties on the calculated results. 
Therefore the force-crosshead displacement graph shows a very good correlation between 
the experiments and the numerical calculation (Figure 109). 
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Figure 109: Load as a function of the crosshead displacement (black: experimental meas-
urements; red: FEM) 

The numerically calculated camber is 3.3mm due to prestressing and shows good agreement 
with the camber measured during the experiments at 4.1mm. One has to consider that the 
camber measured during the experiments has a COV of 39% (Table 12). The numerically 
calculated prestress in the CFRP-lamella is only 5.5% lower than the one measured experi-
mentally. The computed prestress distribution in the CFRP-lamella corresponds well with the 
measured one (Figure 110). The numerically calculated maximal load-bearing capacity is 
overestimated by 6.1 % compared with the average, determined experimentally (Table 23).  

Table 23: Comparison of the numerical calculations with the experiments 

 

Camber 
[mm] 

Prestress in CFRP 
[MPa] 

Load-bearing capacity 
[kNm] 

Gain due to CFRP 
 

experimental 4.1 253 25.4 
 FEM 3.3 239 27 25.6%* 

*The load-bearing capacity of an unreinforced beam was numerically determined using the same 
material properties as for the reinforced ones. 

 

Figure 110: Computed prestress distribution in the CFRP-lamella 

The tension strain measured on the timber corresponds well with the calculation (Figure 
111). The activation of the softening at the maximal stress led to a small deviation of the ex-
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pected behaviour. This small error is introduced by the material model, but has no significant 
influence. 

 

Figure 111: Load as a function of tension strain on timber at gauge position 5, where strain 
at zero force is due to the prestressing (black: experimental measurements 
red: FEM) 

The compression strain measured on the timber corresponds well in the elastic part (Figure 
112). As the strain gauges were placed on clear areas of the timber, the crushing of the tim-
ber during the bending tests was not measured even if it did occur. There were two excep-
tions where it was clearly visible; however, this visible crushing occurred before it could be 
detected in the strain-gauge measurements. In the numerical model, knots and the variability 
of the timber over the length of the beam, were not considered. In order to be able to repre-
sent the global behaviour of the beam, an average over the length was estimated. The result 
led to an overestimation of the non-linear deformation in the clear part and to an underesti-
mation in weaker regions. Again, the activation of the plasticity led to a small shift in the 
graph. As there was no physical reason for this shift, it indicates some numerical problems in 
the material model used. 

 

Figure 112: Load as a function of compression strain on timber at gauge position 5, where 
strain at zero force is due to the prestressing (black: experimental measure-
ments red: FEM) 
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5.2.2.2 Results 

The computed shear-stress distribution in the adhesive layer shows a fairly regular stress 
distribution over the entire length. Only towards of the end of the lamella can higher stresses 
be detected. However, this higher stress is less than 2 MPa and far lower than the stress that 
could be expected if the prestress force were constant over the whole length of the lamella 
(Figure 113).  

 

Figure 113: Computed shear-stress distribution in the adhesive after prestressing 

At the very end of the CRFP-lamella, a small zone in the timber with active non-linearity was 
detected (Figure 114). The elements failed due to the interaction of shear and tension per-
pendicular to the fibres. This zone was only 1mm long at failure load and may have indicated 
the start of debonding. In the chosen modelling approach, whether the starting debonding or 
the bending failure led to the numerical complete failure cannot be distinguished. However, 
the zone with active non-linearity was clearly smaller than for the small specimens and also 
smaller than for the numerical calculations using CFRP-lamellas with a higher modulus of 
elasticity. Therefore, it can be assumed that this zone was not governing the failure for calcu-
lations using lamellas with an MOE of 165 GPa. Furthermore, the nominal shear flow and 
stress was lower than for the small specimens. The peak stresses perpendicular to the ad-
hesive layer were only at the outermost node at the free corner of the CRFP-lamella. In the 
next node, the stress was already significantly lower. The reason may be numerical and not 
physical, however, especially as this element was quite distorted due to the lateral moving of 
the lamella during the cambering of the beam. During load step one where the camber was 
introduced, the elements modelling the adhesive were inactive. 
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Figure 114: Tension perpendicular at the end of the reinforcement, where the stress distri-
bution clearly shows the active non-linearity in a small zone of the timber 

The shear stress distribution in the timber clearly shows a narrow peak at the end of the rein-
forcement (Figure 115). This peak is lower than the expected shear strength of timber. How-
ever, as the peak is in combination with tension perpendicular to the grain, some stress re-
distribution due to non-linear behaviour can be expected, and this is also visible in the nu-
merical results. Compared to elastic calculations of adhesively-bonded shear connections, 
the stresses are quite low. According to Vallée, Tannert, Lehmann et al. [118], computed 
peak stresses using linear elastic-material models can reach values above 20 MPa for shear 
and tension perpendicular to the grain before leading to failure. The results allow the conclu-
sion that the multi-surface plasticity model used reduces the peak stresses by active soften-
ing functions and that active non-linearity does not necessarily lead to delamination.  

 

Figure 115: Shear-stress distribution in timber at the end of the reinforcement 

The distribution of the longitudinal stress in the CFRP-lamella clearly shows the bending of 
the CFRP-lamella towards its end (Figure 116). The bending is due to the eccentric force in 
the CRFP-lamella. This introduces tension perpendicular to the grain in combination with 
shear stresses, which can lead to the peeling of the reinforcement. Schnüriger, Brunner and 
Lehmann [98] also report such debonding of the multilayered CFRP reinforcement during 
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bending tests using highly prestressed CFRP-lamellas. However, during the experiments 
described in Chapter 4, no such debonding before timber failure was detected, and the pre-
stress level introduced with the camber method is quite low compared to other methods. 
Therefore, one can assume that no additional end anchorage is needed as long as lamellas 
with an MOE of 165 GPa and the camber method are used for prestressing. 

 

Figure 116: Stress parallel to the fibres at the end of the reinforcement, where only the last 
four centimetres of the lamella are shown 

At the loadbearing limit, the shear-stress distribution in the adhesive shows a clear peak to-
wards the end of the lamella. Otherwise, the stress distribution is quite regular and corre-
sponds well with the expectations. The peak stress under the loading point is not as clearly 
visible as in the small samples. This is possibly due to the relatively small area that has al-
ready passed its elastic limit (Figure 117). 

 

Figure 117: Shear-stress distribution in the adhesive at ultimate load 

5.3 Optimisation using FEM  
As already shown in the modelling and in the experiments, the CRFP-lamella is not used to 
its full capacity. As the proposed prestressing method depends on the difference of the MOE 
in the fibre direction of the two materials, a high modulus carbon fibre may allow the use of 
the lamella to its full capacity and to higher failure loads. Unfortunately, the lamellas with high 
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MOEs are quite expensive, and therefore not often used in the building industry. The HM 
carbon fibres and lamellas produced using such fibres have a significant lower ultimate ten-
sion strain and also lower tension strength. CFRP-lamellas with MOE up to 400  GPa are 
produced for the building industry [5, 7]. The design strain (0.16 %) of such lamellas exactly 
equals the theoretical strain in GL24h at design-bending stress for beams with a height less 
than 230mm. As the lamellas are prestressed in this work, the use of this CFRP-lamella type 
may not be efficient (Table 24).  

Table 24: Overview of the results using CRFP-lamella with different modulus of elasticity 
compared with the unreinforced beam 

 Unreinforced beams Reinforced beams 

MOE of the lamella - 165 GPa 210 GPa 300 GPa 400 GPa 

camber - 3.3 mm 4 mm 5.2 mm 6.4 mm 

prestress in CFRP - 239 MPa 285 MPa 375 MPa 459 MPa 

load-bearing capacity 21.5 kNm 27 kNm 27.9 kNm 27.9 kNm* 21.0 kNm* 

deflection at max load 85 mm 91.8 mm 91.7 mm 87 mm 52.3 mm 

deflection at 15kNm 53.8 mm 44.1 mm 42.2 mm 38.4 mm 34.6 mm 

stress in CFRP at max. load - 927 MPa 1157 MPa 1500 MPa 1450MPa 

utilisation CFRP** - 30% 36% 100% 100% 

*Failure due to CFRP rupture.  

**Calculated using the average tension strength stated by the producer [5].  

Beams reinforced using CRFP-lamellas with an MOE of 300 GPa fail due to CFRP failure if 
the bending stress in timber during bonding of the lamella is 20 MPa. However, the loadbear-
ing capacity of such a composite beam is the same as for a beam reinforced using lamellas 
with a MOE of 210 GPa. A reduction of the bending stress during bonding to 13 MPa allows 
the full utilisation of the prestressed composite system, and increases the load-bearing ca-
pacity by about 8 %. In this system, the strength of the CFRP and the timber is reached at 
nearly the same load level. However, the reduction of the prestress leads to 35 % less cam-
ber (Table 25). For lamellas with an MOE of 400 GPa, a camber of 6.4mm can be achieved. 
Unfortunately, the ultimate strength of the CFRP is reached on a level lower than the unrein-
forced beam, and therefore, the reinforcement for such a beam is for service-limit state only. 
If lamellas with an MOE of 400 GPa are used without prestress, the composite still fails due 
to CFRP failure but on a load level higher than for beams using lamellas with an MOE of 
210 GPa. Depending on whether the deformation or the strength is governing, one can 
chose the prestress level using high modulus CFRP-lamellas. Lamellas with an MOE of 400 
GPa should be used only if the service-limit state is governing the design and/or in combina-
tion with low-grade timber. 
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Table 25: Computed results for beams using high modulus CRFP-lamella and different 
prestress levels 

MOE of the lamella 300 GPa 300 GPa 400 GPa 400 GPa 

stress in timber during bonding 20 MPa 13 MPa 20 MPa - 

camber 5.2 mm 3.4 mm 6.4 mm - 

prestress in CFRP 375 MPa 244 MPa 459 MPa - 

load-bearing capacity 27.9 kNm* 30.1 kNm 21.0 kNm* 28.7 kNm* 

deflection at max load 87 mm 96.4 mm 52.3 mm 88 mm 

deflection at 15 kNm 38.4 mm 41.3 mm 34.6 mm 41.7 mm 

stress in CFRP at max. load 1500 MPa 1500 MPa 1450 MPa 1450 MPa 

utilisation CFRP** 100% 100% 100% 100% 

*Failure due to CFRP rupture. 

**Calculated using the average tension strength stated by the producer [5]. 

The modulus of elasticity of the CFRP-Lamella has a clear influence on the shear stress in 
the timber at ultimate load. This influence is clearly visible towards the end of the lamella. A 
higher MOE leads to a significantly higher shear stress (Figure 118). The prestress level may 
have some influence on the shear-stress distribution but it is far less obvious. One reason is 
as for the high modulus CRFP-lamella the strength of the CFRP is design governing and 
therefore at ultimate load the tension force in the CRFP-lamella is the same. 

 

Figure 118: Shear-stress distribution at ultimate load towards the end of the lamella (only 
the last 15mm is visible). Left: The MOE of the CFRP is 165 GPa; Right: The 
MOE of the CFRP is 300 GPa. 

The MOE of the CFRP-lamella has a clear influence on the tension perpendicular to the fibre 
in the timber. Higher MOE leads to higher stress and the peak is further away from the end of 
the lamella which corresponds with the larger area containing timber elements with non-
linear behaviour. Again the prestress level had little influence. 
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5.4 Discussion and conclusion 
In Series 2, the governing strength properties were determined during the tests on the spec-
imens; leading to a good conformity between the experiments and the numerical modelling. 
However, the strength properties of the timber used in Series 1 were not determined using 
the same specimens as for the bending tests. Consequently, some adjustment based on the 
values presented in literature [48, 80, 85, 118] had to be made for Series 1, in order to reach 
an acceptable agreement between the experiments and the numerical calculations. This fac-
tor shows the importance of determining the parameters during the experiments using the 
same specimens, unless one prefers to achieve the correlation by curve fitting. 

The shear-stress distribution in the adhesive layer indicates that there is no pronounced an-
chorage zone towards the end of the lamella. There is a zone with higher stresses and also 
some stress peaks at the end of the lamella. However, not the whole force of the lamella is 
anchored in this region. For concrete, the model with an anchorage zone is developed where 
the CFRP reinforcement often fails due to peeling of the lamella. This failure mostly occurs in 
the concrete underneath the adhesive [116]. In concrete, a large part of the tension zone is 
fissured and therefore the design model defines the anchorage zone in the non-fissured part 
of the beam towards the end of the lamella [11]. For the concrete model in this zone, the 
whole force in the CFRP is anchored. As timber has different load-bearing behaviour than 
concrete, the force in the lamella is anchored over the whole length. Therefore the author 
recommends that the calculation model for the anchorage force proposed for concrete in the 
Swiss pre-standard SIA 166:2004 externally-bonded reinforcement [11] is not applied for 
timber structures. Furthermore, the differentiation between the anchorage and active zones 
needs to be questioned for timber structures. The use of the camber method for prestressing 
in timber structures leads to an anchorage of the prestress force over the whole length of the 
lamella. However, if a prestressing frame or similar method is used, the whole prestress 
force is anchored in the very end of the lamella [114] and the anchorage zone has to be con-
sidered for design. 

The design strain stated in the applications guide for CFRP-lamellas [5, 7] is based on the 
load-bearing behaviour of concrete, where strain peaks in the fissured zone have to be con-
sidered. However, as timber has no fissured zone, a reductions factor of 2 between the min-
imum ultimate strain and the design strain can be questioned. The factors M and M are giv-
en with 1.3 and 0.8 in the Swiss standard [11] which leads to a reductions factor of 1.625. 
Therefore, one could suggest dividing the five percentile by 1.625, which leads to significant-
ly higher values than stated in the applications guide [5, 7], and to a significantly higher de-
sign capacity for timber beams reinforced using high or ultrahigh modulus CFRP-lamellas. 
However, if lamellas with an MOE of 165 GPa or 210 GPa are used, the design strain does 
not govern the design.  

For the large specimens using high modulus CFRP as reinforcement, the stress peaks to-
wards the end of the lamella have about the same values and the same locus as the ones in 
the small specimens, and therefore one can assume that no delamination should occur be-
fore timber failure. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that the numerical model had no 
convergence issues with loads significantly higher than at the point where CFRP rupture was 
expected.  
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The timber model used allows the numerical estimation of the failure load if the input pa-
rameters are properly determined. However, it does not allow modelling the post peak be-
haviour. Furthermore, this model does not consider the variability of the timber unless one is 
modelling the knots and the fibre angle. This leads to a limitation if local effects have to be 
analysed. However, a model considering the variability of the timber would be quite expen-
sive considering the calculation-power and time necessary. According to Frese [32], hun-
dreds of calculation runs with different beams would be needed in order to determine the 
characteristic strength, using numerical calculations to consider the natural variability.  
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6 Overall Discussion and Conclusion 
The analytical calculations model corresponds well with the results for the prestressing ob-
tained by the numerical modelling. The camber and the prestress present in the CFRP are 
exactly the same for both methods. There is only a small difference in stress in the timber at 
midspan after prestressing. The origin of this deviation is due to the fact that the analytical 
calculation model does not consider the local influence of the loading plates during the cam-
bering. The example used to illustrate the analytical model (Chapter 3) was also calculated 
using Ansys. The modelling approach was the same as described in Chapter 5; however, 
instead of a four-point bending, the distributed load was force controlled applied . The differ-
ence at ultimate design load was lower than 2%. For the reinforcement using CFRP-lamella 
with a MOE of 165 GPa, all timber elements stayed within the elastic limits. Therefore, no 
debonding was expected. In a case where a lamella with an MOE of 300 GPa is used, a few 
elements at the end of the lamella are beyond the elastic limits. As this area is only two ele-
ments long (0.7mm), which is far less than was detected during the modelling of the experi-
ments, one can assume that no delaminating will occur as long as the timber in this zone is 
of a good quality and no strength-reducing features are present. 

The numerical calculations showed that using high modulus CFRP-lamellas may be a rea-
sonable solution when reinforcing using the camber method to prestress the lamella. There-
fore the influence of high modulus CFRP-lamella on the design of the example structure 
used in Chapter 3 was determined using the analytical calculations model. Using CFRP with 
an MOE of 210 GPa leads to a 10 % higher margin in the timber for the ultimate-limit state, 
and the utilisation of the timber drops to 88 %. The gain in the service-limit state leads to a 
fulfilment of the limit given for near-permanent loads considering the appearance; the limit 
given for fittings with ductile behaviour is only surpassed by 1.6 %. This is an improvement of 
the service-limit state by about 5 % and 12 % respectively, compared to a reinforcement us-
ing CFRP with an MOE of 165 GPa. The utilisation of the CRFP-lamella regarding the design 
strain is, at 49 %, about 9 % higher for the lamella with an MOE equivalent to steel.  

Using CFRP-lamella with an MOE of 300 GPa allows for a utilisation of 100%, regarding the 
design strain of the lamella. The utilisation of the timber drops to 81 %. In order to avoid a 
violation of the design strain of the CFRP, a reduction of the bending stress in timber to 14 
MPa during bonding is necessary. Even with this reduction, the service-limit state can easily 
be fulfilled. Beside the greater margin towards the design limits, the lower bending stress 
during bonding and the lower utilisation shows that high modulus CRFP-lamellas may be a 
good solution if the timber quality is not completely sound.  

Using CRFP-lamellas with 400 GPa leads to an almost complete utilisation of the lamella 
without any prestress, and the utilisation of the timber is also nearly 100% considering the 
ultimate-limit state. However, the service-limit state for near-permanent loads regarding the 
appearance cannot be met. The deflection is 3.2 mm above the limit, representing a violation 
of the limit by 24 %. The results show that the use of ultrahigh modulus CFRP-lamellas does 
not lead to an improvement of the design compared to the other lamellas.  

The lamella with an MOE of 300 GPa clearly shows the best performance of all types inves-
tigated. However, one has to consider that high modulus CFRP-lamellas are far more expen-
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sive than lamellas with an MOE of 165 GPa. As the camber method is proposed for the rein-
forcing of both heritage and contemporary timber structures where the material costs are 
usually kept lower than the labour costs, the use of all types of CFRP may be justified. More-
over, the camber method is far less labour intensive and destructive than most other reinforc-
ing methods. However the costs would prohibit the use of CFRP in a new construction in 
order to reduce the timber consumption.  

The investigations show that the analytical calculation model presented allows for a safe de-
sign and shows good agreement with the experiments and numerical modelling. The calcula-
tions and experiments demonstrate that the reinforcing of timber beams using the camber 
method is efficient. The example presented shows that existing structures can be upgraded 
to withstand the higher deal and live loads due to renovation and change from residential 
building to office use. The investigations show that the MOE of the adhesive has no signifi-
cant influence on the load-bearing behaviour. However, the experiments show that the adhe-
sive type may have some influence on the failure and post-failure behaviour. The numerical 
calculations demonstrate that there are stress peaks towards the end of the lamella. A higher 
modulus of elasticity of the CFRP-lamella leads to higher stresses in this region, although 
they were reasonable at design loads and no delaminating is expected. The calculations 
show that the use of high modulus CFRP-lamellas leads to a complete utilisation of the 
CFRP at design level and a significant reduction of the deflection. An adjustment of the bend-
ing stress during the bonding of the lamella leads to higher failure loads and a lower camber 
after prestressing.  

The reaction to climatic variations and the long-term behaviour of timber beams reinforced 
with CFRP using the camber method needs to be studied further. In addition, and especially 
for high or ultra-high modulus CFRP-lamellas, the performance of the bond towards the end 
of the lamella needs to be studied carefully. Furthermore, the proposed analytical calcula-
tions model for long-term design has to be experimentally verified. 

The experiments demonstrated that the use of a heating system allows the curing of the ad-
hesive in one hour, although this involves clamping the lamellas to the timber, which is in-
convenient on a building site. Therefore, the optimal parameters for hot curing need to be 
determined in the future. 
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Abbreviations 
CFRP carbon fibre-reinforced polymer 

COV Coefficient of variation 

EI bending stiffness = modulus of elasticity multiplied by the 
moment of inertia 

FEM finite-element method 

FRP fibre-reinforced polymer 

GL24h glue-laminated timber (glulam) with a 5-percentile stress 
in bending of 24 MPa, where the whole section contains 
the same strength grade of lamellas (see also SIA 265 
[51]) 

HDT heat distortion temperature 

HBM Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik 

MOR modulus of rupture (maximal-bending stress) 

MOE modulus of elasticity 

SIA Schweizerischer Ingenieur- und Architektenverein 
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Appendix 

A.1 Modelling of Series 1 

 

Figure A 1: Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of the control specimens 
(black: experimental measurements; red: FEM) 

 

Figure A 2:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample A (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 
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Figure A 3:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample B (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 

 

Figure A 4:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample C (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 
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Figure A 5:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample D (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 

 

Figure A 6:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample E (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 
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Figure A 7:  Load as a function of the crosshead displacement of Sample F (black: experi-
mental measurements; red: FEM) 
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